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CHAPTER- 1 Introduction to Financial 
Administration

INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL 

ADMINISTRATION
NOTES

STRUCTURE

Introduction
Meaning of Financial Administration 
The Importance of Financial Administration 
Nature of Financial Administration 
Scope of Financial Administration 
Components of Financial Administration 
Financial Administration : Objectives 
Principles of Financial Administration 
Financial Administration in India 
Level of Financial Administration 
The Finance Commission 
The State Financial Commission 
Deficit Financing — Concept and Meaning
Role of Deficit Financing as an Aid to Financing Economic Development
Deficit Financing and Inflation
Deficit Financing and Price Behaviour in India
Advantages of Deficit Financing
Limitations of Deficit Financing
Measures/AItematives to Control Deficit Financing
• Summary
• Review Questions
• Further Readings
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Learning Ob/ecitves

After going through this chapter, students will be able to : 
knoiv the meaning, scope and nature of financial administration; 
discuss the levels of financial administration; 
explain the role and functions of finance commissions; 
understand the meaning, advantages and disadvantages of financial 
administration.
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Financial Adniinistration 1.1 INTRODUCTION
Finance is the life blood of every organisation. Personnel and materials which 

are needed for the functioning of any office, industry, enterprise can be made 
available only if money is provided.

The efficiency of operating systems and maintenance systems depends upon 
the effectiveness of financial system as every administrative act may have financial 
implications. The significance of finance to public administration is quite obvious 
as is evident from the remark of Lloyd George: "Government is finance".

Financial administration, as an important aspect of public administration 
is as ancient as organised governments all over the world. In its rudimentary 
form, it was performing certain limited functions till medieval times. In the pre 
modern times, it was conceived within the structure of legislative control over 
executive. Socio-economic forces unleashed by industrial revolution have given 
a new meaning and a dynamic content to financial administration. In the changed 
context, it is expected to meet dynamic needs of planned development and social 
change.

NOTES

UNIT - I

iIn this unit we shall discuss the meaning, importance, nature and scope of 
Financial Administration. The unit will also give us an idea about the various 
components of Financial Administration. The principles of financial administration 
too has been discussed in this particular unit.

C.

1.2 MEANING OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
The term Financial Administration consists of two words viz., 'Finance' and 

'Administration'. The word 'administration' refers to organisation and 
management of collective human efforts in the pursuit of a conscious objective. 
Tlie word 'Finance' refers to monetary (money) resource. Financial Administration 
refers to that set of activities which are related to making available money to the 
various branches of an office, or an organisation to enable it to carrying out its 
objectives. Whether it is the Department of Agriculture, Railways, Road Transport 
Corporation, Primary Health Centre, Municipality or Gram Panchayat, or for 
that matter, a family, its day-to-day activities would depend upon the availability 
of funds with which financial administration is concerned.

Now let us get to know some more accurate definitions of Financial 
Administration. According to L.D. White, "Fiscal Management includes those 
operations designed to make funds available to officials and to ensure their lawful 
and efficient use".
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Imroduclion lo Financial 
Administration

According to Jaze Gaston "Financial Administration is that part of 
government organisation which deals with the collection, preservation and 
distribution of public funds, with the coordination of public revenue and 
expenditure, with the management of credit operations on behalf of the State 
and with the general control of the financial affairs of public household."

Though this definition covers some important aspects of fiscal management, 
it fails to project a comprehensive scope of financial administration. Perhaps, 
after realising this limitation, G.S. Lall states that financial administration is 
concerned with all the aspects of financial management of the State. Since public 
administration is more and more concerned with public affairs and public interest, 
ttie feontiers of financial adm inistraCbn are expanding and therefore there is a 
need for a com prehensive definition of financial adm inisdration. A s an attem pt 
tow ards thisdirectton, the follow ing definition is presented .

"FinancialA dm inistratbn includes all the activities which generate, 
regulate and distribute m onetary resources needed for the sustenance 
and grow th of the m em bers of a political com m unity."

The Distinction between Public Finance and Private Finance
Finance function appears to be a generic process which takes place in both 

public and private organisations, But, one should not conclude that the principles 
and norms which are applicable to private finance are equally applicable to public 
finance, for despite the challenge to the historic "separate but equal doctrine" 
from the integrationist movement of recent times, public organisations continue 
to possess certain distinct characteristics. Dissimilarities between public finance 
and private finance are quite sharp and clear. According to Sundaram, these 
dissimilarities can be outlined as follows:

Public Finance 

(1) Adjustment of income to

NOTES

■D

Private Finance
(1) Adjustment of expenditure to 
income expenditure
(la) Corporate control
(2) Limited resources
(3) No such power

(la) Popular control
(2) Elastic resources
(3) Resource mobilisation through 
coercive power
(4) Tendency towards deficit (4) Tendency towards balanced 

budgets
(5) Towards profit maximisation

A

(5) Direction of expenditure towards 
public service

1.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
The importance of Financial Administration was not considered till after 

industrial revolution. The concept of minimum government as an offshoot of
Self-Inslniclional Material 3



Financial Administration laissez faire doctrine, dictated observance of minimum taxation. When social life
became more complex as a result of industrial revolution, the role of the 
government increased manifold. Further, the concept of welfare state has caused 
phenomenal increase in state activity. The governments have entered into new 
areas which were kept out of the purview of the State. In this changed context, 
financial administration has gained greater significance for exploring ways and 
means to generate resources to meet the ever-increasing public expenditure.

The Great Depression (1929-33) had exposed the weaknesses of neutral 3 
economic stance of the governments. It enhanced the quest for stability in income 
and employment as well as for equality and social justice. Based on Keynesian 
perspective, the State has assumed an active and positive role for expanding 
national income and employment. It has also taken up the task of ensuring equity 
and equility. Fiscal policy of the government has become a powerful instrument 
in influencing the socio-economic life of the people. Defence and administrative 
expenditure lost its nonproductive label and assumed a new significance as a 
lever for stimulating income and employment levels. Financial administration 
was entrusted with the responsibility of formulating effective policies to achieve 
these new objectives of the State. It was called upon to transform financial resources 
into public purposes and thus to improve the lot of the individual through 
distributive justice.

NOTES

With the advent of democracy, as a popular social institution, the concept 
of 'parliamentary'control over public purse' has received universal acceptance. 
The principles of "no taxation without representation", i.e., "no public expenditure 
without parliamentary sanction" have become the guiding canons of modem 
political communities. There appeared an urgent need to devise a simple and 
systematic financial procedure in order to make financial system intelligible to 
the common person. Financial administration became an instrument of modem 
governments for making "popular sovereignty" a social reality.

The concept of planned development has enabled public administrators to 
an active and dynamic role in the formulation and implementation of

J

t
play
development schemes and projects. The time and cost of implementing these 
projects have become critically important. The accent of financial administration 
has shifted from one of controlling the disbursement of funds to one of 
management of various development projects and programmes. The rise of 
performance budgeting and other related budgetary innovations represent 
remarkable achievements of financial administration in meeting this challenge. 
From the early eighties onwards, resource crunch has become a very serious 
problem of modem governments. While there is a tremendous pressure on the 
modem governments to increase their expenditure outlays to meet the ever 
expanding ambitions and demands of the people the taxpayers are unable or 
xmwilling to bear additional tax burdens. In this dilemma, a need has arisen for a
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careful prioritisation of public expenditure. Hence a study of financial 
administration and management which are a part of public administration has 
become important to seek out ways for eliminating unwanted expenditure and 
ensuring optimisation of output on a limited resource base. Zero Base budgeting 
is an attempt in this direction.

To sum up, financial administration is playing a dominant role in modem

Introduction to Financial 
Administration

HiI i

NOTES

times.
i 1.4 NATURE OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

There are two different views regarding the nature of financial 
administration. These are (i) Traditional view; (ii) Modern view.
(i) Traditional View

Advocates of this view conceive financial administration as a sum total of 
activities undertaken in pursuit of generation, regulation and distribution of 
monetary resources needed for the sustenance and growth of public organisations. 
They emphasise upon that set of administrative functions in a public organisation 
which relate to an arrangement of flow of funds as well as to regulating 
mechanisms and processes which ensure proper and productive utilisation of 
these funds. When one looks at this view from systems perspective, it represents 
an integral sub-system of supportive system. A financial administrator shoulders 
responsibility for ensuring adequate financial backing for running public 
organisation in the most efficient manner. His/her job is to plan, programme, 
organise and direct all financial activities in public organisations so as to achieve 
efficient implementation of public policy. The participants of this system are 
considered as financial managers and they discharge managerial functions of 
financial nature; Further, this view reflects the stand taken by pure theorists of 
public finance like Seligman. The central thesis of pure theory of public finance 
is that public finance should deal with the problems of public income, public 
expenditure and public debt in an objective manner without any relation to a set 
of values and premises of the political party in power. Accordingly, theorists of 
financial administration subscribing to this view take a value-neutral stance. For 
instance, Jaze Gaston reflects this view when he says that financial administration 
is that part of government organisation which deals with the collection, 
preservation and distribution of public funds.
(ii) Modem View

The modem view considers financial administration as an integral part of 
the overall management process of public organisations rather than one of raising 
and disbursing public funds. It includes all the activities of all persons engaged in 
public administration, for quite obviously almost every public official takes 
decisions which are bound to have some direct or indirect consequences of 
financial nature. Further, it rejects the value-neutral stand of the traditional theory.

I
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l-lnancial Adminisiration It combines in itself three prominent theories of public finance, viz., the socio
political theory as expounded by Wagner, Edgeworth and Pigou, the functional 
theory of Keynesian perspective and activating view of modem public finance 

I theorists. According to this view financial administration has the following roles.
(a) Equalising Role: Under this role financial administration seeks to demolish 

the equalities of wealth. It seeks, through fiscal policies, to transfer income 
from the affluent to the poor.

(b) Functional Role : Under normal circumstances the economy cannot 
function on its own. Under this role, financial administration seeks to 
ensure, through taxation, public expenditure and public debt, and proper 
functioning of the economy. It evolves policy instruments to maintain 
high economic growth and full employment.

(c) Activating Role : Under this role financial administration involves the 
study of such steps that will facilitate a smooth and rapid flow of investment 
and its optimal allocation to iricrease the volume of national income.

(d) Stabilising Role: Under this role, the objective of financial administration 
is the stabilisation of price level and inflationary trends through fiscal as 
well as monetary policies.

(e) Participatorif Role : According to this view, financial administration 
involves formulation and execution of policies for making the state a 
producer of both public and private goods with the objective of maximising 
social welfare of the community. It also seeks to promote economic 
development through direct and indirect participation of the State.

Thus, finmcial administration provides a framework of choices regarding 
ends and means which reflect the nature and character of the State and its 
ideological base as well as its values. For instance, financial administration of 
socialist countries differ from that in democratic countries. Thus, the essence of 
financial administration would differ under different socio-political systems 
depending upon particular mode of operation of socio-economic and political 
forces.

NOTES

\

J1
$

11.5 SCOPE OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
In previous section, where we have discussed the meaning of financial 

administration, Gaston Jaze's definition, quoted in that context, points out that 
tlie government organisatien which deals with the following four aspects constitutes 
financial administration. These include :

(1) The collection, preservation and distribution of public funds.
(2) The coordination of public revenues and expenditure.
(3) The management of credit operations on behalf of the State.
(4) The general control of the financial affairs of the government.
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In modern governments all the above aspects are dealt with by the Finance 
Department and its subordinate agencies. Tliough the Finance Department may 
be considered as central financial agency of modern governments, it cannot be 
equated with financial administration. Its role constitutes financial management 
rather than financial administration. As a financial manager it deals with the 
systems, tools and techniques contributing to economic decision making in 
government. These processes are, in fact, the integral part of financial 
administration. The scope of financial administration is much wider than what 
these processes suggest.

According to some authorities on public administration, the term financial 
administration refers to the financial processes and institutions involved in 
legislative financial control. In their view, the scope of financial administration 
encompasses the preparation of estimates, appropriation of funds, expenditure 
control, accounting, audit, reporting, review and so on. In a democratic context, 
this view may gain wider acceptance as it ensures executive responsibility to 
legislahire.

NOTES

But, the experience of modern democracies has shown that the legislative 
involvement in the determination of the desired volume, range and direction of 
programmes, the use of independent judgement relating to the financial resources 
required by administrativeagencies is becoming nominal day by day. It is a known 
fact that the average member of the legislature is not adequately informed to 
ensure effective control over executive. Thus, the view appears to be of no 
significant validity. Further, legislative control of financial aspects of the 
government does not represent the scope of financial administration in its entirety.

Yet another view advocates a budget oriented outline for the scope of 
financial administration. According to them the scope of financial administration 
is limited to the preparation of budget, the enactment of budget and execution of 
budget. Though the budget is the core of financial administration, certain 
operations which precede budget preparation are equally important. There is a 
pertinent need to include planning process as an integral part of financial 
administration.

In the ultimate analysis, there is a need to adopt an integrated approach so 
that all the above views are incorporated into the scope of public administration. 
As an outcome of such an approach, the following aspects emerge as the core 
areas of financial administration.

(i) Financial planning

(ii) Budgeting

(Hi) Resource mobilisation 

(iv) Investment decisions

Self-Instructional Material 7



Financial Administration (v) Expenditure control
(vi) Accounting, Reporting and Auditing

(i) Financial Planning : In a restrictive sense one may consider budgeting as 
planning since its basic concern is to facilitate the formulation and adoption of 
policies and programmes with a view to achieving the goals of government. But 
planning, in a broad sense, includes the concerns in terms of whole range of 
government policy and it demands a time frame and a perception of the inter 
relationships among policies. It looks at a policy in the framework of long-term 
economic consequences. There is a need to coordinate planning and budgeting. 
The concept of planning- programming Budgeting System (PPBS) represents an 
attempt in this direction, Financial Administration, under this phase, should 
consider the sources and forms of finance, forecasting expenditure needs, desirable 
fund flow patterns and so on.

(ii) Budgeting i This area is the core of financial administration. It includes 
examination and formulation of such important aspects as fiscal policy, equity 
and social justice. It also deals with principles and practices associated with 
refinement of budgetary system and its operative processes.

(Hi) Resource Mobilisation: Imposition of taxes, collection of rates and taxes etc. 
are associated with resource mobilisation effort. Due to the ever increasing 
commitments of government, budgetary deficits have become regular feature of 
government finance. In this context deficit financing assumes greater importance. 
But deficit financing, if used in an unrestrained manner, may prove to be a 
dangerous problem for a nation's economy for it can cause galloping inflation. 
Another challenge faced by administration is tax evasion and growth of parallel 
economy. Finally public debt constitutes yet another element of state resources. 
The proceeds of debt mobilisation effort should be used only for capital financing. 
Thus, modern financial administrator has to be fully conversant with all the 
dimensions of resource mobilisation efforts.

(iv) Investment Divisions: Financial and socio-economic appraisal of capital 
expenditure constitutes what has come to be known as project appraisal. Since 
massive investments have been made in the public sector a thorough knowledge 
of the concepts, techniques and methodology of project appraisal is indispensable 
for a financial administrator.

(v) Expenditure control ; Finances of the modem governments are becoming 
quite inelastic. Almost every government is suffering from resource crunch. 
Further, the society cannot be taxed beyond a certain point without doing a great 
damage to the economy as a whole. Thus, there is an imperative need for careful 
utilisation of resources. Executive control is a process aimed at achieving this 
ideal. Legislative control is aimed at the protection of the individual tax payers 
interest as well as public interest. There is also the need to ensure the accountability 
of the executive to the legislature.

NOTES
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(vi) Accounting, Reporting and Auditing: These aspects are designed to aid both 
the executive control and legislative control. In India, the Comptroller and Auditor 
General (C & AG) and the Indian Audit and Accounts Department over which 
the C & AG presides ensure that the accounting and audit functions are performed 
in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.

NOTES

1.6 COMPONENTS OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Theorists of public finance have identified three elements of public finance.

They are:
(a) Public Revenue
(b) Public Expenditure
(c) Public Debt

Since financial administration concerns itself with public finance and deals 
with the principles and practices pertinent to the proper and efficient 
administration of the state finances, the thinkers of financial administration have 
included the administrative aspects in the scope of financial administration.

Some other thinkers, taking clue from Luther Gulick, have tried to project 
POSDCORCs view wherein :
P - Stands for Financial Planning
O - Stands for Financial Organisation such as Finance Ministry
S - Stands for financial Personnel
D - Stands for Direction such as Financial advise
CO ' Stands for Coordination of Income and Expenditure
R - Stands for Financial Reporting such as accounting
C - Stands for control which includes executive control, audit control and legislative 
control.

The above exposition does not reveal the exactpicture related to the elements 
of financial administration. An organisational system consists of the following 
basic elements;

(a) The People
(b) Work and structure
(c) Systems and procedure

People represent human resources of the organisation. Work and structure 
represent efforts and processes concerning definition of tasks and roles, and 
organisalion of reporting relationships. Systems and procedures represent 
framework to facilitate interactions between the people and the work. These 
interactions result in organisational output, it is possible to identify the following 
elements of financial administration :

Self Jnslructiona! Material ■ 9



Financial Adminisiration (a) Human Element 

Tax payers
Fee Remitters
Suppliers (Funds and materials)
Employees (Public Officials)
Entrepreneurs (Politicians)
Customers & Common person
(b) Work and Structures
The Legislature and its financial committees 

The Cabinet
The Finance Department 
Tne Administrative Departments 

The Executive Departments 

The Audit Department
(c) Systems and Procedures 

Planning Systems
Budgeting systems and procedure
Controlling systems such as accounting and auditing.

Human element consists of participants whose involvement is determined 
by contribution-inducement equilibrium. This consideration implies that people, 
for instance, wish to contribute their money (tax etc.) and support the government 
as long as there is a feeling on their part that they are suitably rewarded for their 
sacrifice and support. No public organisation can easily overlook this 
consideration. Work and structure refer to the organisation processes viz., divisional 
processes and integration processes by means of which organisation subdivisions 
are created with a provision for mutual interaction. Systems and procedures are 
the devices which link the people to the work and structure. These three 
components interact with each other to produce organisational outcomes.

No discussion on administration's components would be complete unless 
there is a reference to the environment which affects content, character and 
capabilities of the components. Financial administration is enveloped by two 
environments. Every one is aware of suprasystem known as socio-economic and 
political enviomment in which the financial administration operates.

There is an intermediary sub-system comprising the goals pursued by 
financial administration, the norms, values, beliefs arid behaviour as reflected in 
the culture of financial administration and the nature of technology employed 
by financial administration.

NOTES
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Iniroduclion to Financial 
Administration1.7 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION : OBJECTIVES

The vagaries of the market in the developed countries, for instance, have 
led to an enlarged scope of financial administration which is characterised by 
deficit budgets, massive public debt and deficit financing. Similarly, in the 
developing countries, where governments have assumed the role of a facilitator 
of development, fiscal policies and administration reflect a set of multiple 
objectives such as stability, development, self-reliance, reduction of interpersonal 
inequalities in income and wealth, and balanced regional development. 
Interestingly these countries also utilise the same instruments of action. Even 
though political ideologies, or economic doctrines are of crucial importance in 
the management of the affairs of the state, there are certain fundamental objectives 
of financial administration which transcend, politico-economic compulsions. 
These are as follows :

(1) Management of the finances of public household
(2) Implementation of projects and programmes
(3) Provision for public goods and social services
(4) ̂ Growth, Employment and Price Stability

(5) Capital formation
(6) Productive deployment of national funds
(7) Facilitating smooth flow of parliamentary processes
(8) Achieving equity and equality.

(1) Management of finances of Public Household: Just as in an individual household, 
the public authorities are concerned with the satisfaction of human wants and 
their major problem is to ensure the best application of limited means to secure 
given ends. In this context, a financial manager focuses hisher attention on 
mobilisation of resources and their rational deployment, in conformity with the 
rising expectations of the people.

(2) Implementation of projects and programmes : A welcome development in 
financial administration is related to ensuring optimal public investment decisions 
through project formulation, appraisal and implementation. Th'e emphasis has 
shifted from expenditure control to the implementation of projects within the 
stipulated time schedule and expenditure ceiling.

(3) Provision for public goods and social sendees: Since the benefits from public 
goods and social goods are available to one and all notwithstanding one's 
contribution to public exchequer, no one Will offer payments for the sypply of 
such goods. Provision of public goods like public parks, social services like public 
health, sanitation cannot be left to the private sector which is motivated by profit 
rather than service to the people. Budgetary support for such services becomes a 
legitimate concern for fiscal policy makers.

NOTES
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Financial Administration (4) Growth, Employment and Price Stability: Modem governments are expected v 
to focus attention on socially desired rate of economic growth, high employment 
and a reasonable degree of price level stability and a positive balance of payments ’ 
position. Achievement of these objectives cannot come about automatically. There
is need for policy initiatives on the part of public authorities.
(5) Capital Formation : Economic development of a nation, to a great extent, ' 
depends upon the capital formation through increased savings. No amount of 
State's coercive power can achieve this objective. Appropriate financial and fiscal 
measures such as discriminatory taxation and monetary policy instruments may 
be employed to accomplish this objective.
(6) Productive deployment of funds: A major problem of under-developed countries 
is the allocation of investible funds between competing projects and programmes. 
The entrepreneurs may prefer 'risk free' and 'quick yielding' investment rather 
than those which are essential in national interest. In order to ensure flow of 
investible funds into desirable channels. Planning Commission lays down 
guidelines regarding priorities for different types of investment for both public 
as well as private sector. The finance ministry takes up the task of ensuring 
adherence to national priorities both in the public sector and the private sector.
(7) Facilitating smooth flow of parliamentary processes : The basic tenet of 
representative governments throughout the world is the supremacy of the 
representative institutions and their control over executive branch of the 
government. One of the most important dimensions of this is the control of 
legislature over use of public funds. Financial administration through its budgetary 
process and audit function enables and ensures the supremacy of the legislative 
body over the executive.
(8) Achievement of equity and equality : The distribution of income and wealth i 
depends upon the distribution of factors of production and factor pricing 
determined through the market mechanism. It also depends upon the transmission 
of property rights through inheritance as well as personal earning abilities. Such 
distribution may not be in conformity with what society considers a "fair" ori’ 
"just" state of distribution. Equity, however, has to be achieved through an • 
evolutionary process without giving scope for class conflicts and large scale 
violence. There should be a progressive reduction in the concentration of economic 
power. At the same time, equal opportunities for every one in every sphere will 
have to ensure non-occurrence of fresh inequalities. Financial administration, 
through its fiscal policies, such as progressive taxation, grants, subsidies etc. can 
help movement towards greater equality of wealth and opportunities.

To sum up, the objectives of financial administration can be broadly 
categorised as stability, equity and growth and the effect of these objectives is 
very important to bring about socio-economic transformation in a desirable 
direction.

NOTES

(
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1.8 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
In the beginning of the 20th Century thinkers like Adams considered 

financial administration as a component of Science of Finance. Some of the 
contemporary authors also hold similar views. According to these authors 
financial administration is a fiscal science. Since "fisc" is a part of the government 
machinery, financial administration reflects the nature, character and scope of 
the State. Moreover, financial administration is concerned with actual problems 
and hence, its ends and means depend upon the type of the economy. Due to this 
cultural specificity, it is very difficult to accept the claims that the financial 
administration is a science and as a consequence of this realisation one has to 
know that the norms of financial administration for a country at any given time 
depend upon the objectives of national policy and prevailing socio-economic 
and political realities. Because of these limitations, some of the economists like 
Hicks treated public finance as an art.

Under this situation it becomes very difficult to think in terms of principles 
of financial administration. However, if one studies the evolution of financial 
administration and its administrative patterns through cross-national and cross- 
cultural contexts, it is possible to infer some broad guidelines in the form of 
pragmatic concepts. Accordingly, the following may be listed as some of the 
important principles'in this regard.

(1) The principle of primacy of public interest, public choice and public policy
(2) The principle of political direction and control
(3) The principle of correspondence
(4) The principle of unity of organisation and management
(5) The principle of stability and balance
(6) The principle of simplicity and flexibility
(7) The principle of conduct, discipline and regularity
(8) The principle of public trust and accountability.

Let us discuss these principles in detail as follows.
(1) The principle of primacy of public interest, public choice and public policy 

Professor Adams, in his "Science of Finance", stated that the Science of 
Finance treats of the wants of the State and the means of their supply and hence 
the fiscal policy should not impair the patrimony of the State. He considered this 
dictum as an important axiom of fiscal policy and administration. The patrimony, 
according to him> consists in a flourishing private industry. But this concept of 
the State's patrimony has undergone a drastic change and at present it is public 
interest which can be considered as locus as well as focus of the State activity. 
Public interest can be interpreted in various ways such as the common good, the 
general welfare, the overall quality of life of contemporary and subsequent

NOTES

0
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Financial Adminisiralion generations, the collective realisation of social values, rights and privileges. For, 
fiscal policy and administration, it is imperative to concentrate on those types of 
activities which make a definiteand justifiable contribution to the accomplishment 
of public interest and public satisfaction as expressed in public policies. It is quite 
essential to realise that fiscal policy is expected to subserve the broad aims as spelt 
out in public policies. One should be clear about the meaning of public choice. 
Some erroneously try to identify the public choice with the choice of the greatest 
number or the aggregation of individual and group interests. Public choice is a 
choice which encompasses common life and is shared by all.

(2) The principle of political direction and control
Every society possesses what may be called politico-legal framework for 

conditioning all forms of human activity, both public and private. This structure 
is found in basic laws of the land and in prevailing customs, conventions and 
traditions by which political ideals and ideas find their way. Financial 
administration, as a subsystem of public administration, should conform to these 
political ideas and ideals as expressed through the constitutional process of the 
society. Further, it should adjust itself to the political structure of a particular 
society to which it is attached. In modem limes, democratic ideas and ideals have 
replaced all the previous structures and ideals. Therefore, the system of financial 
administration is to be organised and operated in a manner so as to secure 
compliance with the will of legislature as expressed through the Appropriation 
Act, the Finance Act and other policy devices, both public and fiscal. In order to 
ensure its control over financial administration of the executive government, the 
legislature takes an account of financial functions through an independent audit 
organisation.

(3) The principle of correspondence
This principle implies that there should be a causal relationship between 

the objectives of financial administration and the functions, the human and 
material resources necessary to accomplish such objectives. In other words, the 
type of functions, the personnel required to handle them and the physical facilities 
necessary for the purpose should have a rational mutual interrelationship. The 
essence of this principle is that the objectives and the functions should provide 
the basis for staffing and equipping of the financial organisation.

(4) The principle of unity of organisation and management
P.J.J. Pinto, an Indian authority on financial administration, gave prominence 

to this principle. He links centralisation to efficiency. While elaborating he clarified 
that it should not be taken to mean centralisation of every minute detail at the 
top of hierarchy. According to him it does mean that the work of the different 
financial and non-financial agencies is coordinated and highly evaluated by the 
top officials of the government.

NOTES
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This dictum does not mean cenb-alised decision making and decentralised 
implementation. Experiences of developing countries have exposed the 
inadequacy of centralised decision making. Now, the need of the hour became 
centralised direction and decentralised decision making and decision 
implementation. The concept of administrative financial control has given way 
to the concept of management of results. Under this changed context, this principle 
should be taken to mean centralised guidance for facilitating decentralised decision 
making with a view to securing optimum production as well as optimum utility. 
The concept of national planning is a good example.

(5) The principle of stability and balance
It is a known fact that the financial administration is characterised by 

technical expertise and hence cannot be handled by unskilled and non-trained 
personnel. This character poses serious problems when there is a loss of specific 
trained personnel. Therefore, this principle calls upon financial organisations to 
develop capacity to witlistand losses of specific trained personnel without serious 
consequences to effectiveness, and efficiency. For this purpose, there is need for 
effective-manpower planning together with a good programme for human 
resource development.

(6) The principle of simplicity and flexibility
In a democratic era electorate functions as the fountain of all authority. All 

other democratic institutions, including parliament, derive their authority from 
-elector'ate. Therefore, it is very essential that the financial system and its procedures 

should be simplified in such a manner so as to become intelligible to the layman. 
According to P.J.J. Pinto, if this principle is implemented properly, it can economise 
the costs.

’ Introdiiciion to Financial 
Adminisiralion

NOTES

The principle of flexibility implies that the financial organisation should 
develop capacity to adjust itself to fluctuations on work flows, human compositions 
and physical facilities.

(7) The principle of conduct, discipline and regularity
The principle of conduct implies that the officials of public financial 

organisations should act ethically and set high ethical standards and styles to the 
people. Income tax officials, for instance, could be very effective in preventing 
tax evasion by setting ethical examples themselves.

The principle of discipUne'implies that the objectives, rules and regulations, 
the policies, procedures and programmes must be honoured by each participant 
of public financial organisation. No organisation can function effectively without 
firm financial discipline. The practising administrators are prone to use imposed 
discipline which may not yield desirable outcomes. What is needed is voluntary 
or self-discipline.
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Financial A dminislration The principle of regularity implies that no public organisation, including 
financial organisation, can afford to function at intervals. We should bear it in 
mind that the administrative task is a continuous process.
(8) The principle of Public Trust and Accountability

Financial administration collects and disburses public funds as a public 
trust. But, it is quite vulnerable and can lead to misuse of these funds for personal 
interest. Financial administration has therefore to be held publicly answerable 
for proper use of funds at several levels such as political, legal, administrative, 
organisational, professional, jnoral and aspirational. Here accountability implies 
answerability for one's responsibility and for trust reposed in an official.

NOTES

1.9 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION IN INDIA
Now we shall discuss the system of financial administration in India from 

historical perspective and its emerging trends.

Historical Perspective

Financial administration, as a practice, is not new to India. In Ramayana, 
there is a reference regarding balanced budgeting. Financial administration reached 
an advanced stage of development as early as 4th century B.C. Kautilya's 
Arthasastra was a treatise on financial administration. It contained several sound 
principles of public finance and financial administration. Maury an administration 
carried out its fiscal functions in conformity with these principles. Land revenue 
was a principal source of revenue and it was based on land yields. Taxes were also _ 
imposed on commodities such as gold, cattle, etc. Income from public works 
constituted a major source of non-tax revenue, Public borrowing and deficit 
financing were unknown. There was a well organised financial structure which 
included offices of the Collector General, the Treasurer General, the Accountant 
General, Fiscal decisions were influenced by royal whims and fancies and there 
was no sound system of financial accountability. Gupta's period had more or less 
a similar system of financial administration. Mughal period saw an elaborate and 
systematic financial system. Land revenue continued to stay as the main source 
of revenue. It was being levied after a systemic process known as survey and 
settlement. The basic structure of revenue administration was designed in India 
by Shershah.

Raja Todarmal, a noble of Akbar's Durbar, systematised it and codified the 
principles of revenue administration in the form of a manual which was adapted 
by Britishers at a later date. They have created intermediate relationships on land 
matters. Jazya, Income Tax, capitation tax etc., constituted other direct taxes. 
Indirect taxes comprised customs, sales tax, octroi and excise duties. There was a 
network of government and non-government treasuries for collection, custody 
and disbursement of public funds.
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Though the aforesaid heritage has left their indelible foot prints on fiscal 
history of India, a beginning for the modem financial system was made during 
British rule. During this period, financial administration has passed through several 
distinct phases of development. One can broadly divide financial administrative 
history of India into following four distinct phases :

(1765-1858)

NOTES

Period I . . Creation of structure and concretisation 
thereof.

.. Development of Systems and Procedures 

. . Democratisation and Decentralisation

(1860-1919)

(1919-1947)

(1950-till date) .. Development orientation.

Period I: Creation of structure and concretisation thereof
Acquisition of Diwani Rights in 1765 marked the commencement of 

financial administration of British India. All the powers were vested in the East 
India Company and these were exercised by it through the Board of Control. 
Revenues from India were treated as commercial earnings of the East India 
Company. The British government could only influence the Company 
administration through indirect methods as provided for in various Regulating 
Acts. The superintendence and control of public finances vested separately in 
each of the Presidency headed by a Governor. The Governor-General of India 
could not utilise these funds unless he got a specific permission from the Board 
of Control. However, he could use these funds during war period. In 1833, the 
British Parliament swung into action when there was a gross mismanagement of 
company administration. Under the Government of India Act 1833, the East India 
Company lost its authority to govern India on its own. It held the property as 
trust for the Crown. The Act vested the superintending and controlling authority 
in the Governor-General of India. The Governors lost their authority as they could 
not create any new office, or grant any salary or allowance or gratuity withhut 
sanction from the Governor-General. The Finance Secretary to the Government 
of India was charged with the responsibility of conducting and co-ordinating 
financial operations such as preparation of estimates, provisions of ways and means, 
negotiation of loans, and supervision of accounts. He was to review all proposals 
for new expenditure.

The Accountant General of Bengal became Accountant General of India 
and he was entrusted with the responsibility to submit financial returns and 
accounts to the Finance Secretary. There was no authority to conduct audit as it 
remained with the provinces.

With a view to strengthening the hands of the Finance Secretary through a 
combination of finance and accounts, he was made Accountant General of India 
in 1854. This system could not last long. In 1857, under the reforms initiated by 
Lord Canning, the Finance Secretary was given exclusive charge of finance. The

Period II

Period III

Period IV
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rinauciol Administration Accountant General ol India who took over accounts function from the Finance 
Secretary was invested with the responsibility for audit.

The process of consolidation of financial administration had begun in 1858. 
The Act of 1858 brought the formal authority of the East India Company to an 
end. The British Government assumed supervision and control over Indian 
financial system. The Act had provided for the Secretary of State for India, with 
the Council of India to assist him, as a Minister of State in the British cabinet, 
responsible for Indian financial and administrative affairs. No appropriations could 
be made from Indian finance without his prior approval. The Governor-General 
enjoyed delegated financial authority. The Secretary of State for India controlled 
Indian finances through several ways such as approval of budget, control of 
expenditure through a system of rules and regulations as expressed in codes and 
executive orders. He was assisted by a finance committee and the finance secretary 
who headed the Finance Department of the India office as an adviser. The Council 
of India, which was required to discharge a watch-dog role, failed to play its role 
as it had no means to control an 'absolutist' secretary of state. The parliamentary 
control over the Secretary of State for India was quite ineffective for various 
reasons such as lack of time, lack of interest, and developments in the national 
movement in India. The Secretary of State for India emerged as the 'de facto' 
authority. But he was not in a position to exercise effective control due to such 
limitations like ignorance of local conditions, absence of effective communication 
system, geographical factors (distance) etc. He had no option except to delegate 
significant financial authority to the Governor-General of India who emerged as 
actual master of financial activities of India. In India there was no authority to 
control him as the legislative council had no authority to examine financial matters. 
The era of excessive dependence of provinces on the centre which began from 
1833 continued under the Government of India Act 1858. The Accountant General 
continued to exist in his inferior status as compared to the Govemor-Geheral of 
India.

The Finance Member was to preside over and direct the Finance Department. 
He’performed a number of duties with regard to India's finances. He prepared 
annual financial statement, watched the progress of income and expenditure so 
as to ensure soundness of the financial system, supervised and administered 
monetary system and supervised and controlled Provincial Finance Departments. 
The Finance Department under the leadership of the Finance Secretary, had to 
ensure that the restrictions imposed by the Secretary of State for India were 
adhered to and that the rules and regulations were observed. It had dual power, 
namely pre-budget scrutiny and expenditure sancHpn.
Period II: Development of systems and procedures

The Governor-general found it impossible to handle financial problems 
single-handedly. In 1859, in response to hjs request, the post of the Finance

NOTES.
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Member was created in the Executive Council to assist him. Wilson was the First 
Finance Member. Till then there was no system of budgeting as the Jaw did not 
provide for it. Wilson presented the first budget to the legislative council on 18-?.- 
1860, although the law did not require him to do so. Though the council did not 
discuss his budget, his presentation created great interest in finance. It set a 
precedent by which whenever there was a financial purpose the budget was 
presented in the council and discussed in greater detail. From 1861-62 annual 
budget system was established. The Councils Act of 1892 authorised the Governor- 
General of India-in-Council to frame rules authorising discussion of the budget 
in the legislative council with no right to alter the budget proposals. But the 
members were not free to move any resolutions. There was a constant agitation 
both inside and outside the house, to secure popular control over public purse. 
Congress in its annual sessions of 1895 and 1896, passed resolutions for fullfledged 
budget system. The Act of 1909 provided for an elaborate discussion of annual 
budget with a provision for passage of resolutibns on budget estimates. Though 
the Act of 1909 is a significant step towards budgetary development, it yielded 
limited benefits as these resolutions were not binding on the government. The 
Act of 1919 introduced modem system of legislative approval of the budget. The 
legislature was empowered to assent or refuse its assent or reduce the amount 
referred to therein. But the system suffered from two limitations. -Firstly/ the 
government could overrule popular opinion. Secondly, the list of non-votable 
items accounted for more than half of the budget. The Act of 1935 made no 
remarkable change in this system.

In 1860, the Accountant General was designated as Auditor General of India 
and was responsible for discharge of several functions such as accounting,, 
supervision of public department operations etc. The Act of 1919 gave statutory 
status to him. He was independent of the government so as to enable him to 
perform his watch-dog functions effectively.

Period III : Democratisation and deceptralisation
Upto 1909 the Central Legislature was loaded with powerful bureaucracy. 

The Minto-Morley Reforms of 1909 contemplated limited induction of elected 
elements in the Central Legislature. But under the Act of 1919, the non-officials 
formed the majority in the provincial councils and the Central Legislature was 
enlarged and made more popularly representative. This Act provided for 
maximum popular representation to provincial governments. It also envisaged 
dyarchy in the provincial governments in which the process of provincial 
autonomy was completed in 1937 when popular governments were formed under 
the Government of India Act of 1935. The dyarchy was introduced in the Centre 
under the Act of 1935 according to which about 20 per cent of the expenditure 
was brought under popularly elected members of the Viceroy’s Executive Council.

NOTES
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Financial Administration But special powers enjoyed by the Governor-general had frustrated popular 
participation.

There was no Central Government before 1833. The era of dependence of 
the provinces on the Centre began in 1833. The dependence was so much that no 
Governor could create a permanent post carrying salary of more than Rs. 10/per 
month. The same system continued under the Act of 1858. The basic premise 
was that the Empire must be treated as a whole, not a collection of separate States. 
Though provincial authority was augmented through various contracts and 
settlements made in 1870, 1877, 1882, 1897, 1904 and 1911. this basic premise 
remained unaltered till 1919. The Act of 1919 was a landmark in fiscal federalism. 
It brought about a statutory distribution of powers and responsibilities between 
the Centre and the provinces. Provinces were not required to submit their budgets 
on transferred subjects. But, this Act envisaged significant powers for the 
Governor-General to supervise and control the Governors. For instance, he could 
send directions in the form of messages to the Governor. The basic features and 
structures of fullfledged federalism were introduced in 1935 which continues to 
exist even today.

Period IV : Development orientation
Independence brought basic changes in the political context of financial 

administration. There was a formal acceptance of the principle of executive 
responsibility to the legislature. The budgetary and other systems and procedures 
were tuned to subserve this principle and its implementation. Legislative 
Committees began to take active interest in the form, content, legality and 
regularity of public spending. The Comptroller and Auditor-General became a 
constitutional authority with a responsibility to aid legislative control. The financial 
administration gradually shifted its focus from stability to welfare, development 
and equity. Planning and Budgeting got united in the form of Performance 
Budgeting in 1974 which gave result orientation to financial processes. The system 
of financial control has been basically restructured so as to make it an instrument 
of plan implementation. Consequently, significant powers were delegated to 
spending departments through various delegation schemes such as the shemes 
of 1955, 1958, 1962, 1968 and 1975. The responsibility for financial control has 
been fixed firmly on spending departments. This was sought through two means. 
First one was the scheme of Integrated Financial Advice and the second was the 
separation of audit and accounts.

In order to meet the growing financial needs of development expenditure, 
budget became an instrument of resource mobilisation. Consequently, several 
steps were taken to rationalise tax structure. Kaldor's tax proposals, Wanchoo 
Committee Report, Jha Committee Report stand out as instances of these steps. 
Deficit finance became a regular feature as the government had to cope with 
tremendous pressure of quickening the pace of development. Nationalisation of

NOTES
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banking system was considered as an instrument to channel national funds 
towards development activities. Public sector assumed significant importance in 
advancing the goals of development and equity. There were certain undesirable 
consequences. Galloping inflation, sinking balance of payments position, increasing 
negative returns from public sector, shrinking public savings and resource base 
etc., have had a cumulative impact on financial administration in such a way that 
the government had to take steps to set right these tendencies. Some of these 
aspects would be discussed in tf next sub-section which deals with the emerging 
trends.

NOTES

To sum up, during period I the basic thrust had been on the formulation of 
financial organisatiorr with the aim of creating centres of control and direction in 
the form of Secretary of State and Governor-General. Period II was characterised 
by efforts to evolve a sound budgetary system and its practice. Period III saw 
responses to freedom movement and as a result of which gradual induction of 
popular element was attempted. It also saw decentralisation of authority and 
creation of federal structures. The last phase is characterised by orientation towards 
people and their well-being and development.

New EmRGiNG Trends

(1) Regulation and control of fiscal deficit
Development efforts in India are characterised by an order of investment 

much higher than the available domestic resources. The gap should have been 
met from favourable balance of payments and external remittances. But Indian 
policy framers met this gap by creation of credit on excessive dosage of money 
supply. Deficit financing was used as an alternative to resource mobilisation 
including taxation. Tbe annual average rate of deficit financing began,to rise year 
after year. It was far in excess of conceivable safety limit which is said to be set by 
the rate of growth of supplies of consumer goods, degree of monetisation of 
economy; and the extent of control over production and distribution. As an 
o?Jtcome of such indiscriminate deficit financing, a high rate of inflation has 
characterised the economy since the middle of sixties. It has also caused balance 
of payments problems. This situation culminated into an economic crisis in July, 
1991.

The government had to take a number of measures for overcoming this 
crisis. The main objective was to control fiscal deficit and bring it down to 5 per 
cent of G.D.P. (national income) by 1992-93.
(2) Cutback on non-development expenditure

A substantial portion of Indian resources are frittered away in non
development expenditure which is an unproductive channel. There has been a 
tremendous increase in non-development expenditure. A significant amount of 
this expenditure is associated with extravagance, inefficiency and infructuous
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Financial Administration public policies and activities. Massive outlay on defence and law and order have 
also contributed towards this trend. Public policy has focused its attention on 
lowering of expenditure. The bulk of the savings are sought from the cuts on 
subsidies, defence spending, resource transfers to public enterprises, current and 
capital spending. The government declared that during the remaining part of the 
financial year, there will be no net additions to expenditure through 
supplementary appropriations unless such proposals are supported by matching 
savings elsewhere.
(3) Development of zero base perspective

Budgetary decisions in India have been characterised by Incrementalist 
approach. Though no wholescale installation of zero base budgeting was 
attempted, expenditure policy that evolved during the last five years took into 
account the basic premises of this new budgetary concept. No area of government 
spending was sought to be exempted from scrutiny.
(4) Application of contingency approach

Contingency approach emphasises analysis and understanding of all 
subsystems of public organisation alongwith the supra-system of environment 
so that public policies and administrative actions can be adapted and adjusted to 
the demands of specific situations and contexts. It enables the public administrator 
to evolve a practical answer to a complex problem. The approach of the 
government to meet recent economic crisis has reflected the basic elements of 
this latest theofy. For instance, though the government has political authority 
and basic inclination towards deficit financing, it is forced to take decisions to the 
contrary. It was because of the circumstances of the situation. Similarly, the 
concepts of self-sufficiency and social equity are no longer the dominant 
considerations of the Government as is evident from the open door policy towards 
foreign participation with a special emphasis on Non-Resident Indians and a host 
of other public policy decisions which are being taken in pursuit of orientation of 
the economy to market mechanism.
(5) De-emphasised public sector

In India the rationale for public enterprise had been based on the premise 
that the state ownership was desirable for the achievement of national objectives. 
This value consideration resulted in large scale at nationalisation. Recurring losses 
of a large number of public enterprises, need for resources for bringing down the 
fiscal deficit, global trends towards privatisation of public enterprises have all 
changed the government's policy towards the public sector. New industrial policy 
of the government has brought an end to this thinking. For instance, the Eighth 
Plan's outlay on public sector is to the tune of 43.2 per cent as against 54 per cent 
on the Seventh Plan. The Government is against providing additional budgetary 
support to public sector. In fact, the trend is towards removal of the distinction
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between public sector and private sector and towards the emergence of "national 
sector" in which public sector and private sector merge with each other. The 
government’s move to'solicit equity participation of private sector in public sector 
enterprises is a significant policy measure indicating the new approach.

(6) Non-bureaucratic delivery of public goods and services
Following public choice theorists, the government is thinking in terms of 

providing public goods and services competitively to avoid the pitfalls of public 
monopoly. Tlie government, for instance, is seriously thinking in terms of involving 
private sector in power generation and distribution, electronic media and 
telecommunications, roads etc.

(7) Focus on decentralised responsibility for financing development plans
Union Government has had the responsibility for plan formulation as well 

as plan financing. The state governments could execute centrally sponsored 
schemes rather than the schemes supported by their budgetary provisions. This 
tendency on the part of the State led to a lack of concern for resource mobilisation. 
This syndrome is evident from increasing emphasis of the state governments on 
populist measures. As a back-up to economic reforms the Union Government 
has veered round to the concept of "indicative planning". This changed outlook 
pervades the formulation of the Eighth Five Year Plan. The Union Government, 
is now promoting cooperative federalism and is therefore, seeking an active role 
for the state government in resource mabilisation.

(8) Towards deregulation and liberalisation
Union Government in an effort to provide full freedom to market 

mechanism so as to maximise productive potential of enterprising business people 
is moving towards a free market economy. Industrial policy has been suitably 
amended to accommodate genuine requirements of private sector and foreign 
direct investment. Similar changes have been made in Trade Policy and 
Commercial policy. ^

There is a growing feeling that the inequalities of income and wealth may 
get accentuated and that the poor and weaker sections of society may be left to 
tend for themselves. This unfortunate trend can be largely redressed through 
increased expenditure on social services and rural development programmes. 
There is already evidence that the government is taking policy initiatives like 
strengthening of public distribution system and other means to ensure that growth 
is not achieved at the cost of equity.

To sum up, these new trends are intended to liberate market forces from 
bureaucratic control. These trends were found to be quite in conformity with the 
requirements of underdeveloped countries. In fact, some countries have registered 
astonishing breakthrough with similar policy packages. Therefore, the 
government did not face any major resistance against its approach. A major failure

NOTES
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Fineineilil Administration though expected, has been the inability of the government to contain price rise. 
The government is,seeking a period of two to three years to show concrete 
outcomes. One has to wait and see if the new policies can pull the country out of 
economic stagnation and the price paid for such is also affordable.NOTES

UNIT - II

Public finance is a field of economics concerned with paying for collective 
or governmental activities, and with the administration and design of those 
activities. The field is often divided into questions of what the government or 
collective organizations should do or are doing, and questions of how to pay for 
those activities. The broader term, public economics, and the narrower term, 
government finance, are also often used. The Finance Ministry plays a vital role 
in the management and execution of public finance of the country.

The purview of public finance is considered to be three-fold: governmental 
effects on (1) efficient allocation of resources, (2) distribution of income, and (3) 
macroeconomic stabilization.

1.10 LEVEL OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
The proper role of government provides a starting point for the analysis of 

public finance. In theory, under certain circumstances private markets will allocate 
goods and services among individuals efficiently (in the sense that no waste occurs 
and that individual tastes are matching with the economy's productive abilities). 
If private markets were able to provide efficient outcomes and if the distribution 
of income were socially acceptable, then there would be little or no scope for 
government. In many cases, however, conditions for private market efficiency 
are violated. For example, if many people can enjoy the same good at the same 
time (non-rival, non-excludable consumption), then private markets may supply 
too little of that good. National defense is one example of non-rival consumption, 
or of a public good.

"Market failure" occurs when private markets do not allocate goods or 
services efficiently. The existence of market failure provides an efficiency-based 
rationale for collective or governmental provision of goods and services. 
Externalities, public goods, informational advantages, strong economies of scale, 
and network effects can cause market failures. Public provision via a government 
or a voluntary association, however, is subject to other inefficiencies, termed 
"government failure."

Under broad assumptions, government decisions about the efficient scope 
arid level of activities can be efficiently separated from decisions about the design
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of taxation systems (Diamond-Mirlees separation). In this view, public sector 
programs should be designed to maximize social benefits minus costs (cost-benefit 
analysis), and then revenues needed to pay for those expenditures should be 
raised through a taxation system that creates the fewest efficiency losses caused 
by distortion of economic activity as possible. In practice, government budgeting 
or public budgeting is substantially more complicated and often results in 
inefficient practices.

Government can pay for spending by borrowing (for example, with 
government bonds), although borrowing is a method of distributing tax burdens 
through time rather than a replacement for taxes. A deficit is the difference 
between government spending and revenues. The accumulation of deficits over 
time is the total public debt. Deficit finance allows governments to smooth tax 
burdens over time, and gives governments an important fiscal policy tool. Deficits 
can also narrow the options of successor governments.

Public finance is closely connected to issues of income distribution and 
social equity. Governments can reallocate income through transtei payments or 
by designing tax systems that treat high-income and low-income households 
differently.

NOTES

The Public Choice approach to public finance seeks to explain how self- 
interested voters, politicians, and bureaucrats actually operate, rather than how 
they should operate.

Collection of sufficient resources from the economy in an appropriate 
manner along with allocating and use of these resources efficiently and effectively 
constitute good financial management. Resource generation, resource allocation 
and expenditure management (resource utilization) are the essential components 
of a public financial management system.

Public Finance Management (PFM) basically deals with all aspects of resource 
mobilization and expenditure management in government. Just as managing 
finances is a critical function of management in any organization, similarly public 
finance management is an essential part of the governance process. Public finance 
management includes resource mobilization, prioritization of programmes, the 
budgetary process, efficient management of resources and exercising controls. 
Rising aspirations of people are placing more demands on financial resources. At 
the same time, the emphasis of the citizenry is on value for money, thus making 
public finance management increasingly vital-

Central Ministry of Finance

The Ministry of Finance is an important ministry v'ithin the Government 
of India. It concerns itself with taxation, finaricial legislation, financial institutions, 
capital markets, center and state finances, and the Union Budget.
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The Union Finance Ministry of India comprises five departments:

• Department of Economic Affairs
• Department of Expenditure
• Department of Revenue
• Department of Disinvestments
• Financial Services

Ministry of Finance India Department of Economic Affairs
Following are the principal functions of the Department of Economic Affairs 

of the Ministry of Finance India:

• Cadre management, career planning and training of the Indian Economic 
Service (lES).

• Formulation and monitoring of economic policies at the macro level inter 
alia relating to the functioning of Capital Market including Stock 
•Exchanges.

• , Production of bank notes and coins of various denominations, postal
stationery, postal stamps, etc.

• Raising of external resources through Official Development Assistance 
(multilateral and bilateral) and commercial borrowings abroad, foreign 
investment, husbanding of foreign exchange resources including balance 
of payment.

• Raising internal resources through taxation, market borrowings, regulation 
of money supply and mobilization of small savings.

Ministry of Finance India Department of Expenditure
The Department of Expenditure of the Ministry of Finance India formulates 

policies and procedures for a variety of issues related to expenditure. Some of the 
main areas are as follows:

• National E-Governance Plan (NeGP)
• Employments of Consultants
• Purchase of Goods
• Works Contracts

The Department of Expenditure of the Ministry of Finance India also makes 
some general financial rules. Some of them may be mentioned as follows:

• Rules on Advances to Government Servants
• Building Document for Works
• Standard Request for Proposals

NOTES
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Ministry of Finance India Department of Revenue
The Department of Revenue monitors all the matters, that are related to 

direct and indirect taxes. Their functions are performed by the two following 
statutory boards:

• Central Board of Direct Taxes
• Central Board of Customs and Central Excise 

Ministry of Finance India Department of Financial Services
The Department of Financial Services looks at the following sectors of the 

Indian economy:
• Banking
• Pension Reforms
• Insurance

Ministry of Finance India Department of Disinvestment
The Department of Disinvestment performs the follow'ing functions:

• Formulates financial policy in regard to the utilization of the proceeds of 
disinvestment channelized into the National Investment Fund.

• Works on all matters relating to disinvestment of Central Government 
equity from Central Public Sector Undertakings.

• Implements the disinvestment decisions, including appointment of 
advisers, pricing of shares, and other terms and conditions of 
disinvestment.

• Works on all matters relating to sale of Central Government equity through 
offer for sale or private placement in the erstwhile Central Public Sector 
Undertakings.

• Performs Central Public Sector Undertakings for purposes of disinvestment 
of Government equity only Takes decisions on the recommendations of 
the Disinvestment Commission on the modalities of disinvestment, 
including restructuring.

St^ite Ministry of Finance

The ministry of finance in state governs the entire fiscal system of the State 
Government. It centralizes around all the issues in state pertaining to state economy 
and finance. It also includes the task of mobilization of resources in terms of 
execution of developmental programmes.

It governs the expenditure of government, which mainly include the 
transfer of resources through out the state.

The chief sources of revenue or state tax include sales tax, corporate taxes, 
trasportation tax and excise duties. The important revenue-earning units are the 
taxes and duties paid by corporates, taxes and grants received from the Union, 
and other local taxes such as property taxes, octroi, and terminal taxes.

NOTES
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The Constitution of India provides for the establishment of a Finance* 
Commission for the purpose of allocation of certain resources of revenue between 
the Union and the State Governments. The Finance Commission is established • 
under Article 280 of the Constitution of India by the President. .

The qualifications, powers and procedures of the Commission itself are 
regulated by the Finance Commission (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1951. Such 
Commissions are deemed to be civil courts for the purposes of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure 1898.

The Finance Commission is constituted to define financial relations between 
the Center and the States. Under the provision of Article 280 of the constitution, 
the President appoints a Finance Commission for the specific purpose of 
devolution of non-plan revenue resources.

NOTES

1.11 THE FINANCE COMMISSION
Finance Commission and Planning Commission are the two important 

bodies through which fiscal transfers between the centre and states are effected. 
As we have said earlier, in the allocation of resources between the centre and the 
states, major elastic sources of revenue have been assigned to the centre. The fact 
that the Constitution provides for obligatory sharing of income tax receipts and 
permissive sharing of Union Excise Duties, is an implicit acknowledgement of 
the inadequacy of 'States' sources of revenue. The Constitution, however, did not 
specify the share of the state or its inter se distribution. The Constitution, therefore, 
provides for the setting up of a Finance Commission periodically for this purpose. 
The functions of the Finance Commission are to make recommendations to the 
President in respect of:

(1) the distribution of net proceeds of taxes to be shared between the Union 
and the States and the allocation of shares of such proceeds among the 
States;

(2) the principles which should govern the payment of the Union grants-in- 
aid of the revenue of the States; and

(3) any other matter concerning financial relations between the Union and 
the States.

The Finance Commission is a quasi-judicial body and it acts independent 
of the centre and the states. The specific terms of reference of each Finance 
Commission are drafted by the Ministry of Finance at the Centre. The state 
governments are not consulted in the matter. Practical difficulties in working out 
a consensus approach, amongst different states at times ruled by different political 
parties with different viewpoints, seem to have discouraged consultations with 
the state governments.
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In the absence of a clearly specified and constitutionalK- recognised 
institutional mechanism for revenue-sharing between the federal and state 

H governments in some of the important federations, numerous adjustments had 
to be resorted to. In the first place, because of concurrent taxation powers in 
federations like USA, Australia and Canada, "which level uses what kind of tax 
and what extent has been decided more by custom and negotiation, included in 

' statute, or agreement, than by Constitutional provision", in USA, at least, the tax 
system which dame to be developed over the years is described to be 

. uncoordinated and overlapping. The other federations have faced similar or worse 
problems.

NOTES

The Finance Commission in India on the other hand, because of its 
constitutional status constitutes a unique arrangement. Because of this status and 
the fact of being an expert body, the devolution of resources i.e., tax-sharing and 
grants-in-aid has been removed from the arena of political bargaining. Even 
though the Commission is an advisory body, its recommendations, along with 
the action taken thereon, have to be placed before the Parliament.

According to the Constitution, the Finance Commission should consist of 
a Chairman and four other members. According to the Finance Act, 1951, the 
Chairman shall be a person with experience in public affairs. The four members 
should have been or be qualified to be appointed as Judge! of the High Court, or 

• should have specialised knowledge of economics, financial matters or finance 
and accounts of the government.

The constitutional status accorded to it and its functioning as a semi-judicial 
expert body has earned for the Finance Commission high regard of the Union 
and the Slates.

The Approach

In India, so far thirteen f'inance Commissions have been set up and they 
adopted a common approach with regard to fiscal transfers from centre to states. 
Some uniform principles or considerations have been kept in view by the Finance 
Comn-iissions in making their recommendations. The first Finance Commission 
laid down certain principles as follows ;

• Firstly, the additional transfer of resources from the centre must be such 
as the centre should bear without undue strain on its resources taking 
into account its responsibility for such vital matters as the defence of the 
country and the stability of the economy,

• Secondly, the principles of distribution of resources between the states 
and the determination of grants-in-aid must be uniformly applied to all.

• Thirdly, the scheme of distribution should attempt to lessen the inequalities 
between the states (First Finance Commission Report).
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tiiiuiicuil Adniinisl'-tiiion The First Finance Commission further observed: "It is not the purpose of 
any system of grants-in-aid to diminish the responsibilities of the State 
governments to balance their own budgets. The method of extending financial 
assistance should be such as to avoid any suggestion that the Central Government 
had taken upon themselves the responsibility for helping the states to balance 
their budgets from year to year.”

The Eighth Finance Commission gave primacy to national interest as a whole. 
Their paramount consideration was reconciling the need to accelerate the 
development of backward states without hindering the further development of 
the more advanced ones. The commission, therefore, took steps to reduce the 
regional imbalances between the states in addition to covering revenue gaps.

. The Ninth Finance Commission (Second Report) also observed : "The 
manner of transfer of resources should be such as to preserve fiscal autonomy of 
the states and to promote fiscal responsibility on the part of both the centre and 
the states. Central transfers invariably involve questions of inter-state equity and 
such equity can be attained in a system of federal transfers only if fiscal prudence, 
tax effort and growth impulses are not penalised."

Resource Transfers

NOTES

Share of Income Tax: Article 270(1) of the Constitution provides for distribution 
of taxes on income between the union and the states, in such manner as may be 
prescribed by the President after considering the recommendations of the Finance 
Commission.

The First Finance Commission fixed the state's share of the divisible pool at 55 
percent which earlier was 50 per cent. This wr.s progressively raised to 60 per 
cent, 66 per cent, 75 per cent by the second, third and fourth Commission 
respectively. The sixth and seventh commissions raised it further to 80 per cent 
and 85 percent respectively. The eighth and ninth Finance Commissions have 
retained it at that level.

Share of Excise Duties : Tlris is another tax whose proceeds are shared by the 
union with the states. Under Article 272 of (be Constitution, union duties on 
excise other than that on medicinal and toilet preparations as mentioned in the 
union list are levied and collected by the centre, but if Parliament provides by 
law may be shared between the centre and the states. The states' share has been 
successively increased. The growth is mainly due to :

(n) increase in the number of commodities taxed;
(b) increase in rates;
(c) rise in prices; and
(d) increase in the output of taxable commodities.
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The states' share in divisible poo! of excise duties was 40 per cent of only 
three commodities. TTte share was raised bv the second and third commissions 
and fourth commission raised the share to 20 per cent of all commodities. The 
fifth and sixth finance commissions maintained the level, seventh commission 
raised it to 40 percent of all commodities, eighth raised it to 45 per cent of all 
commodities. Ninth Commission retained it at that level.

Grants-in~aid: Under Article 280 of the Constitution, the Finance Commissions 
have been given the right of making recommendations regarding the payment 
of grants-in-aid of the revenues of the states out of the Consolidated Fund of 
India. Article 275 provides for the payment of such funds to the states which are 
actually in need of assistance. But the controversies that arise with regard to grants- 
in-aid is because the term 'need' has not been clearly defined in the Constitution. 
The first Finance Commission listed six principles of grants-in-aid which have 
been followed by later Finance Commissions also with varying degrees of emphasis. 
These are:

(1) budgetary needs;
(2) tax efforts;
(3) economy in expenditure;
(4) standard of social services;
(5) special obligations; and
(6) broad purpose of national importance.

The first Finance Commission recommended specific grants for jute 
producing states, special grants to eight states for promoting primary education. 
The second Finance Commission did not recommend the grants for primary 
education.

NOTES

The third Finance Commission tried to widen the scope of the grants-in- 
aid by including grants for plan outlays also. It was of the view that total impact 
of grants-in-aid should be of an order which would enable the states, along with 
the surplus out of devolution, to cover 75 per cent of the revenue requirements 
of thier plans. Quite contary to this, the fourth Finance Commission confined 
itself to non-plan revenue expenditure and thus limited the scope of Article 275 
to cover only the non-plan grants. Similar views were expressed by the fifth 
commission.

The sixth Finance commission identified certain administrative services such 
as general administration, administration of justice, jail, police, social services 
such as primary education, medical and public health, welfare of scheduled castes, 
scheduled tribes and other backward classes as to be of crucial importance. It 
recommended that those states whose expenditure on these items in per capita 
terms was below the all states average should be enabled to come upto such an 
average by the last year of the award. Such additional provisions were taken into 
account for determining quantum of overall plan revenue gap.
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Financitil Administration The seventh Finance Commission took the view that grants-in-aid should 
only be a residuary means of assistance and should be used not merely to fill in 
the uncovered revenue gaps but should be used to narrow down the disparities 
in the standards of administrative and social services of the states. The eighth 
Finance Commission broadly agreed with tlie views of the seventh Finance 
Commission. The successive Finance Commissions have, therefore, broadly 
followed the residuary financial assistance approach in recommending the grants- 
in-aid.

NOTES

The basic objectives underlying the ninth Finance Commission's approach 
and methodology were :

(a) phasing out the revenue deficit of the Centre and States in such a manner 
that the deficit is reduced to zero or a relatively small figure by 31st March, 
1995;

(b) equity in the distribution of fiscal resources both vertically and horizontally; 
and

(c) promotion of fiscal discipline and efficiency in the utilisation of resources. 
The Finance Commissions, have played a very important role in the field of

federal finance, in spite of certain limitations under which,they had to function. 
Some of these limitations include :

(i) Constitutional limitations as it has to function under the given framework.

(ii) Constraints imposed by the Union on the Finance Commission by 
prescribing certain terms of reference.

(Hi) Non-implementation of important recommendations of the Finance 
Commission by the union government.

(iv) Problems arising out of the methodologies followed by the Finance 
Commission.

Some of the states have made suggestions for improving the working of 
the Finance Commission. These have been Summarised by the Sarkaria 
Commission as follows:

the functions of the Finance commission be enlarged. It should also 
consider plan and other transfers and/or undertake comprehensive annual! 
periodica] reviews of the financial performance of the Union and State 
Governments.

(b) The Finance Commission should be made a permanent or standing body 
to cope with enlarged responsibilities.

(c) The coordination between the Finance Commission and the Planning 
Commission should be improved so that an integrated view of the flow of 
Central assistance to the States becomes possible.

(a)
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(d) It- should be provided with a permanent and well-equipped secretariat to 
carry out studies and maintain operational continuity for the benefit of 
the subsequent Fiance Commissions.

As regards the terms of reference being given by the centre, it has already 
been pointed out earlier that differences of opinion between the states themselves 
do not allow a consensus to emerge. The union government, however, initiated 
steps lo secure the representation of states on an official level committee set up to 
finalise the terms of reference. This arrangement is considered adequate for the 
purpose.

NOTES

On the non-implementation of the recommendations of the Finance 
Commission, the Sarkaria Commission has listed three such occasions upto 
Seventh Finance Commission which the central government could not implement 
for various reasons. However, the criticism that the union government did not 
implement the report of the eighth Finance Commission in the first year itself, 
has been found to be valid and the Sarkaria Commission calls it rather unfortunate. 
It hopes such occasions will not arise in future.

There has been a long-standing suggestion that the Finance Commission 
should consider plan and other transfers in addition to non-plan revenue transfers. 
While conceding that plan transfers could be considered by them, the fourth 
Finance Commission observed that "the importance of planned development is 
so great that there should not be any division of responsibility in regard to any 
element of plan expenditure. The Planning Commission has been specially 
constituted for advising the Government of India and the State Government in 
this regard. It would not be appropriate for the Finance Commission to take 
upon itself the task of dealing with the State's new plan expenditure.

The suggestion regarding a permanent Finance Commission did not find 
favour with the Sarkaria Commission which felt an active involvement of the 
Finance Commission in determination of annual transfers would be at the cost of
objectivity.

There is no denying the fact that the Finance Commissions have done an 
impressive amoimt of work in the field of federal finance, which has been better 
known as the Indian Finance Commission's approach lo federal finance. Inspife 
of the several limitations in their approach and methods, they have on the whole 
succeeded in maintaining the basic equilibrium in the finances of the state
governments.

1.12 THE STATE FINANCE COMMISSION
Article 2431 of the Indian Constitution prescribes that the Governor of a 

State shall, as soon as may be within one year from the commencement of the 
Constitution (Seventy-third Amendment) Act, 1992, and thereafter at the
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Financial Adminisiralion expiration of every fifth year, constitute a Finance Commission to review the 
financial position of the Panchayats and to make recommendations to the Governor 
as to.

The principles which should govern
1. The distribution between the State and the Panchayats of the net proceeds 

of the taxes, duties, tolls and fees leviable by the State, which may be 
divided between them under this Part and the allocation between the 
Panchayats at all levels of their respective shares of such proceeds;

2. The determination of the taxes, duties, tolls and fees which may be assigned 
as, or appropriated by, the Panchayats;

3. The grants-in-aid to the Panchayats from the Consolidated Fund of the 
State.

The setting up of State Finance Commiss/oMS
State Finance Commissions have been set up in the various states of the 

country according to the guidelines that have been laid down in the Constitution 
of India, Article 243 (I).

According to this article, the governor of the state shall set up the Finance 
Commission within the period of one year that begins with the seventy- third 
amendment act of the Indian Constitution, 1992 and after that at the end of 
every five years. The Finance Commissions in the States usually comprises of the 
chairman, member secretary, and other members. State Finance Commissions 
receive grants from the Finance Commission that is set up by the central 
government.

The various functions of State Finance Commissions are
• To review the economic condition of the various Panchayati raj institutions 

and municipal bodies that are there in the state;

• To take such steps that help in boosting the financial condition of the 
various municipal bodies and Panchayati raj institutions in the state;

• To allot funds to the various Panchayati raj institutions and municipal 
bodies in the state from the Consolidated Fund of the State;

• To act as an arbiter between the central and the state governments with 
regard to issues that are of financial nature;

• To transfer funds that are granted by the central government to the state 
government;

• To distribute between the various municipal bodies and Panchayati raj 
institutions that are there within die state and the state government the 
total proceeds of taxes, fees, tolls, and duties that are charged by the state 
government;

NOTES
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• To determine the taxes, tolls, duties, and fees that may be levied by the 
various Panchayati raj institutions and municipal bodies that are there 
within the state.

The various sectors that receive grants from State Finance Commissions are
• Administration of prisons
• Health care services
• Public libraries
• Administration of districts
• Administration of police
• Elementary education
• Fire services
• Infrastructure development
• Training in computers for school children
• Fiscal administration
• Heritage protection

The various states where State Finance Commission have been set up are
• Andhra Pradesh
• Assam
• Bihar
• Kerala
• Nagaland
• Orisssa
• Tamil Nadu
• West Bengal
• Jammu & Kashmir
• Goa

• Gujarat
• Manipur
• ArunchaJ Pradesh
• Himachal Pradesh

Jhe state governments must promote State Finance Commissions
The state governments must promote State Finance Commissions for this 

will help in improving the economic condition of the states by bringing in more 
funds from the center for the states. Also it will help in improving the financial 
condition of the various Panchayati raj institutions and municipal bodies that are 
there in the states. All these will help in the all round development of the states.

NOTES
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The government is committed to socio-economic responsibilities for 
breaking the vicious circle of poverty and uplifting the economic conditions of 
the masses and developing the economy into a self-reliant one. In 1950, it was 
thought that these objectives could be achieved through the process of planned 
economic development. Throughout the period of planned economic 
development in the country one basic problem has been that of mobilisation of 
resources.

NOTES

Sources of financing economic development are broadly divided into 
domestic and foreign sources. Domestic sources of finance at the disposal of the 
government consist of taxation, public borrowing, government savings which 
include surpluses of public enterprises and deficit financing. The foreign finances 
consist of loans, grants and private investments. All these sources of finance have 
their social costs and benefits on the basis of which an upper limit can be 
determined for the use of any one method of financing development. Since the 
financial requirements of development are enormous and all various sources have 
their own limitations, it becomes almost essential to make use of all the sources 
as far as possible. The choice is not between which one is to be used but between 
the various combinations of using all of them. Thus both the domestic and foreign 
sources of finance have their own place and importance in a developing country. 
It is essential to formulate appropriate policies for different sources of finance 
and successful implementation of these policies is required for achieving the 
desired objectives of rapid economic development.

Taxation is an old source of government revenue. Not only that, it is also 
regarded as the most desirable method of financing public investment in 
developing countries. But it is a well known fact that taxation has a narrow 
coverage in developing countries and the tax revenue/national income ratio is 
not only low but the increase in this ratio is also very slow during the process of 
development.

Public borrowing is considered a better method of collecting public revenue 
than taxation (on the one hand government will get sources for development 
programmes and, on the other, conspicuous consumption will be reduced). But 
it cannot substitute taxation completely because there are certain limitations to 
the use of this source of financing development. Firstly public borrowing depends 
on the credit worthiness of the government. Secondly, people do not want to 
lend, to the government because the rates of interest offered by the government 
are lower than those offered by the borrowers in the private sector. And thirdly, if 
the prices are rising, people will not be interested in saving and lending because 
of depreciation in the value of money.
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Domestic sources of financing economic development are sure to fall short 
of the huge financial requirements for rapid economic development in developing 
economies. So external sources of finance have become almost essential for the 
developing economy. In spite of the necessity of foreign assistance, it remains 
only a subordinate source of financing development in a developing economy. In 
the early stages of development a substantial foreign assistance may be needed 
but gradually foreign assistance as a percentage of development expenditure goes 
on diminishing as the developing nations must learn gradually to become self 
reliant.

NOTES

Hence various conventional sources of finance, such as taxation, public 
borrowing, having been found to be inadequate, deficit financing has been resorted 
to for meeting the resource gap. The idea of resorting to deficit financing for 
economic development, which is of relatively recent origin, has remained very 
controversial. But there are no two opinions regarding the evil consequences of 
deficit financing, when adopted carelessely for capital formation and economic 
development. But the problem before the country is to choose between the two 
evils i.e., to adopt deficit financing for capital formation and face inflation or to go 
without development programmes due to paucity of funds.

In this unit we will discuss the meaning of deficit financing and its role as 
an aid to financing economic development. We shall also highlight the relationship 
between deficit financing and inflation and its impact on price behaviour in India. 
The advantages and limitations of deficit financing are also dealt with.

1.13 DEFICIT FINANCING - CONCEPT AND MEANING
Deficit financing refers to means of financing the deliberate excess of 

expenditure over income through printing of currency notes or through 
borrowings. The term is also generally used to refer to the financing of a planned 
deficit whether operated by a government in its domestic affairs or with reference 
to balance of payment deficit.

In the West, the phrase "Deficit financing" has been used to describe the 
financing of a deliberately created gap between public revenue and expenditure 
or a budgetary deficit. This gap is filled up by government borrowings which 
include all the sources of public borrowings viz., from people, commercial banks 
and the Central Bank. In this manner idle savings in the country are made active. 
This increases employment and output.

But according to Indian budgetary documents government resorting to 
borrowing from the public and the commercial banks does not come under deficit 
financing. These are included under the head of 'Market Borrowings' and 
government spending to the extent of its market borrowings does not result in or 
lead to deficit financing. In the Indian context, public expenditure, which is 
financed by borrowing from the public, commercial banks are excluded from
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Financial Adminislrolion deficit financing. While borrowing from the central bank of the country, 
withdrawal of accumulated cash balances and issue of new currency are included 
within its purview.

Deficit financing in Indian context occurs when there are budgetary deficits. 
Let us now discuss the meaning of budgetary deficit. Budgetary deficit refers to 
the excess of total expenditure (both revenue and capital) over total receipts (both 
revenue and capital). In the words of the First Plan document, the term 'deficit 
financing' is used to denote the direct addition to gross national expenditure 
through budget deficits, whether the deficits are on revenue or on capital account. 
The essence of such a policy lies, therefore, in government spending in excess of 
the revenue it receives in the shape of taxes, earnings of state enterprises, loans 
from the public, deposits and funds and other miscellaneous sources. The 
government may cover the deficit either by running down its accumulated 
balances or by borrowing from the banking system (mainly from the Central 
Bank of the country) and thus 'creating money'. Thus, the government tackles 
the deficit financing through approaching the Central Bank of the country i.e., 
Reserve Bank of India, and commercial banks for credit and also by withdrawing 
its cash balances from the Central Bank.

The magnitude of actual budget deficit during the seventh plan had been 
of the order of Rs. 29,503 crore (at 1984-85 prices) which was more than double 
the estimate of Rs. 14,000 crore. The Budget for 1990-91 laid stress on bmiting 
the size of the budget deficit through containment of expenditure growth and 
better tax compliance. The budget programmed a deficit of Rs. 1,10,592 crore in 
1989-90. The revised estimates for the year 1990-91 placed the budgetary deficit 
at Rs. 10,772 crore which is nearly 50% higher than the budget estimate.

Proper financial management demands that the revenue receipts of the 
government, which are in the shape of taxes, loans from the public, earnings of 
the state enterprises etc., should not only meet the revenue expenditure but also 
leave a surplus for financing the plan. Contrary to this deficits on revenue account 
are growing year after year. For example the revised estimates place the deficit on 
revenue account during 1990-91 at Rs. 17,585 crore as against the budget deficit 
of Rs. 10,772 crore. A higher revenue deficit implies higher borrowed resources 
to cover the deficit leading to higher interest payments thus creating a sort of 
vicious circle.

NOTES

1.14 ROLE OF DEFICIT FINANCING AS AN AID TO
FINANCING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Deficit financing has been resorted to during three different situations in 
which objectives and impact of deficit financing are quite different. These three 
situations are war, depression and economic development.
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DEHcrr Financing During War

Deficit financing has its historical origin in war finance. At the time of war, 
almost every government has to spend more than its revenue receipts from taxes 
and borrowings. Government has to create new money (printed notes or 
borrowing from the Centra! Bank) in order to meet the requirements of war 
finance. Deficit financing during war is always inflationary because monetary 
incomes and demand for consumption goods rise but usually there is shortage of 
supply of consumption goods.

DEFicriFiNANaNG During Depression

Tine use of deficit financing during times of depression to boost the economy 
got impetus during the great depression of the thirties. It was Keynes who 
established a positive role for deficit financing in industrial economy during the 
period of depression. It was advocated that during depression, government should 
resort to construction of public works wherein purchasing power would go into 
the hands of people and thereby demand would be stimulated. This will help in 
fuller utilisation of already existing but temporarily idle plants and machinery. 
Deficit spending by the government during depression helps to start the stagnant 
wheels of productive machinery and thus promotes prosperity.

Deficit Financing and Economic Development

Deficit financing for development, like depression deficit financing, provides 
stimulus to economic growth by financing investment, employment and output 
in the economy. On the other hand "development deficit financing" resembles 
"war deficit financing" in its effect on the economy. Both are inflationary though 
the reasons for price rise in both the cases are quite different. When government 
resorts to deficit financing for development, large sums are invested in basic 
heavy industries with long gestation periods and in economic and social overheads. 
This leads to immediate rise in monetary incomes while production of 
consumption goods cannot be increased immediately with the result that prices 
go up. It is also called the inflationary way of financing development. However, it 
helps rapid capital formation for economic development.

Inrroducticii lo Financial 
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NOTES

1.15 DEFICIT FINANCING AND INFLATION
Deficit financing in a developing country is inflationary while it is not so in 

advanced country. In an advanced country the government resorts to deficit 
financing for boosting up the economy. There is alround unemployment of 
resources which can be employed by raising government investment through 
deficit financing. The result will be an increase in output, income and employment 
and there is no danger of inflation. The increase in money supply leading to 
demand brings about a corresponding increase in the supply of commodities 
and hence there is no increase in price level.

an
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Financial Administration But, when, in a developing economy, the government resorts to deficit 
financing for financing economic development the effects of this on the economy 
are quite different. Public outlays financed by newly-created money immediately 
create monetary incomes and, due to low standards of living and high marginal 
propensity to consume in general, the demand for consumption of goods and 
services increases. But if the public investment is on capital goods, then the 
increased demand for the consumer goods will not be satisfied and prices will 
rise. Even if the outlay is on the production of consumption goods the prices may 
rise because the monetary incomes will rise immediately while the production of 
consumer goods will take time and in the meanwhile prices will rise. Though 
investment is being continuously raised (through taxation, borrowing and external 
assistance), most of it goes to industries with long gestation period and for 
providing basic infrastructure. Though there is effective demand, resources lie 
under or unemployed. Lack of capital, technical skill, entrepreneurial skills etc. 
are responsible in many cases for unemployment or underemployment of resources 
in a developing economy, Under such conditions, when deficit financing is 
resorted to, it is sure to lead to inflationary conditions.

Besides, in a developing economy, during the process of economic 
development, the velocity of circulation of money increases through the operation 
of the multiplier effect. This factor is also inflationary in character because, on 
balance, effective demand increases more than the initial increases in money 
supply. Deficit financing gives rise to credit creation by commercial banks because 
their liquidity is increased by the creation of new money. This shows that in a 
developing economy total money supply tends to increase much more than the 
amount of deficit financing, which also aggravates inflationary conditions. The 
use of deficit financing being expansionary becomes inflationary also on the basis 
of quantity theory of money.

NOTES

1.16 DEFICIT FINANCING AND PRICE BEHAVIOUR
IN INDIA

Price stability is an essential condition for stability in economic life as well 
as economic growth. On the contrary, fluctuations in prices create an atmosphere 
of uncertainty which is not conducive to development activity. When we examine 
the price movements during the planning period in India, there are three clear 
trends. First during the first plan period (i.e., 1951 to 1956) the general price level 
had fallen. From 1955-56 to 1965-66, the prices rose steadily at an annual rate of 
6%. Finally, from 1966-67 onwards (except 1975-76 and 1977-78) prices rose at 
the rate of about 9% per annum and now it is in the double digit range.

Deficit financing as a tool for covering the financial gap in India was 
introduced at the time of formulation of first five year plan. During the first plan 
deficit financing was of the order of Rs. 333 crore and the money supply with the
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public increased by about 22 per cent. Since this expansion in the supply of 
money fell short of the increase in output, the general price level came down by 
about 18 per cent. During second plan actual deficit financing was less than the 
targeted amount.

ITie third plan was very abnormal (adverse weather conditions, 1962 Chinese 
aggression, 1965 Pakistan war). Deficit financing during the third plan amounted 
to Rs. 1333 crore - more than double the target. Money supply with the public 
increased more rapidly.

In the fourth plan (1969-71), the amount of deficit financing stood at Rs. 
2060 crore about two-and-a-half times the target. Money supply increased from 
6387 crore to Rs. 11,172 crore at the end of 1973-74. Prices increased by 47% 
approximately. No doubt there were certain factors beyond the control of the 
government such as war with Pakistan in 1971, substantial expenditure on account 
of Bangladesh refugees, oil price hike etc. Besides, the reluctance on the part of 
the states to mobilise adequate resources, their general financial indiscipline and 
overdrafts from the Reserve Bank also compelled the government to take resort 
to deficit financing.

In view of severe inflationary pressures in the economy since 1972-73. the 
draft fi^h plan 1974-79 laid utmost stress on non-inflationary methods of 
financing. But, as against the target of Rs. 1354 crore for the fifth five year plan, 
the actual amount of deficit financing was much more.

During this period, although the money supply increased by about 50 
percent, the overall increase in wholesale prices was 33% because of the imposition 
of emergency in 1975 resulting in comfortable position in regard to the availability 
of several commodities through the effective management of supplies.

During the sixth plan (1980-85) deficit financing was of the order of Rs. 
15,681 crore as against the estimated target of Rs. 5000 crore. During this period 
money supply increased from Rs. 23,117 crore-in 1980-81 to Rs. 39,380 crore in 
1984-85. Seventh plan paper indicated a cautious approach towards deficit 
financing and stated that "The required resources have to be mobilised in a manner 
which minimise dependence on external sources or on deficit financing which 
has a high inflationary potential." Still the target for deficit financing was placed 
at Rs, 14,000 crore and according to the latest estimates the actual deficit financing 
has been of the order of Rs. 34,182 crore i.e., more than 2.4 times the target. 
Money supply with the public has increased from Rs. 43,599 crore in 1985-86 to 
Rs. 76,259 crore in 1988-89 and index of wholesale prices has gone up from 357.8 
to 435.8 during the same period.

There wej'e many other factors like mismanagement of the war economy, 
excessive dependence on monsoon, power shortage, labour strikes, increase in 
the rates of commodity taxation, rise in wage rates, black money, rise in the 
international price of petroleum products which have been responsible for price

NOTES
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Financial Arlminisiraiion rise in India. However, experience shows that the increase in money supply has 
led to a rise in prices. There has been a close relationship between the rate of 
increase in prices and the rate of growth in money supply and prices have a 
tendency to rise to new heights at every successive increase in money supply 
resulting from deficit financing.

When deficit financing is inflationary, it will go against the very purpose 
for which it is used because it will simply lead to continuous inflation and no 
development. Inflation creates uncertainty, labour unrest, work stoppages and 
decline in production because of the demand for higher wages and salaries to 
compensate for higher cost of living. Inflation reduces the real income and the 
real consumption of all classes of people in the society except the rich. This is 
objectionable on grounds of economic efficiency, labour productivity and social ' 
justice. Moreover, there is no certainty that higher levels of income accruing to 
profit earners will be invested in productive enterprises, for the rich may waste 
windfall gains in conspicuous consumption or indulge in speculative activities. 
Besides, inflation is a sort of invisible tax on all incomes and cash balances. Their 
value is automatically reduced with every rise in prices. Inflation leads to balance 
of payments difficulties because due to rising prices the country loses export 
market and people prefer imported goods, which appear cheaper as compared 
to domestic goods.

Inflation is charged with distorting the pattern of investment and production 
in the economy. Inflation is beset with the danger of channelising economic 
resources into less urgent and speculative fields where the scope for profits to 
private enterprises is more and such fields are generally of little importance to 
the nation. Inflationary deficit financing increases the administrative expenditure 
of the government because whenever government resorts to large doses of deficit 
financing, it has to neutralise its effects by sanctioning new dearness allowances, 
revision of controlled prices, distribution of essentials through fair price shops, 
compulsory requisition of foodstuffs etc. All these measures lead to an increase in 
the administrative burden of the government in order to ward off inflation caused 
by the use of deficit financing.

NOTES

1.17 ADVANTAGES OF DEFICIT FINANCING
Uptill now, we have seen that deficit financing is inflationary and it destroys 

its own purpose of aiding economic development. But it is not always so. Secondly 
inflation is not always harmful for economic development. On the contrary, to a 
certain extent inflation is conducive to economic development and hence deficit 
financing is beneficial.

During the process of development, increase in national production is bound 
to give rise to the demand for increased money supply for transactions. This can 
be met by injecting new money in the economy through deficit financing. If
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deficit financing is resorted to for productive purposes especially for the 
production of consumer goods and that too for quick results then deficit financing 
is not that inflationary. For example, if any land reclamation activity is to be 
undertaken which would lead to agricultural production, resort to deficit 
financing for this activity will not be inflationary. Even if there is a moderate price 
increase of 4 to 5% per annum, its impact on the economy will not be too severe. 
Besides, deficit financing will not be inflationary if it is matched by a balance of 
payment deficit. To the extent to which past savings of foreign balances can be 
used to pay for such imports, it would be deflationary. But much reliance cannot 
be put on balance of payments deficit because balance of payments deficit 
depends on our foreign exchange reserves and our credit worthiness in the world 
market, Moreover, a developing country aims at reducing this deficit by increasing 
exports and reducing imports.

Deficit financing will be non-inflationary if the government is able to mop 
up the additional money incomes, created by deficit financing, through taxation 
and saving schemes. Properly controlled and efficiently managed programme of 
deficit financing may help the process of economic development. In fact a certain 
measure of deficit financing is inevitable under planned economic development 
to activate unutilised or dormant resources especially when one of the objectives 
of planning is to step up the Inflationary impact of deficit financing is helpful for 
economic development to a certain extent and under certain circumstances like :

(a) Under developed countries, with their low incomes, low or negative 
savings, inadequate investment and traditional resistance to change and 
modernisation will remain stagnant or develop at an intolerably slow pace 
unless they are restructured and activised. This can be done with the 
stimulus of inflah'on.

(b) Inflation stimulates economic activities and rising prices induce more 
investments. In a developing economy the major goal is rapid economic 
development through speedy capital formation. The additional income 
that is earned through inflation can be ploughed back and if the same 
process is repeated there is every possibility of a lapid rate of capital 
formatioir in the country. For this, inflation may be tolerated to a certain 
extent.

(c) Inflation is said to be a useful method of increasing .saving in a forced way. 
There will be redistribution within the private sector of the economy, from 
the personal sector to corporate sector. Inflation reduces real consumption 
and provides resources for investment purposes.

Thus, deficit financing is a necessary and positive instrument to accelerate 
the rate of economic growth in countries suffering from acute shortage of capital. 
But any deficit financing has to be undertaken in the context of an efficient and 
well executed plan for economic development,

NOTES
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Financial Adniinismaiion 1.18 LIMITATIONS OP DEFICIT FINANCING 3

Deficit financing (as we have examined uptill now) can be regarded as a 
necessary evil which has to be tolerated, at least in the developing economies, 
only to the extent it can promote capital formation and economic development.
This extent of tolerance is called the safe limit of deficit financing. This safe limit W* 
shows the amount of deficit financing that the economy can absorb and beyond «. 
which inflationary forces may be set in motion. Though it is not possible to quantify 
it, yet it is desirable to identify the factors that affect it.

Factors that affect deficit financing, can be put under two categories : (a) 
factors related to demand for money and (h) factors related to supply of money. If 
the demand for money is low in the economy, the safe limit of deficit financing 
will be low. Then creation of new money or deficit financing must be kept at a 
low level otherwise evil consequences will follow. Reverse will be the case when 
demand for money is high. On the supply side of money, if due to some factors 
the supply of money or purchasing power with the public increases, other things 
being equal, it will have an inflationary tendency and the safe limit of deficit 
financing will be low. However, safe limit will be high in the opposite situation.

The concept of 'safe limit' of deficit financing can be reduced to the age old 
theory of demand and supply. The point at which demand for and supply of 
money are equal is the point of safe limit of,deficit financing. Unfortunately 
conditions in a developing country are not so simple. Various factors 
simultaneously exert contradictory effects on each side.

Factors Affecting Safe Limit

(i) The safe, limit of deficit financing depends on the supply elasticity of 
consumption goods in the country. Usually, the supply of consumption 
goods, specially foodgrains, cannot be increased to any extent for a long 
time due to many constraints in a developing economy. Under such 
circumstances even a little deficit financing would be inflationary and the 
safe limit of deficit financing will be very low.

(ii) Safe limit of deficit financing also depends on the nature of government 
expenditure for which new money is created, i.e., the purpose of deficit 
financing. If the newly created money is used for unproductive purposes, 
the use of deficit financing will be inflationary and the safe limit of deficit 
financing will be lower than if the newly created money is to be used for 
industrial development or for intensive farming.

(Hi) If the foreign exchange reserves are increasing the scope of using deficit 
financing will increase because that way the country will be able to import 
more goods which will have deflationary effect.

(iv) Time lag between the initial investment and the flow of final products 
also determines the safe limit of deficit financing. If this time lag is long,

NOTES
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then inflation will set in from the very initial stage of investment and it 
will not be possible to control the rapidly rising, prices.

(v) Low safe limit of deficit financing is required if the economy consists of 
large speculative business community.

(vi) If government is not in position to implement successfully its economic 
policies accompanying the policy of deficit financing, low safe limit of 
deficit financing is prescribed.

(vii) If a country is already passing through inflationary phase, low deficit 
financing is advised.

(viii)li the rate of growth of population is high then low- deficit financing is 
good and vice versa.

(i.vl Safe limit deficit financing also depends on a country's tax structure and 
the borrowing schemes through which the government can take away at 
least a portion of additional incomes thereby reducing the purchasing 
power with the public. But all this is not easy‘in a dev'eloping economy 
where there are rigidities in the tax system. There is large scale tax evasion 
so that government is not able to take away any substantial part of 
additionalincomes. The country is, therefore, more prone to inflation and 
the safe limit of deficit financing is Imv 

In a developing economy, all the aforesaid factors exert their influence 
simultaneously. The effect of each factor may be favourable or unfavourable for 
the use of deficit financing and sometimes the effects of some factors may counter 
effect each other and, thus, be cancelled out. This safe limit of deficit fmancing 
will be different for different countries because conditions vary from country to 
country. The safe limit of deficit financing also depends on the measure of popular 
cooperation w’hich the government gets and the willingness of the people to submit 
to austerity. .Even if this limit is calculated, it will go on changing with every 
change in the economic conditions of the country. With efforts in the right direction 
this limit can be shifted upwards so that a larger amount of deficit financing can 
be resorted to by a government which is conducive to economic development 
and not inflation.

NOTES

1.19 MEASURES/ALTERNATIVES TO CONTROL
DEFICIT FINANCING

Besides open deficit financing undertaken by the goyernment, there is 
concealed deficit financing in developing economies. In all government 
departments, in a developing country most of the expenditure is incurred 
recklessly in the last few weeks of the financial year so that the amount sanctioned 
may not lapse. This reckless expenditure is largely a waste and is not accompanied 
by expected results. This expenditure is fairly large every year. It is not productive 
and it leads to price rise and operates in the economy in a manner similar to
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deficit financing. Most of the havoc created in the economy is actually created by 
this concealed deficit financing. If, by efficient and honest administratithi, tliis 
vast wasteful expenditure can be avoided, the officially acknowledged deficit 
financing will not be so inflationary.

Anti-social acts such as evasion of taxes, black marketing, cash transactions 
to supplement recorded cheque transactions, under invoicing and over invoicing 
of export and imports, and a variety of such forms of corruption on the part of 
the private parties lead to large volume of 'unaccounted money. This money is to 
be spent recklessly and it leads to inflationary rise in prices. Government must 
try to remove reckless expenditure in public and private sectors caused by 
'concealed deficit financing’ and 'unrecorded gains' instead of stopping the use 
of deficit financing which is likely to be spent productively and therefore help in 
the economic development of the country.

In order to minimise the inflationary effects of deficit financing during the 
process of development the government will have to keep a vigilant and constant 
watch on changing economic situations, study the repercussions of measures 
adopted in several spheres and, above all, take effective action on following lines:

(n) Government should try to drain off a larger proportion of funds resulting 
from deficit financing through saving campaign and higher taxation.

(b) The policy of deficit financing should be adopted as a last resort, after 
exhausting all other possible sources of development finance.

(c) Investment should be channelled into those areas where capital output 
ratio is low so that returns are quick and price rise is not provoked.

(d) Along with deficit financing, government should adopt policies of physical 
controls like price control and rationing etc.

(c) Import policy should allow import of necessary capital equipment for 
economic development and consumer goods required by the masses alone. 
Import of luxury and semi-luxury goods should be discouraged.

(f) Deficit financing and credit creation policies should be integrated in such 
a way that neither of the two sectors (public or private) is handicapped 
due to shortage of financial resources and, at the same time, inflation is 
also kept in check in the economy.

Above all these policies, what is more required is that the government should 
try to seek full public cooperation and people should have full faith in the policies 
of the government so that government policies can be successfully implemented.

Deficit financing or no deficit financing, the process of economic 
development itself is inflationary. Whenever new investment is financed by 
taxation or borrowing, the result is an increase in monetary incomes increase in 
demand for consumption goods, and price rise. With this background the 
important question, in a developing country is not whether deficit financing

NOTES
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should be resorted to or not for economic development, but, rather, how far 
inflation can be pushed without upsetting the productive process. Thus deficit 
financing is a necessarv and positive instrument to accelerate the rate of economic 
growth in countries suffering from acute shortage of the capital, tlnough it is 
necessarv to emphasise here that it must be undertaken with an efficient and 
well executed plan for economic development.

NOTES

Summary

The term Financial Administration consists of two words viz., 'Finance' 
and 'Administration'. The word 'administration' refers to organisation and 
management of collective human efforts in the pursuit of a conscious 
objective. The word 'Finance' refers to monetary (money) resource. 
According to some authors financial administration is a fiscal science. Since 
"fisc" is a part of the government machinery, financial administration 
reflects the nature, character and scope of the State.
The Ministry of Finance is an important ministry within the Government 
of India. It concerns itself with taxation, financial legislation, financial 
institutions, capital markets, center and state finances, and the Union 
Budget.
The Constitution of India provides for the establishment of a Finance 
Commission for the purpose of allocation of certain resources of revenue 
between the Union and the State Governments. The Finance Commission 
is established under Article 280 of the Constitution of India by the 
President.
Deficit financing refers to means of financing the deliberate excess of 
expenditure over income through printing of currency notes or through 
borrowings. The term is also generally used to refer to the financing of a 
planned deficit whether operated by a government in its domestic affairs 
or with reference to balance of payment deficit.
Deficit financing can be regarded as a necessary evil which has to be 
tolerated, at least in the developing economies, only to the extent it can 
promote capital formation and economic development.

Review Questions

What do you understand by financial administration?
What is the importance of financial administration?
What are the primary principles of financial administration? Discuss. 
Explain the role of finance ministry in financial administration.
How does finance commission function?
What are the advantages and limitations of deficit financing?

1.
2.

> /3.
4.
5.
6.
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BudgetCHAPTER- 2
BUDGET NOTES

STRUCTURE

2.1 Introduction
2.2 Meaning of Budget
2.3 Principles of Budget Making
2.4 Definition and Components of the Budget
2.5 Objectives of Budgeting
2.6 Line Item Budget
2.7 Performance Budgeting : Concept and Objectives
2.8 Steps in Performance Budgeting
2.9 Performance Budgeting System in India

2.10 Performance Budgeting System — A Critical Evaluation
2.11 Zero Base Budgeting
2.12 Zero Base Budgeting and Traditional Budgeting : A Comparision
2.13 Genesis of Zero Base Budgeting
2.14 Steps/Elements of Zero Base Budgeting
2.15 Introduction of Zero Base Budgeting in India
2.16 Implementation of Zero Base Budgeting — Benefits and Problems
2.17 The Budgetary Process
2.18 Preparation of the Budget
2.19 Enactment of the Budget
2.20 Kinds of Grants
2.21 Public Debt

• Summary
• Reinew Questions
• Further Readings

Learning Objectives

After going through this chapter, students will be able to :
• understand the concept, principles and importance of budget;
• discuss the various forms of budget;
• explain the budgetary process;.
• state the meaning and characteristics of public debt.
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Financial Adminiatration 2.1 INTRODUCTION
A budget is a detailed plan of operations that is predetermined for a 

particular period. Budgets are quantitative or financial statements prepared for 
the purpose of attaining a particular objective.

A budget is a detailed plan of operations that is predetermined for a 
particular period. Budgets are quantitative or financial statements prepared for 
tine purpose of attaining a particular objective.

A budget (from old French bougette, purse) is generally a list of all planned 
expenses and revenues. It is a plan for saving and spending. A budget is an 
important concept in microeconomics, which uses a budget line to illustrate the 
trade-offs between two or more goods. In other terms, a budget is an organizational 
plan stated in monetary terms.

In summary, the purpose of budgeting is to:
1. Provide a forecast of revenues and expenditures i.e. construct a model of 

how our business might perform financially speaking if certain strategies, 
events and plans are carried out.

2. Enable the actual financial operation of the business to be measured against 
the forecast.

NOTES

UNIT - I

Financial administration is very important today because of the volume, 
nature and variety of governmental activity. Everything government does requires 
money and government spends huge sums to meet its commitments of different 
kinds. Budgets grow larger and larger each year and it becomes increasingly 
necessary to ensure that the tax-payers' money is spent efficiently and 
economically. There is need to ensule adequate financial accountability.

Successful fiscal management centres around budgeting. The budget of 
the state, is an elaborate and complex exercise. In the days of laissez-faire, the 
budget was a simple statement of estimated income and expenditure. Given the 
accepted belief of the time that the best state was the one that did the least, the 
functions of government were limited and regulatory in nature. Hence, the budget 
as the principal financial statement of the government, sought to introduce 
orderliness and method in financial management. The modern state is a welfare 
state. It undertakes activities to promote the common welfare of the community. 
In developing countries like India, the state is not just the preserver of the status 
quo, but the accelerator of socio-economic change. Government is engaged in 
nation building activities and seeks rapid modernisation. Administration is change
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Budgetoriented and result oriented. Goals have to be achieved within the democratic 
fram ew oik. w iJJi due regard for the rule of law and the rights of m en .H ence, in 
tine m odem state, be it dem ocratic or com m unist, developing or developed, 
budgeting is the heart of financial adm inistratbn .In thisunitwe shall exam ine 
dne m eaning and im portance, princples and the process of budgeting.

NOTES

2.2 MEANING OF BUDGET
The word budget originally comes from the old English word "bougette" 

meaning a sack or a pouch. It was really a leather bag in which the British 
Chancellor of the Exchequer (the equivalent of our Finance Minister) carried the 
papers relating to the budget which were to be placed before Parliament for 
approval. From that association, it has come to mean the papers themselves.

The budget is not just a statement of estimates of expenditure and revenue 
of the Government. It is a plan of action of the government for orderly 
administration of its financial affairs. The budget reflects the philosophy of the 
government and its manner of governance. It indicates as to how resources are to 
be raised to meet the anticipated expenditure through its taxation policy. How 
economic growth is planned, is indicated through its production policy. The 
budget reflects flie priorities and targets of the government. For instance, through 
heavy taxation of the rich, it can attempt to reduce economic and social 
inequalities. It is both a kind of economic horoscope and a political document.

The budget serves as a powerful too] of coordination. It seeks to eliminate 
duplication and waste. It is a means to inculcate cost consciousness. It provides a 
means to evaluate programmes and policies and helps to streamline administration. 
In fact, performance budgeting which emphasises what government does in terms 
of objectives and functions, and zero-based budgeting which calls for an annual 
review of all programmes with a view to discontinuing those programmes that 
have failed or are not viable steps in this direction. The budget is also the most 
important tool of legislative control over the public purse.

The term budget stands for both — the financial plan as presented to the 
legislature for its sanction and tbesanctioned plan as it emerges after being passed 
by the legislature. In India, the word budget is used to indicate the estimates of 
expenditure only. In England the word is used in connection with ths revenue or 
taxation part of the financial plan. In America, the term is used in a more 
comprehensive fashion to cover the entire financial process i.e., preparation of 
the budget, enactment by the legislature, its execution, accounting and audit.

A budget may be longterm or short term. Usually, Government budgets 
are on an annual basis. In India, where we have Five Year Plans, a part of the plan 
is incorporated in the annual plan though Parliament does approve of the entire 
plan in principle and outline.
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Financial Administration 2.3 PRINCIPLES OF BUDGET MAKING
Let us examine the principles of budget making.
The budget must be a balanced one : The estimated expenditure should 
not exceed estimated income. When expenditure exceeds estimated income, 
it is called a deficit budget. Though deficit budgeting is risky in that it can 
lead to inflation, up to apoint it is acceptable because it helps fight trade 
depression. When government spends more on public works, it increases 
the purchasing power of the people which in turn stimulates prices and 
production and fights depression.
Estimates should be on a cash basis : This is how it is in India, Britain 
and U.S.A. This kind of cash budgeting has the advantage that the final 
preparation of accounts of a year can be done soon after its close, though 
it may not reveal the true financial picture for that year. By deferring 
payments that are due in that year, a surplus instead of a deficit will be 
shown in the present year's budget which is incorrect. In contrast to the 
cash budget, there is the revenue budget which corrects this deficit, but it 
results in long delays in preparation and presentation of accounts and this 
makes financial control deficit.
Budget must distinguish between recurring expenditure and income on 
the one hand and capital payments and receipts on the other. In other 
words, there must be a distinction between current or revenue budget 
and capital budget. Each part must be balanced separately and the overall 
surplus or deficit is found out by taking both into account.
Budget should be gross and not net: All the transactions of income and 
expenditure be clearly and fully shown and not merely as the resultant 
net position. Neglect of this rule can adversely affect the established financial 
procedure and result in laxity of control, incomplete accounts, etc. 

Estimating should be as exact as possible : Gross over-estimating leads 
to heavy taxation. Gross under-estimating can throw the whole budget 
out of gear when it comes to implementation. Close estimation is usually 
done by taking the average figures of previous three years under different 
heads and making the necessary adjustments. Itemised estimates are an 
aid to close budgeting. Generally, one is liberal in estimating expenditure 
and conservative in estimating income.

Budget form should correspond to the form of accounts, i.e., budget heads 
should be the same as those of accounts. This facilitates budget preparation, 
budgetary control and account-keeping.

The rule of lapse : It is the last budgetary principle. No part of the grant 
that is unspent in the financial year can be carried forward for the future.

1.
NOTES
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BudgetIf this rule did not apply, departments would live on accumulated and 
unspent balances and would to be that extent be independent of legislative 
control.

NOTES2.4 DEFINITION AND COMPONENTS OF THE BUDGET
The use of budget word spread to England, where it came to designate the 

leather bag in which ministers of the crown carried financial plans to parliament, 
and eventually it became synonymous with its contents. Tlie use of the word in 
the United Kingdom now refers to the spring financial statement, which focuses 
on taxation measures. In most countries, the term refers to the annual expenditure 
and revenue plans tabled in the legislature.

The first traceable legal definition of the budget is contained in a French 
decree of 1862: 'The budget is a document which forecasts and authorizes the 
annual receipts and expenditures of the State’. In most countries, the government 
budget is drafted at regular intervals by the executive and tabled in the legislature 
for review arid approval before the beginning of the fiscal year to which it applies.

Sources of income vary substantially between countries. They usually 
include direct taxes, which are levied on income or capital, for example income 
tax. Such taxes are called direct because it is normally assumed that the real 
burden of payment falls directly on the person or firm that is immediately 
responsible for paying them. By contrast, indirect taxes such as sales taxes or 
excise taxes on alcohol and tobacco are so called because it is assumed that the 
real burden of paying the tax will not fall on the firm immediately responsible for 
paying it but rather that it will be passed on to the customer. Other sources of 
government income might consist of user charges for certain services, foreign 
aid, and income from investments or commercial activities.

In considering its revenue raising options, the government has to weigh 
advantages and disadvantages. For example, boosting reliance on sales taxes makes 
taxation more regressive. This means that a poor person will pay as much tax as 
a rich person when purchasing an item of clothing or food, as sales tax does not 
take account of income differentials. On the other hand, income taxes are 
progressive when they apply higher rates to individuals with a higher level of 
income, But where the formal economy is small, excessive taxation of a few high 
income individuals can undercut investment, which hampers growth and 
employment creation. Over time, this might erode the tax base and reduce the 
ability of government to raise revenues. Raising an adequate amount of revenues, 
while at the same time preserving equity and stimulating economic growth, can 
be a difficult balancing act.

On the expenditure side of the budget, government allocates funds to various 
functions such as health care, education, agriculture, justice, defense and so on. 
This is called the functional classification of expenditures. The share of total
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Fiiuiticiiil Admmisiralinn expenditures allocated to each sector is a key indicator of spending priorities for 
a given year and of shifts in priorities over a period of time. In terms of the 
economic classification of expenditures a distinction can be made between current 
and capital expenditures. Current expenditures are on goods and services that 
are consumed immediately, for example wages of civil servants,or supplies of 
learning material for schools. Capital expenditures comprise money spent on the 
purchase of goods that can be used to produce other goods, for example 
machinery or infrastructure. The balance between current and capital spending 
is important. When a clinic is built and equipped to service a community (a 
capital expenditure), then government has to make sure that it sets aside sufficient 
funds to run the clinic on a day to day basis, which requires budgeting for wages, 
medicines and the like (current expenditures).

When government spends more money than the available revenues, it can 
either raise taxes or budget for a deficit and cover the shortfall with borrowed 
money. There is a wide range of alternate deficit measures, but the conventional 
deficit is widely quoted as perhaps the central indicator of fiscal health. This deficit 
measure is defined as the excess of government's total expenditure over total 
revenue. There is no absolute figure that can indicate whether the deficit is too 
large, which depends on the size of the economy. For this reason, the deficit to 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ratio is used to indicate the share of national 
income that will have to be used to finance the deficit. Although the appropriate 
size of the deficit depends on a variety of factors that determine sustainability on 
a case by case basis, one rough but widely accepted benchmark was set in the 
European Union's Maastricht Treaty with a figure of three per cent of GDP. 
However, some go further and demand balanced budgets where revenues are 
equal to expenditures. Changes in the deficit do not have to be the result of a 
shift in fiscal policy, but can also reflect the business cycle, for instance. 
Consistently growing deficits, however, give cause for concern:

• Government borrowing can put upward pressure on interest rates so as 
to 'crowd out' private sector investment. In other words, when 
government uses most of the capital available on the borrowing market, 
less is available for the private sector to borrow in order to expand its 
activities. Tlris can dampen economic growth.

• Deficit spending is expensive. Because government will have to put aside 
a proportion of funds to service its stock of debt, there will be less money 
for service deliverjC Reductions in service delivery programs affect 

vulnerable groups in society that are most dependent on the state.
• It is unfair if extensive borrowing forces future generations to make 

sacrifices so that they effectively pay for spending that we enjoy today. 
This problem is exacerbated when borrowed funds are not invested 
productively.

NOTES
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Budget• Excessive-deficits are associated with inflation. Some governments have 
resorted to 'printing money' in order to meet debt servicing obligations. 
However, this strategy is difficult to pursue when the central bank enjoys 
entrenched independence from the government both legally and in ( 
practice.

NOTES

2.5 OBTECTIVES OF BUDGETING
If resources were limitless, we could all get whatever we want from the 

government. There would be no need to budget. In reality, spending needs are 
inevitably beyond available funding. Governments have to make choices about 
the allocation of scarce resources to meet competing needs in society. Budgeting 
is effective in facilitating this process when it forces awareness of overall fiscal 
constraints, enables the prioritization of spending in line with policy objectives, 
and supports the efficient implementation of policies.

Aggregate fiscal discipline refers to the control of the key measures of fiscal 
performance, including total spending, total revenue, the financial balance and 
the public debt. Fiscal discipline requires that budget totals are the result of explicit 
and enforced decisions. Many factors are important for determining the 
appropriate total level of aggregate spending, including available revenues, access 
to borrowing and the acceptable level of the deficit. Given these constraints, fiscal 
discipline calls for affordability of total spending, including in the medium to 
long term. Some countries have adopted formal rules to ensure fiscal discipline, 
for example by allowing borrowing for capital purposes only {the so-called 'golden 
rule'). A strong treasury or finance ministry can check that spending departments 
do not make exaggerated claims on the budget and that they stick to their budgets 
once they have been approved. A hard budget constraint on departmental 
spending exists when the treasury is successful in enforcing approved budgets. 
This requires comprehensive and reliable information to monitor compliance of 
government departments with spending plans. To safeguard fiscal discipline, 
parliament has to resist the temptation to add new spending without 
commensurate cutbacks elsewhere in the budget.

Because resources are limited, budgeting forces us to consider the merit of 
competing claims on the public purse and to negotiate tradeoffs between them. 
The achievement of allocative efficiency or strategic prioritization requires 
government capacity to allocate resources and select programs and projects in 
conformity with its objectives. This process is supported where the policy basis 
of the budget is stated clearly on the basis of a medium term strategy. Allocative 
efficiency is threatened where spending departments are bailed out when they 
overspend, because poor budget execution can introduce substantial ad hoc 
realignments that distort stated priorities. Such distortions often divert resources
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FinancinI Ariniinisiraiion away from the poorest and most vulnerable groups in society to cater for the 
interests of bureaucracies and strong interest groups. Parliament can provide an 
important platform for public debate on the nation's priorities.

Once funds have been allocated they should be spent so as to deliver 
maximum results. Operational efficiency is the ratio of the resources expended 
by government agencies to the outputs produced or purchased by them. Spending 
departments should strive to eliminate waste and produce goods and services at 
a cost that achieves ongoing efficiency gains. To provide managerial incentives 
for operational efficiency high level civil servants can be given performance 
contracts that spell out clear objectives and targets.

Moreover, effective parliamentary scrutiny and accountability for results 
can support a mind shift in spending departments from a mentality of compliance 
to one of achievement. Parliaments increasingly consider not only the allocation 
of money, but also what is delivered with that money. To facilitate legislative 
review of departmental performance the format of the budget needs to go beyond 
the traditional focus on cost and inputs. Also needed is information on strategic 
objectives, output targets (the amounts of goods and services to be delivered) 
and outcomes (the effects or impact of the activities carried out on the community). 
Parliamentary scrutiny of audit findings also strengthens accountability for 
performance.

The objectives of aggregate fiscal discipline, allocative efficiency and 
operational efficiency are interrelated. In many ways fiscal discipline comes first. 
For example, politicians often promise improving macroeconomic conditions 
such as higher growth, less unemployment and lower inflation, all of which impact 
on the amount of revenues government expects to collect. Overly optimistic 
revenue forecasts are politically tempting because they create an imaginary space 
for promises of more money on services.

Tlie inevitable revenue 'shortfalls' result in higher deficits or necessitate 
expenditure cuts that distort spending priorities so that allocative efficiency is 
undermined. In-year spending cuts also undermine predictability, which is an 
important prerequisite for operational efficiency in departments. To be transparent 
government should publish the macroeconomic assumptions and projections 
upon which the budget is predicated. It is a good test of government's budgetary 
foundation to consider whether its growth forecasts are substantially more 
optimistic than those produced by the private sector and international 
organizations. If this is the case, it is rather likely that the budget is unsound. 
Unrealistic assumptions about improvements in revenue collection are another 
symptom of escapist fiscal planning. Such tactics threaten to undermine the 
objectives of budgeting.

NOTES
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BudgetUNIT - II

The budget of a govemmenf is a summary or plan of the intended revenues 
and expenditures of that government. In a planned economy, it is logical to think 
in terms of budgeting both as the nearest link in a well-integrated system of 
planning, programming and budgeting and as a tool of management. It provides 
a system of information for decision-making, coordination, evaluation and control 
to the appropriate levels of the organisation. During recent years, there has been 
a significant increase in public expenditure. Government's involvement in the 
stabili.sation of the economy, equitable distribution of wealth, stimulating forces 
leading to economic growth and increase in the price levels are some of the factors 
that have contributed to the increasing public expenditures.

The increasing public expenditures which brought with them a good deal 
of complexity, led to two significant questions;

(i) how to control and regulate the increasing public expenditures; and 

O'l) how to introduce efficiency into the public expenditures.
In this unit an attempt has been made to explain the concept of performance 

budgeting and its genesis in Indian administration.
Budgeting can be categorized in many different ways. Businesses have 

different budgets for different departments within the company, and there are 
different budgeting methods that can be used for each type. There are ihiee 
primary types of budgets that Governments use. Within these three primary 
types, there are many different subtypes.

NOTES

2.6 LINE ITEM BUDGET
Line Item Budget typically used by governmental entities in which budgeted 

financial statement elements are grouped by administrative entities and object. 
These budget item groups are usually presented in an incremental fashion that is 
in comparison to previous periods. Line item budgets are used also in private 
industry for the comparison and budgeting of selected object groups and their 
previous and future estimated expenditure levels within an organization.

2.7 PERFORMANCE BUDGETING : CONCEPT AND 

QBTECTIVES
After independence, attempts have been made to make the financial 

administration performance-oriented, with a view to bringing about efficiency 
and economy in the implementation of plans, programmes and activities. Efforts 

made to make the budget an efficient tool of plan Implementation, The 
result has been the introduction of the performance budgeting system in the 
government.

were
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Financial AdminisiraHon Performance budgeting is generally understood as a system of presentation 
of public expenditure in terms of functions, programmes, performance units, 
viz., activities/projects, etc., reflecting primarily, the governmental output and its 
cost. It is essentially a process which brings out the total governmental operations 
through a classification by functions, programmes and^ctivities. Through suitable 
narrative statements and workload data that form an integral part of the 
presentation, it indicates the work done, proposed to be done and the cost of 
carrying these out.

The main thrust of performance budgeting has been on providing output- 
oriented budget information within a long range perspective so that resources 
could be allocated more efficiently and effectively. Its emphasis is on 
accomplishment rather than on the means of accomplishmen^. The purpose of 
government expenditure is more important than the object of expenditure under 
performance budgeting. Thus performance budgeting is a programme of action 
for any given year with specific indicators regarding tasks, the means of achieving 
them and the cost of achieving them. It tries to define the physical and financial 
aspects of each programme and activity and thereby establish the relationship 
between output and inputs. Performance budgeting has to operate within the 
framework of clearly defined objectives which are to be achieved through 
successful implementation of various programmes and activities undertaken by 
the concerned agency. Performance budgeting, therefore, involves the 
development of more refined management tools, such as work measurement, 
performance standards, unit costs, etc.

Objectives: Performance budgeting seeks to:
(i) correlate tire physical and financial aspects of programmes and activities;
(ii) improve budget formulation, review and decision-making at all levels of 

management in the government machinery;
(in) facilitate better appreciation and review by the legislature;
(iv) make possible more effective performance audit;
(v) measure progress towards long-term objectives as envisaged in the plan; 

and
(vi) bring annual budgets and developmental plans together through a 

common language.

Components of Performance Budget
The performance budgets have certain vital ingredients that need to be 

constantly kept in view;
(i) a programme and activity classification that represents the range of work 

of each organisation;
(ii) a framework of specified objectives for each programme;
(Hi) a stipulation of the targets of work or achievement; and

NOTES
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(iv) suitable workload factors, productivity and performance ratios that justify 
financial requirements of each programme.

Formulation of Performance Budget
Each performance budget will in the first instance indicate the organisational 

structure and the broad objectives that govern the approaches and work of the 
administrative agency. This is followed by a Financial Requirements Table. This 
Table is the most important part of the performance budget and has three basic 
elements:

• a programme and activity classification indicating the range of work of 
the agency in meaningful categories;

• object-wise classification showing the same amount distributed among 
the different objects of expenditure such as establishment charges; and

• sources of financing indicating the budgetary and account heads under 
which the funds are being provided in the budget.

Budget

NOTES

2.8 STEPS IN PERFORMANCE BUDGETING
' Four basic steps are involved in the introduction of performance budgeting;

(i) establishing a meaningful classification of public expenditure in terms of 
functions;

(ii) the establishment, improvement and extension of activity schedules for 
all measurable activities of the government;

(in) the establishment of work output, employee utilisation, standard or unit 
costs by objective methods, i.e., bringing the system of accounting and 
financial management into accord with the classification; and

(iv) the creation of related cost and performance recording and reporting 
system.

The important requirement for performance budgeting is a programme of 
action for any given year with specific indications regarding the tasks, the means 
of achieving them and the costs of achieving them. This is important even in 
traditional budgeting process. The distinction, however, is that under performance 
budgeting the organisations are compelled to think of their future activities not 
merely in terms of financial plans but in terms of the results, work assignment 
and organisational responsibilities. It isnormally held that in the context of 
planningfor economic growth, planning is a thinking process and budgeting is a 
doing process. Since the physical and financial aspects go together and the' 
programme structure is expected to be the same, performance budgeting 
facilitates the functional integration of the thinking and doing process.

The formulation of programmes for achieving the organisational goals is 
important task in the budgetary process. A programme is a segment of an 

important function and represents a homogeneous type of work. These
an
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Financial Ailminisiralion programmes of work need to be developed for meeting the short-term plans, 
medium-term plans and long-term plans and involve formulation of schemes, • 
laying down their targets, measuring the financial costs and benefits. The 
programme has to be assessed in the light of financial and economic factors i.e., 
ensuring adequate resources for the programme so chosen and examination of 
the impact of the proposed outlays on the economy as a whole through cost- 
benefit analysis. Complex programmes are divided into sub-programmes to 
facilitate execution in specific areas. Each programme or sub-programme further 
consists of many activities which are shown in the respective budgets. For example 
immunization programme is a programme under the function 'health'. As each 
programme has many activities, provision for storage of vaccines could be an 
activity under the programme.

The real commencing point in the budgetary process is allocation of 
resources. In the conventional system primary emphasis is laid on the previous 
level of allocations and spendings and no emphasis is laid on its performance in 
terms of its objectives and the programme of action that it has set out for itself for 
the next year. Under performance budgeting the primary agency prepares the 
budget, submits its requirements as per programme classification. It indicates its 
past activities, their costs, the activities to be taken up during the next year, the 
results expected and the pattern of assignment of responsibilities. The very basis 
of the performance budgeting is commitment to achievement and the awareness 
of accountability. The budget so prepared is reviewed at higher level and resources 
are allocated keeping in view the priorities of the proposal. Some times due to 
financial constraints resources m.iy not be available in full and a cut has to be 
imposed. However, this may be done in full awareness of the implications of the 
cut on the programme. Under performance budgeting, the programme 
classification and the rationale behind it indicate a group of choices with their 
priorities, already made. This minimises the dislocational effect of cuts and ensures 
a better identification of their impact on programme achievement.

Resource allocation is followed by budget execution. Budget execution must 
ensure achievement of objectives and for that the following budgetary and 
managerial considerations must be kept in view:

(i) Communication of the grants to the various subordinate agencies well in 
time;

(ii) Ensuring the initiation of action for implementing the schemes provided 
for in the budget;

(Hi) Overseeing the regular flow of expenditures;
(iv) Prevention of cost over-runs; and
(v) Time phased plan for expenditure and work.

The final stage in the performance budgeting process is appraisal and 
evaluation. Under the existing system evaluation of the physical achievements in

NOTES
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Budget- certain sectors is being undertaken by the Programme Evaluation Organisation. 
Under performance budgeting, each programme would lend itself to an evaluation 
by the agency concerned, even before it is undertaken by an outside organisation. 

I ^The important aspect is that evaluation should, as far as possible, follow the 

completion of a programme and the administration should be enabled to formulate 
its future course of action in the light of results obtained.

< .

NOTES

2.9 PERFORMANCE BUDGETING SYSTEM IN INDIA
The need for performance budgeting in India w'as felt ever since India 

entered into planning era. The then existing budgeting and control system was 
found inadequate as no input-output relationship could be established between 
financial outlays and physical targets. The first study regarding the relevance of 
performance budgeting to our institutional set-up and needs was made by Dean 
Appleby in 1953. At that stage, however, the system of performance budgeting 
was still incipient in the federal government and Dean Appleby was not very 
certain of the outcome of the system. The Estimates Committee of the Lok Sabha, 
in its 20th report recommended that"... the Performance-cum-Programme System 
of budgeting would be ideal for a proper appreciation of the schemes and outlays 
included in the budget, especially in the case of large scale developmental activities. 
The Performance Budgeting should be the goal which should be reached gradually 
and by progressive stages without any serious budgeting dislocation." The 
recommendation was primarily made to strengthen the parliamentary control 
over expenditure.

The Estimates Committee raised the issue again in their 73rd report in 
I960 and suggested that the recommendation regarding performance budgeting 
be implemented at the earliest possible. These recommendations brought results. 
In 1961, the Union Finance Ministry accepted the recommendations of the 73rd 
report of the Estimates Committee and issued instructions exhorting the public 
enterprises to adopt performance budgeting. However due to operational 
problems, no undertaking implemented the instructions.

In 1964 performance budgeting again became a focus of attention when 
the Planning Commission held that "the stage has reached when appropriate 
methods of Performance Budgeting should be evolved, so that these become an 
integral part of the machinery for planning and supervision over plan fulfilment." 
As a part of the implementation of this suggeston, the planning commission 
formed a Performance Budgeting unit in the Committee on Plan Projects in 1965. 
In order to identify the benefits this unit conducted a number of studies which 
provided the database for Administrative Reforms Commission. When 
Administrative Reforms Commission was set up, a working group on performance 
budgeting was established by the Commission.
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Financial Adminislralion The working group recommended the introduction of performance 
budgeting in India in the developmental departments both at the Centre and in 
the States, in a phased manner.

The Administrative Reforms Commission further recommended that the 
introduction of Performance budgetingshould be initiated with the budget of 
1969-70 and completed by 1970-71. In view of this, the Union Finance Ministry 
submitted a document known as "Performance Budgets of Selected Organisations 
1968-69" to the Lok Sabha in April 1968.

The Government of India, on the recommendation of ARC (Administrative 
Reforms Commission) issued guidelines for the adoption of Performance 
Budgeting in all ministries, departments and State Governments w.e.f. 1973-74. 
American budget experts were also invited to advise the Government of India on 
the introduction of performance budgeting.

NOTES

2.10 PERFORMANCE BUDGETING SYSTEM-A CRITICAL
EVALUATION

The government accepted performance budgeting and initiated the process 
of change, gradually and cautiously, almost two decades ago. The system has 
since been introduced in all development departments at the centre. Some of the 
states like Maharashtra, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh have 
introduced performance budgeting in a large number of departments. The 
progress has, however, been very slow in most of them, it is, therefore, necessary 
to take stock of the gains and limitations relating to performance budgeting. This 
shall help in consolidating gains and tackling problems and making performance 
budget an effective tool of internal financial management at all levels of 
government.

Performance Budgeting improves legislative review by presenting a 
comprehensive view of the various departments and agencies of the government. 
In fact this system ensures all the advantages that are likely to accrue from an 
organic integration of the process of planning and budgeting.

Performance Budgeting helps to improve public relations by providing 
clearer information for a rational public appraisal of responsible government. 
The welfare content of a progressive budget on an activity basis would strengthen 

- ihe democratic process and evoke meaningful participation of the citizens in the 
implementation of the tasks set out in the budget.

In any organisation decision-making with regard to allocation of resources, 
determining order of priorities and the structure of responsibilities, is dependent 
upon the efficiency of the system of information and communication. Only 
performance budgeting accompanied by decentralised accounting and systematic 
reporting could provide such informational support.
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BudgetFunctional classification facilitates integration of the process of planning, 
programming and budgeting. If annual budget is essentially a part of the long
term development plan relating to the public sector, the traditional budget does 
not facilitate the interweaving of the physical and financial aspects. The advantages 
of performance budgeting in such a situation is that it brings the financialand 
physical aspects together right from the beginning of the proposal to the final 
stage of the scheme.

In brief, performance budgeting provides for more effective controls, makes 
legislative control more meaningful, helps to gear the process of decentralisation 
of authority in conformity with responsibility and improves public relations. 
Having considered the different aspects of the technique it shall be in the fitness 
of things to briefly enlist some of its limitations as well. Important among these 
are as under:

NOTES

The very basis of performance budgeting is classification of governmental 
work into functions, programmes and activities. But in practice it may 
not be possible to have such well-organised categories.
The programme and activity classifications developed are sometimes too 
broad to reveal the significant activities of the department to serve as a 
basis for budgetary decisions and management.
This technique focuses on quantitative than a qualitative evaluation.
The process of allocation of cost estimates over programme elements is 
difficult and often these estimates may not be as meaningful as they should

(i)

(ii)

(Hi)
(iv)

be.
Performance budget aids but does not solve the greatest problem in budget 
decision making, viz., the comparative evaluation of projects, functions 
or activities, unless it is supported by cost-benefit analysis which itself is 
far from perfect especially when the indirect and intangible costs and 
utilities are involved in a big way.

(v)

2.11 ZERO BASE BUDGETING
Zero Base Budgeting is a management process that provides for systematic 

consideration of all programmes and activities in conjunction with the formulation 
of budget requests. It is a system whereby each governmental programme, 
regardless of whether it is new or existing programme must be justified in its 
entirety each time a new- budget is formulated. It implies that, in defence of its 
budget request no department shall make reference to the level of previous 
appropriation. The analytical definition of Peter Sarant holds that "Zero Base 
Budgeting is a technique which complements and links the existing planning, 
budgeting and review process. It identifies alternative and efficient methods of 
utilising limited resources in the effective attainment of selected benefits. It is a 
flexible management approach which provides a credible rationale for re-allocating
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Financial Administration resources by focusing on the systematic review and justification of the funding 
and performance levels of current programmes or activities."

The objectives of Zero Base Budgeting according to the Department of 
Expenditure. Ministry of Finance. Government of India are:

"Zero base budgeting requires identification and sharpening of 
objectives, examination of various alternative ways of achieving these 
objectives, selecting the best alternatives through cost-benefit and cost- 
effectiveness analysis, prioritisation of objectives and programmes, 
switching of resources from programmes ^vith lower priority to those 
with higher priority and identification and elimination of programmes 
w'hich have outlined their utility."
Zero Base Budgeting, thus, is an operating, planning and budgeting process 

which requires each manager to justify entire budget requests in detail from 
scratch, and shifts the burden of proof to each manager to justify why any money 
should be spent at all. as well as how the job can be done better. This approach 
requires that (i) all activities be identified in decision packages (or programmes) 
that relate inputs (costs) with outputs (benefits), (ii) each one be evaluated by 
systematic analysis, and (Hi) all programmes be ranked in order of performance.

Zero Base Budgeting aims at achieving a state of affairs whereby the whole 
of the budget needs to be justified in order to (a) combat waste and complacency 
(b) ensure that the relative tasks and activities remain under constant watch and 
review alternative levels of action in each sector periodically.

The concept of zero base budgeting is as old as the concept of budgeting. 
Since the first budget of any organisation is always prepared from zero, all the 
organisations experience this approach at least once. However, in zero base 
budgeting the idea is proposed to experience it year after year i.c., every time the 
budget for the next period is prepared. TTiis does not mean that efforts made 
earlier are not taken into consideration at all. What it exactly means is that one 
must re-evaluate all activities to find out the level to which such activity should 
be funded; i.e., whether it should be eliminated or shall be funded at reduced 
level or increased level or similar level? It shall be determined by the priorities 
established by top management and by the availability of funds.

NOTES

2.12 ZERO BASE BUDGETING AND TRADITIONAL
BUDGETING; A COMPARISON

Zero Base Budgeting is more or less a self-defining term. As we have 
discussed earlier in zero base budgeting all expenditures are thoroughly analysed 
from zero base, such that the current expenditure levels are justified. In contrast, 
traditional budgeting usually begins with estimation of current costs. These 
estimates serve as the starting point to which management will add data 
corresponding to price changes, estimated inflationary uplifts and planned
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Budgetadditions, deletions or alternatives. The assumption is customarily made that 
'current expenditure is justified, such that only the large budgeted increments 
from current expenditure levels need to be investigated. Failure to investigate 
current expenditure regarding its necessity and effectiveness will lead to funding 
of activities for which no increase, or perhaps a decrease in spending is warranted.

Traditional budgeting has not proved to be a suitable tool for shifting 
resources from low to high priority areas. It does not involve the same rigorous 
approach as zero base budgeting and does not answer the question as to whether 
we are getting value for the money being spent.

Zero Base Budgeting is a decision-oriented approach and focuses on old 
and new activities and connects short and long range goals by monitoring the 
achievements of objectives. On the other hand, traditional budgeting is 
accounting-oriented and focuses on increments and monitors expenditures.

The logic behind traditional budgeting techniques stresses on three points:
• Last year's spending level is extrapolated into next year. Zero Base 

Budgeting
• Some growth factor is added on account of inflation, increase in prices of 

raw material and wages etc.
• Spending level is further incremented for new projects and programmes.

ZBB attempts to shift the traditional management approach towards a new
mode of thinking and operation whereby the managers not only justify the new 
proposals and the funds required, but also have to justify the ongoing activities 
and the funds required for them. In other words, in the conventional budgethg 
no review of ongoing activities is undertaken. It can be shown through the 
following diagram:

Traditional Budgeting

NOTES

Zero Base Budgeting

Review and JusticeReview & Justify New Programmes

On-going ActivitiesOn-going Activities

Fixed CostExisting ProgrammesFixed Cost
Thus ZBB helps managements to evaluate the claims on scarce resources in 

terms of organisation's objectives and to make trade-offs among current operations, 
development needs and profits, and allocate the financial and other scarce 
resources for the achievement of the objectives or goals of the organisation.

2.13 GENESIS OF ZERO BASE BUDGETING
The origin of the concept of ZBB can be traced back to the year 1924 when 

Hilton Young, the noted English budget authority stressed the need for annual 
re-justification of budget programmes. Later in 1960 the US Defence department 
introduced the Programme, Planning and Budgeting System (PPBS). It was based
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rmnnciV!/ Aclminisinilion on cost-benefit analysis and was very much similar to ZBB. But the final attempt 
to introduce ZBB was made by the US Department of Agriculture in 1962, when 
the budget director suggested that each programme be justified from zero and in 
1964, this department prepared the budget.

This experiment however proved unsuccessful due to various reasons. The 
various agencies proceeded on the assumption that their programmes were 
necessary and formulated them accordingly. The new technique was taken as an 
additional exercise enhancing the volume of paper work, time and energy and as 
such it could not be managed properly by the concerned agencies.

However, it was Peter Pyhrr who designed its logical framework and 
implemented it successfully in the private industry in 1969 while working as a 
staff control manager in Texas Instruments USA. In 1968, Pyhrr reviewed the 
speech given by Authur F. Bums on the control of government expenditure which 
advocated that government agencies should start from ground zero, as it were, 
with each year's budget and present their appropriation in such a manner that all 
funds can be allocated on the basis of cost benefit analysis, resulting in substantial 
cost savings. Thus Pyhrr formulated this concept in order to reduce staff costs. 
He developed this system as a tool for planning budgeting and control. He first 
applied it to research and development divisions of the company. Finding it 
successful, he extended it to other divisions of Texas Instruments. Based on this 
experience he published an article which caught the attention of the then Governor 
of Georgia -Jimmy Carter who invited Pyhrr to apply the approach to the State of 
Georgia.

NOTES

ZBB was introduced for the first time in a government system and was 
adopted for the formulation of the budget for the fiscal year 1973-74. Jimmy 
Carter was so much influenced with its success that when he was elected President 
of the USA, he introduced the concept of ZBB in Federal Budgeting Control 
Systems and also made it mandatory through the legislation for the year 1979. 
President Carter claimed that an effective ZBB system will benefit the Federal 
Government in several ways e.g., it will:

• Focus the budget process in a comprehensive analysis of objectives and 
needs.
Combine planning and budgeting into a single process.
Cause managers to evaluate in detail the cost-effectiveness of their 
operations.
Expand management participation in planning and budgeting at all levels 
of thefederal government.
Following the memo, the office of Management and Budget (0MB) issued 
Bulletin No. 779 on April 18,1977 providing budget guidelines and 
instructions to the agencies on the use of ZBB for the preparation and 
justification of 1979 budget requests.
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BucffieiIt Stated ZBB as a management process that provides for systematic 
consideration of all programmes and activities in conjunction with the formulation 
of budget requests and programme planning. The principal objectives of ZBB 
were to:
i

• Involve managers at all levels in the budget process.
• lustify the resource requirements for existing activities as well as the new 

activities.
• Focus the justification of the evaluation of discrete programmes or activities 

of each decision unit.
• Establish, for all managerial levels in an agency, objectives against which 

accomplishments can be identified and measured.
• Assess alternative methods of accomplishing the objectives.
• Analyse the probable effects of different budget amounts or performance 

levels on the achievement of objectives; and
• '""To provide a credible rationale for re-allocating resources, especially from

old activities to new activities. Though the conversion from conventional 
budgeting to ZBB did pose some problems, yet the implementation process 
proceeded smoothly. Thus in the USA ZBB achieved an unprecedented 
goal without going for a pilot experiment and the Federal government 
agencies became the experimental laboratory of ZBB.

Since 1973, in the USA ZBB has become apopular management tool in 
both public and private organisations. A dozen states, 36 municipalities and 500 
corporations have used it with a great degree of success as compared to 
government agencies.

T>

NOTES

2.14 STEPS/ELEMENTS OF ZERO BASE BUDGETING
ZBB is a four step budgeting process which can be applied in a relatively 

simple way in any organisation. However, there are a number of conditions which 
must be fulfilled for a successful implementation of ZBB.

• There must be a genuine need within the organisation.
• The management environment of an organisation should be objectively 

assessed.
• A competent management accountant should,occupy a senior budgeting 

position within the organisation.

• A ZBB programme must have the unqualified support and involvement 
of top management.

• ZBB must be tailored to the technical requirements of the organisation 
intending to implement it.

• A budget should be prepared for the organisation.
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Financial Administration • The implementation of ZBB programme will be aided by a commitment 
to post implementation review and maintenance of the programmes. i<-.

The basic four steps are:
(1) Review of organisational structure, and identification of decision units - 

and their objectives.
(2) Analysing the decision units, working and evolving documented decision 

packages.
(3) Reviewing and ranking the decision packages on the basis of chosen criteria.
(4) Allocation of organisation resources to rank decision packages and 

preparing detailed operating budgets.

Step 1. Decision Units
The first starting step in ZBB is the analytical review of the organisational 

structure and activities conducted. In every organisation there are meaningful 
interrelated hierarchical parts which are separated in order to verify the reporting 
relationships and functional responsibilities. Tlnis stage is intended to isolate key 
decision points in the organisation's hierarchy commencing with the lowest level 
and progressing to the top.

The identification of the organisational entities (decision units) which will 
prepare budget requests for the organisation are accomplished through selection 
by higher level management. Selections are based on relationship to organisation, 
special analysis and re-organisation, Other factors are that units are not too low 
nor too high in the organisation to prevent meaningful review or analysis and the 
managers of these units make significant decisions on the amount of spending 
and the scope, direction, or quality of work to be performed. A decision unit is a 
distinct segment of an organisation for which budget is prepared.

Decision units are identified by segmenting the organisation into discrete 
functions, operations or activities for review and analysis. These are the lowest 
units in the organisational hierarchy which are headed by respionsible managers 
having authority to make decisions on the activities under their control. These 
should be capable of carrying out different programmes or activities to achieve 
an objective.

The identification helps in deciding the levels in the organisation at which 
budgets should be formulated or ZBB ought to start first. Instead of considering 
the whole department as decision units, individual sections or performing units 
of each of these departments should be treated as separate decision imit. The 
location of decision unit often is a difficult exercise. It is imperative that in the 
identification there should be a complete knowledge about the organisational 
structure, its management and objectives. Once the decision units have been 
identified, each of these must be analysed keeping in view (a) the functions of 
the department, (b) whether any of the tasks are being performed due to some

NOTES

*
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Budgetabnormal situattons such as expansion, consolidation, ('c/whetherany of the tasks 
being performed be reduced or eliminated completely, (d) the minimum staffing 
required to accomplish the normal functions of the decision units.

Step 2. Formulaition and Development of Decision Package
Top level management completes two functions in the zero base budgeting 

process before decision packages (budget requests) are prepared. It decides as to 
which level of management develops the initial budget requests and budget 
guidance it needs to prepare the requests (decision packages). These two functions 
illustrate why ZBB is first a "top-down" process before becoming a "bottom up" 
management process.

A decision package includes comprehensive justification for budget 
estimates of an activity. Such a justification is built up by answering a number of 
questions.

NOTES

The first question to be answered is in regard to the need for the proposed 
expenditure as to what specific purpose it is serving. This would necessitate 
sharpening the objectives of the expenditure so that it could be evaluated by 
using the relevarit evaluative techniques or measures of performance. In case the 
proposed expenditureisjustifiedin the context of its objectives, a further question 
may be asked to know if there is a better alternative of incurring expenditure to 
achieve the specified objectives. To quote from Government of India's letter issued 
in 1986 on the subject of "Introduction of zero base budgeting in the Goverrunent 
of India" a decision package is a budget request which should contain the 

following;

• A description of the functions or activities of the decision unit.

• The goals and objectives of the various functions/activities of the unit.

• Benefits to be derived from financing the activity/project.

• Relevance of the activityjproject to the overall objectives of the organisation/ 
department in the present context.

• The consequences of its non-funding.

• The projected/estimated cost.

• The yearly phasing of the proposed expenditure.

• Alternative ways of performing the same activity or same objective.
As Pyhrr defines it "the decision package is a document that identifies and 

describes a specific activity in such a manner that management can (a) evaluate it 
and rank it against other activities competing for the same or similar limited 
resources and (b) decide whether to approve or disapprove it.

One of the significant aspects of the decision packages is that it is used by a 
manager to define his or her objectives and responsibilities and how best to meet
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Financial Adminislraiion them at various levels of effectiveness. The manager also defines the methods for 
achieving the objectives. The manager can recommend elimination of some':of 
the activities.

NOTES Step 3. Ranking of decision packages
After the construction of decision packages the next important step is to 

rank the decision packages. Ranking is the process of arranging the various service 
levels (decision packages) and benefits to be gained from the additional funds to 
be allocated. These are ranked in order of priority or decreasing benefits to the 
organisation. The process allows management to allocate scarce resources by 
concentrating on the following three key questions;

(1) Where to spend the money first?
(2) How much should be spent in pursuing these goals and objettives?
(3) What are the consequences of non-implementing those decision packages 

which are not going to be approved?
The ranking is done on an ordinal scale {i.e., 1st, 2nd and 3rd etc.) in order 

of priority. Because of the huge numbers involved the ranking process takes place 
at a number of levels depending on the size, geographical dispersion, levelsof 
management, volume of decision packages, unit managers, budget staff dr by 
ranking committee.

Step 4. Cut off level of funding
Ranking of decision packages in large organisations is more problematic as 

compared to smaller organisations. In large organisations identifying each discrete 
activity with several levels of effort could create a number of problems. If 
management has to review in detail and rank every decision package with 
conflicting needs, it may take valuable time and effort of the top management.

This problem could be reduced to some extent by;
(i) Concentrating management review on lower priority discretionary packages 
around which the funding levels or cut off levels will be determined.
(ii) Limiting the number of consolidation levels through which the packages will 
be processed.

All packages presented for funding generally would fall into three
categories —

(i) Those with higher priority and high probability of funding;
(ii) Those with marginal priority and which may be funded or not funded 

depending on the resources available; and
(Hi) Those with low priority arid low probability of funding.

The cut off level of funding is usually established arbitrarily as a percentage 
of current year budget or actual expenditure level or in absolute rupee value. It is 
important to note that cut off level has nothing to do with the ultimate allocation
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fiudgeiof resources. It is only a means to help the ranking managers to cut down the 
time and effort needed to review and rank packages.

Each subordinate review level prepares a ranking sheet to submit to the 
next higher review level. This sheet serves primarily as a summary sheet to identify 
the order of priority placed on each decision package. Each time a ranking sheet 
is filled out by the ranking manager who sends it to the next ranking manager. It 
serves the following purposes:

(1) It identifies cumulative funding level which helps top management to 
know whether the total budget request has exceeded the total available 
resources or is still below it.

(2) It allows top management to decide which package it wants to review in 
detail.

(3) It provides a work sheet to top management to make funding decisions 
among several rankings readily, adjust the funding levels etc.

The ZBB can be adopted by any organisation willing to aggressively eliminate 
its budgetary deficit. But only managers intimately acquainted with the 
organisation culture can make it work effectively. Although the process is ideally 
suited for costeffective planned growth, most managers probably will be initially 
interested in its enduring cost-reduction aspects and the capability it provides for 
responding flexibility to sudden shifts in an operating environment.

NOTES

2.15 INTRODUCTION OF ZERO BASE BUDGETING IN
INDIA

The concept of ZBB has been in use in Indian private industry since long. 
For example Britannia Industries Ltd. and Union Carbide have been, using it 
since 1977-78 without calling it Zero base budgeting. However in government 
context, it is of recent origin. The first application of the system was in the 
Department of Science and Technology in 1983.

In view of the severe resource crunch for the seventh plan, several alternative 
steps were recommended to the government by the Eighth Finance Commission 
and the Planning Commission to prune the wasteful public expenditure and 
inefficiencies in implementation of government programmes.

The Finance Ministry decided to introduce the system of ZBB in all 
departments of the Union Government in 1986-87, as it was important to control 
the government expenditure of the seventh plan v^hich was showing a negative 
contribution. Unless the situation was remedied, the only alternative was to cut 
the plan outlay or to resort to more deficit financing than was envisaged in the 
plan document. Neither alternative was desirable and therefore the government, 
had launched a massive economy drive. On 10th July 1986, the Ministry of 
Finance issued a circular-cum-budget guidelines to all ministry departments, and 
State Governments and Public Sector Undertakings, impressing upon them the
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Fiuanciill Admini.sn alinn need to apply ZBB to all schemes and programmes with over Rs. One Crore 
outlay from the fiscal year 1987-88. For this purpose, a Central monitoring cell 
was formed-

The Finance Ministry had identified around 150 redundant and low priority 
schemes with the estimated outlays over Rs. 1000 Crore which the Ministry wanted 
to eliminate.

Among the State governments, Maharashtra has .been implementing ZBB 
in 42 departments. The budget for 1987-88 reflected a saving of Rs. 50 crore. 
Several redundant and duplicative and low priority schemes have either been 
eliminated or merged.

Similarly Karnataka Government experimented with ZBB in Public Health 
and Agriculture Sections and also had plans to apply it to all 45 departments. 
Among the public sector undertakings, Madras Refineries Ltd., HMT, BHEL, 
BEL, Indian Telephone Industries, Indian Oil, Neyveli Lignite Corp., a few steel 
plants and nationalised banks have planned to implement ZBB.

NOTES

2.16 IMPLEMENTATION OF ZERO BASE BUDGETING -
BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

The implementation of ZBB has certain benefits and some problems too.
Let us now discuss these:

Benefits of Zero Base Budgeting

The major benefits of the use of zero base budgeting can be the following:
(i) Zero base budgeting examines all existing and new programmes and 

activities. It also makes the managers analyse their functions, establish 
priorities and rank them. This exercise helps in identifying inefficient or 
obsolete functions within the area of responsibility. In this way resources 
are allocated from low priority programmes to high priority programmes.

(ii) This system facilitates identification of duplication of efforts among 
organisational units. Such inefficient activities are eliminated and some 
other activities are merged.

(in) All expenditures, under this system are critically reviewed and justified 
and all operations/activities are evaluated in greater detail in terms of their 
cost effectiveness and cost-benefits. This requires managers to find 
alternative ways of performing their activities which may result in more 
efficient procedures.

(iv) ZBB promotes the tendency to initiate studies and improvements during 
the period of operation as the persons at the helm of affairs know that the 
process would be exercised next year and their knowledge and training 
would enhance efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
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''(v) ZBB provides for quick budget adjustments during the year. If revenue 

falls short in this process, it offers the capability to quickly and rationally 
modify goals and expectations to correspond to a realistic and affordable 
plan of operations.

(vi) ZBB ensures greater participation of personnel in formulation and ranking 
processes. This ,helps in promoting level of job satisfaction and thus 
resulting in better control and operational efficiency in the organisation.

(vii) Zero base budgeting is a flexible tool that can be applied on a selective 
basis. It does not have to be applied throughout the entire organisation or 
even in all the service departments. Keeping in view the limitations of 
time, money and persons available to instal, operate and monitor it the 
management thus can select priority areas to which zero base budgeting 
may be applied.

The benefits of ZBB thus can be summed up as follows;
• It eliminates redundant activities and those which are being duplicated.
• It identifies low and high priority activities for resource deployment.
• It justifies budget requests on cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness basis.
• It allocates scarce resources rationally.
• It sharpens and quantifies objectives and formulates alternative methods 

of operations.
• It promotes involvement of line managers in budget formulation. 

Problems in Implementation

(i) Management factors: Whenever any cost control technique like zero base 
budgeting is adopted there is resistance from certain individuals and groups 
having interest in the organisation. Since goals, objectives and targets are 
achieved through the actions of responsible people whose behaviour makes 
the system work qr fail, it is essential for the organisation to examine the 
effects of adoption of new techniques on the people and the effects of 
people on techniques. This is very important for the adoption of ZBB as it 
challenges the past practices, methods, performance, attitudes, habits etc., 
of the people working in the organisation. As such it becomes very 
important for the management to effectively manage its internal 
organisation before taking any step towards implementation of the zero 
base budgeting. Thus effective management of the organisation is the 
primary requisite in implerhentation of the programme.

(ii) ZBB is time consuming and is a more complicated process than the 
conventional budgeting. It requires more staff, a great-deal of time and 
effort as compared to conventional budgeting system. For managers at all

Riidgei

NOTES
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Financial Adminisiraiion •levels to understand the system thoroughly there is need for''proper 
communication system.

(in) ZBB involves voluminous paper work. Each decision unit is supposed to 
prepare decision packages and give proper justification. In government 
departments, where there are thousands of programmes and activities, 
the number of decision packages may run into several thousands. This is 
bound to create handling problems and confusion.

(iv) There is no standard formula for identifying the minimum level of funding. 
Generally minimum level of funding is identified on arbitrary basis which 
comes from top management as budget guidelines. But the viability of 
this procedure is questionable.

(v) The ranking of decision packages, particularly when the number of such 
packages is large, creates a big problem. The ranking may become an 
unwieldy process.

(vi) Zero base budgeting decision and the p v of fix ing priorities become a 
political nightmare. Conflict may arise on ranking as managers have a 
tendency to assign a higher priority, to their own projects.

Problems of ZBB can be summed up as:
(i) It challenges the past practices; performance,' attitudes, of people.
(ii) It requires more time and effort.
(in) Detailed costs and necessary information for decision packages often are 

not made available.
(iv) It increases paper work to unmanageable proportions.
(v) Ranking a large number of decision packages becomes an unwieldy 

process.
(vi) Identifying various levels of funding, particularly the minimum level is a 

difficult task.

d

NOTES

UNIT - III

A budget is a detailed plan of operations that is predetermined for a 
particular period. Budgets are quantitative or financial statements prepared for 
the purpose of attaining a particular objective. Let's discuss the process of budget 
preparation.

2.17 THE BUDGETARY PROCESS
It is an elaborate and complex process involving operations performed by 

several agencies as indicated below.
1. The Executive : The various departments, which constitute the executive
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Budgetbranch of the government have to formulate their work programme for 
the year.

2. The finance ministry, though a part of the executive, has a special role to 
f. pisy. It administers the finances of the government and so it is responsible 

.. for the budget. It interacts with the administrative ministries that are the
spending bodies and prepares the budget estimate. Tine estimates of income 
or revenue and the estimates of expenditure are brought together in the 
budget which is presented to Parliament.

3. The Legislature : It discusses the budget and sanctions the expenditure. 
In India, Parliament's control over government expenditure is undertaken 
through its financial committees.

4. Audit Department: Audit is independent of Government. It is a device 
to ensure the legality and propriety of expenditure. The Comptroller & 
Auditor General sees that the money is spent according to the 
Appropriation Act and that the amount of expenditure does not exceed 
what has been sanctioned. Details of Audit are given in next chapter.

Let us now examine the budgetary process in terms of the preparation of 
the budget and the enactment of the budget.

NOTES

2.18 PREPARATION OF THE BUDGET
Let us take the case of India and the preparation of the Union Budget. It 

may be noted that we have at the Union level, the General Budget and the Railway 
Budget and each state has its own budget.

The Financial Year in India is from 1st April to 31st March. The work in 
connection with the preparation of the budget estimate commences around July 
or August about 7-8 months before the start of the financial year. The initiative is 
taken by the Finance Ministry which supplies 'skeleton forms' to the administrative 
ministries for preparing their estimates. Each form contains columns far (1) actuals 
for the previous year, (2) sanctioned estimates for the current year, (3) revised 
estimates for the current year, (4) budget estimates for the coming year, (5) actuals 
of the current year available at the time of preparation of the estimates and (6) 
actuals for the corresponding period of the previous year.

The budget estimates have three parts-standing charges, continuing schemes 
and new schemes. The last mentioned are the most important and have to be 
carefully examined by the Financial Advisers attached to the various administrative 
departments. After revision and review, these estimates are sent by the 
administrative ministries some time in November to the Finance Ministry. The 
Finance Ministry examines all these budget estimates from the point of view of 
overall needs of the Government and total availability of funds. Proposals for 
new schemes are very thoroughly scrutinised for the rule is that no proposal for 
new or increased expenditure for any department, can be incorporated in the
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Financial Administration budget without the concurrence of the Ministry of Finance. The estimates of 
expenditure are finalised by the Finance Ministry after taking into account factors 
like the Five Year Plan, the policy decisions of the cabinet and the prevailing 
conditions in the country. The Finance Ministry is endowed with this, control 
because it is not a spending ministry like the others. On the contrary, it is the 
guardian on the tax-payers' interests. Above all, since it, has to raise the money 
required for the proposed expenditure, it must have a say in determining the 
level of that expenditure.

After the estimates of expenditure are completed, estimates of revenue are 
prepared. This too is the work of the Finance Ministry. The Departments of Income 
Tax, Centra] Excise and Customs, which are the principal revenue collecting 
agencies, make a forecast of expected revenue for the coming financial year. The 
Finance Ministry must be singled out for playing a special role in financial 
administration. It handles the financial business of the government and is the 
custodian of the nation's purse. The Finance Ministry examines these estimates 
and accordingly prepares the tax proposals. However, decisions in policy matters 
in all respects, are taken by the cabinet.

When estimates of Income and Expenditure are finalised by the Finance 
Ministry, they constitute the 'Annual Financial Statement'. This the President 
causes to be laid before both the Houses of Parliament as per Article 112 of the 
Constitution.

NOTES

2.19 ENACTMENT OF THE BUDGET
A very crucial stage in the budgetary process is its passage through 

Parliament which is marked by five stages.
Before we examine these five stages, it is important to bear in mind the 

powers of the Indian Parliament in budgetary matters, covered in Articles 112 to 
117 of theConstitution. Briefly stated, they are the following.

No demand for a shall be made except on the recommendation of the 
President
Any proposal dealing with expenditure must be on the recommendation 
of the President.
Parliament can reduce or abolish a tax, but not increase it.
Certain items of expenditure are charged on the Consolidated Fund of 
India, like the salaries and allowances of the President, Judges of the 
Supreme Court, Speaker, Deputy Speaker, Comptroller & Auditor-General 
of India and others. The 'charged' expenditure is subject to discussion 
though not submitted to the vote of Parliament.
Parliament cannot amend the Appropriation Bill in such a way as to vary 
the amount, be it charged expenditure or otherwise, or alter the destination 
of any grant.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
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Budget6. In financial matters, the powers of the Rajya Sabha are restricted. It must 

accept the Finance Bill with or without any recommendations within 14 
days. The Lok Sabha may accept or reject any or all of these 
recommendations. In any case, the Finance Bill does dot go again to the 
Upper House but directly to the President for his assent.

Let us now take each of the five stages in turn.

Presentation to the Legislature : The Finance Minister presents the budget to 
the Lower House oh the last working day of February. He does so with the budget 
speech which is eagerly awaited by business circles as it gives first indications of 
tax proposals and the economic and financial policy of the Government. The 
budget is also placed before the Upper House which can only discuss it.

General discussion: It takes place a few days after the presentation of the budget. 
It is spread over two to three days. The discussion in each House is confined to 
general principles or policy underlying the budget. No details are discussed; there 
is no voting, nor are cut motions allowed. Tlie general discussion is a hangover of 
British times when the Indian legislature could do no more than discuss the budget. 
However, it serves the purpose of enabling a discussion on the programme of 
government and particularly on the 'charged' expenditure. At the end of the 
debate the Finance Minister replies, reacting so the points of criticism and the 
main charges of the members.

Voting of demands for grants : After the general discussion, the Lower House 
takes up voting of demands. This voting of the expenditure is part of the budget 
and is the exclusive privilege of the lower House. The demands are presented 
ministry-wise and each demand is subject to a vote. At this stage there is a lot of 
discussion and government is subject to severe criticism. Members can move cut 
motions which are of three kinds namely-disapproval policy cut, economy cut 
and token cut. The purpose behind the cuts is to criticise the specific departments 
of government and expose maladministration. When put to the vote they are 
generally defeated because government has a majority to support it.

In 26 days the Lok Sabha must complete the voting of demands. The time limit 
for each demand as well as for the entire expenditure part of the budget is fixed 
by the speaker in consultation with the leader of the House. The schedule is 
carefully observed. On the last day, all the remaining demands are subject to vote 
though the discussion may not be adequate. This is unfortunate and amounts to 

i a highly unsatisfactory state of affairs, because the House is not able to perform 
its vital role of control of expenditure. It is noteworthy that the Lower House can 
only reduce or reject the proposed items of expenditure. Even this is not possible 
because the ruling party of the government has majority backing. In that sense, 
even cut motions are only symbolic. They are only a means to expose the 
government. A demand becomes a grant after it has been duly voted.

NOTES
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/■'iiia’iciiiL'h/iiiiiiimralioii The Appropriation Bill: After the Lok Sabha has voted all the demands, these 
along with the charged expenditure are embodied in a bill called the Appropriation 
Bill. This bill follows the same procedure in the House as in the case of any other 
bill although no amendments can be made to it. This bill legalises expenditure
and meets the Constitutional requirement that".....no money shall be withdrawn
from the Consolidated Fund of India except under appropriation made by law." 
After the Appropriation Bill is passed in the House, the Speaker certifies it as a 
money bill and sends it to the Upper House. Here the bill is discussed and with 
or without recommendations returns to the Lower House. The Lok Sabha then 
gives the Appropriation Bill its final shape and then sends it to the President for 
his assent which is given as a matter of course. Thus the Appropriation Bill becomes 
the Appropriation Act.

The Finance Bill : With the pas.sage of the Appropriation Act, the expenditure 
part of the budget is complete, in that all public expenditure is authorised by 
Parliament. But ways and means must be provided to meet this expenditure. 
This is done through taxation. According to Article 263 of the Indian Constitution 
no tax is to be levied or collected except by authority of law. This means that 
parliament, the supreme law making body must approve of the tax proposals of 
the Government. All the taxes do not have to be authorised annually. Some of 
them are permanent and their rates have to be fixed by the Government under 
the provisions of the law governing them. The rates of others have to be fixed 
annually by the legislature, like the Income Tax.

Government's taxation proposals are incorporated in a bill known as the 
Finance Bill. It follows exactly the same procedure as a money bill. While no 
amendments in either house can be moved to the Appropriation Bill, amendments 
seeking to reject or reduce a tax can be moved to the Finance Bill. These have 
been known to be accepted by Parliament. However, no increase in taxes or 
introduction of new taxes can emanate from Parliament. Once the bill is passed it 
becomes the law of the land. This completes the enactment of the budget in 
Parliament.

NOTES

2.20 KINDS OF GRANTS
The budget embodies the ordinary estimates of income and expenditure 

for the year. But under special or extraordinary circumstances, these estimates 
may not be adequate. To take care of special needs there are four other kinds of 
grlrnls, that the Low'er House considers. They are;

(i) Vote on account: Even though the financial year starts on 1st April, the 
budget takes some time to be passed. The House is required to vote on 
account of the expenditure that will be incurred in the first few months of 
the financial year. A vote on account is an advance grant.
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(ii) Vote on credit: This is to meet expenditure whose amount or details cannot 
be precisely stated in the budget because of the nature or indefinite 
character of the service, e.c., war.
Exceptional grant: The Lok Sabha can make an- exceptional grant which 
is not a part of the current service of any financial year. For unforeseen 
expenditure advances can be made by the President out of the Contingency 
Fund of India, but these advances have to be duly authorised by Parliament 
later.

Excess grant: This is a grant to regularise excess expenditure.
Token grant: If expenditure on a new service can be met by reappropriation 
of funds, this is regularised by a demand for a token amount (say Rs. 10/ 
-) which is approved by Parliament by voting.

Supplementary grant: If original estimates are insufficient, additional funds 
are sought in the course of the financial year through supplementary grants. 
Tliis is more in the nature at a supplementary budget which is frequently 
resorted in India and follows the procedure prescribed for the original 
budget.

Budget

(Hi) NOTES

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

UNIT - IV

Government debt also known as public debt is money (or credit) owed by 
any level of government; either central government, federal government, 
municipal government or local government. By contrast, annual government 
deficit refers to the difference between government receipts and spending in a 
single year. Debt of a sovereign government is called sovereign debt.

As the government draws its income from much of the population, 
government debt is an indirect debt of the taxpayers. Government debt can be 
categorized as internal debt, owed to lenders within the country, and external 
debt, owed to foreign lenders. Governments usually borrow by issuing securities, 
government bonds and bills. Less creditworthy countries sometimes borrow 
directly from supranational institutions.

A broader definition of government debt considers all government liabilities, 
including future pension payments and payments for goods and services the 
government has contracted but not yet paid.

Another common division of government debt is by duration until 
repayment is due. Short term debt is generally considered to be one year or less, 
long term is more than ten years. Medium term debt falls between these two 
boundaries.
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Financkil Adminisiralion 2.21 PUBLIC DEBT
The concept of Public Debt is extensive than government bonds. When 

government expenses are more than its income, then its difference is called 
deficiency of deficit and this deficit can cover either issuing new notes or getting 
debt from public. Government debt's other name is public debt.

Types of Government Debt

If we talk about Indian government debt, then types of government debt 
are divided into two parts :

Internal Debt
Government of India collects this debt from Indian people by promoting 

small saving and public deposits in villages and cities post office and banks. It 
should be collected without disturbing personal finance.

External Debt
Government of India also collects debt from foreign governments. This 

loan is used for purchasing foreign currency, technical knowledge and capital 
equipments.

NOTES

Summary

The word budget originally comes from the old English word "bougette" 
meaning a sack or a pouch. The use of budget word spread to England, 
where it came to designate the leather bag in which ministers of the crown 
carried financial plans to parliament, and eventually itbecame synonymous 
with its contents.

Line Item Budget typically used by governmental entities in which 
budgeted financial statement elements are grouped by administrative 
entities and object. These budget item groups are usually presented in an 
incremental fashion that is in comparison to previous periods. 

Performance budgeting is generally understood as a system of presentation 
of public expenditure in terms of functions, programmes, performance 
units, viz., activities/projects, etc., reflecting primarily, the governmental 
output and its cost.

Zero Base Budgeting is a management process that provides for systematic 
consideration of all programmes and activities in conjunction with the 
formulation of budget requests.

The Financial Year in India is from 1st April to 31st March. The work in 
connection with the preparation of the budget estimate commences around 
July or August about 7-8 months before the start of the financial year.
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Budget• The concept of Public Debt is extensive than government bonds. When 
government expenses are more than its income, then its difference is called 
deficiency of deficit and this deficit can cover either issuing new notes or 
getting debt from public. NOTES

Review Questions

' 1. What are the important principles of budget making?
2. Discuss the objectives of a budget.
3. How is performance budget prepared? Explain.
4. Explain the genesis of zero base budgeting.
5. How is budget enacted? Discuss.
6. What do you understand by public debt?

Further Readings

• Bunkhead, Jesse, 1966. Government Budgeting (Second Edition); Wiley : 
New York.

• Premchand, A, 1963. Control of Expenditure in India; Allied Publishers : 
New Delhi.

• Thavaraj, M.J.K., 1964. Essentials of Financial Administration; Indian 
Journal of Public Administration : April-June, 1964.

• Wattal, P. K., 1963. Parliamentary Financial Control in India; Minerva Book 
Shop: Bombay.

• Prem Chand A, 1969. Performance Budgeting, Academic Book: Bombay.
• United Nations, 1966. A Manual for Programme and Performance 

Budgeting, U.N. Publications : New York.
• Austin Allan, Cheek Logan, 1979. Zero Base Budgeting: A Decision Package 

Manual, Amaclom: New York.
• Handa, K.L. 1991. Expenditioe Control and Zero Base Budgeting, Indian 

Institute of Finance: New Delhi.
• Joshi, PL. & V.P Raja, 1988. Techniques of Zero Base Budgeting: Text and 

Cases, Himalaya Publishing House: Bombay.
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Fhnilwial A(lini)7isiraiio>i CHAPTER- 3

ACCOUNTS AND AUDITNOTES

STRUCTURE

3.1 Introduction
3.2 Objectives of Accounting
3.3 Accounting : Definition and Importance
3.4 Principles and Methods of Government Accounting
3.5 Separation of Accounts from Audit
3.6 Departmentalisation of Accounts
3.7 Revised Accounting Structure
3.8 Management Accounting in Government
3.9 Forms of Government Accounts

3.10 Audits in Accounting
3.11 ' Committee on Public Accounts
3.12 Estimates Committee
3.13 Origin and Constitutional Position of CAG
3.14 Duties and Powers of the CAG in Regard to Accounts and Audit
3.15 Other Duties of CAG
3.16 Role of CAG : An Appraisal
3.17 Reserve Bank of India

• Summary
• Review Questions
• Further Readings

Learning Objectives

After going through this chapter, students will be able to :
• know the meaning, significane and forms of accounting;
• discuss the meaning and importance of audit;
• explain the function and importance of public account and estimates 

committees;
• state the role of comptroller and auditor general of India;
• understand function and importance of reserve bank of India.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION Accounts and Audit

In Government business numerous transactions take place every day. It is 
humanly impossible to remember all of them. With the help of accounting records 
the administrators are able to ascertain the the financial position of the country at 
a given period and communicate such information to all interested parties. In 
this unit you will learn about an overview of accounting and the basic concepts 
which are to be observed at the recording and reporting stage. You will also learn 
different stages involved in accounting process and importance of accounting 
standards to maintain uniformity in the practice of accounting.

NOTES

UNIT - I

Principles and procedures in accounting for federal, state, and local 
governmental units. The National Council on Governmental Accounting 
establishes rules. There is also a governmental group in the Fasb. Unlike commercial 
accounting for corporations, encumbrances and budgets are recorded in the 
accounts. Assets of a governmental unit are restricted for designated purposes.

Accounting, whether in a commercial organisation or in Government, is a 
tool of management. In a manufacturing organisation, it provides information to 
management about the cost of manufacturing a product, the cost of performing a 

•job, the cost of sales and the profit earned or loss incurred etc. Similarly, in a 
commercial organisation, it provides information about the profit or loss and also 
the increase or decrease in the assets and liabilities of the organisation. It also 
provides data for proper budgetary control. In the case of government, accounting 
helps the various levels of management, in the preparation of plans and exercise 
of proper financial control. By providing data about the expenditure incurred on 
various activities, it helps budget planners to determine in advance, the faxes to 
be levied and also the areas, where the cut in expenditure is possible. Again, it 
helps the management in proper monitoring and implementation of plans, 
schemes. Thus, accounting is an useful aid to management in performing its various 

managerial functions effectively.
In this unit, the difference between commercial accounting and government 

accounting has been explained. The recent reforms in government accounting 
vh., Departmentalisation of Accounts, Revised Accounting Structure, 
Management Accounting have also been explained.

Accounting as said earlier, involves the collection, recording, classification 
and presentation of financial data for the benefit of management and execution. 
Accounting has been defined in different ways by different authorities on the 
subject. The following are some of the important definitions of accounting;
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Financial Administration According to the Committee on Terminology of American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), "Accounting is the art of recording, 
classifying and summarizing in a significant manner and in terms of money, 
transactions and events which are in part at least, of a financial character, and 
interpreting the results thereof".

Eric L. Kohlen (A Dictionary for Accountants) defines accounting as "the 
procedure of analysing, classifying and recording transactions in accordance with 
a preconceived plan for the benefit of : (a) providing a means by which an 
enterprise can be conducted in orderly fashion, and (b) establishing a basis for 
reporting the financial condition of enterprise and the results of its operations."

The former definition denotes that accounting is concerned with the 
recording of transactions which are measurable in monetary terms in such a way 
that analysis and interpretation of business activities is possible. According to the 
latter definition accounting is concerned with the recording of business 
transactions for better management of the concern and also reporting the true 
financial position of the concern.

The American Accounting Association (AAA) defines accounting as "the 
process of identifying, measuring and communicating economic information to 
permit informed judgements and decisions by users of information,"

Smith and Ashbume define accounting as "the science of recording and 
classifying business transactions and events, primarily of a financial character, 
and the art of making significant summaries, analysis and interpretations of those 
transactions and events and communicating the results to persons who must 
make decisions or form judgments." Thus this definition emphasises financial 
reporting and decision making aspects of accounting.

From the above definitions it is clear that accounting is a science of recording 
transactions of economic nature in a systematic manner and also an art of analysing 
and interpreting the same.

Based on the-above definitions, we can summarise the functions of 
accounting as:

NOTES

(i) Identifying financial transactions.

Recording of transactions which are financial in character.

Classification of transactions,

Summarising the transactions which also includes preparation of 
statements and budget,

Interpretation of financial results, and

Communicating the interpreted financial results in a proper form and 
manner to the proper person.

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(V)

(Vi)
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3.2 OBTECTIVES OF ACCOUNTING Accounis and Audit

Although the basic principles of accounting apply in government as in 
commerce, certain features of governmental accounting make its pattern quite 
different from that of the typical set of commercial accounis. The underlying 
differences should be understood to avoid confusion that sometimes results in 
attempting to apply, with little or no modification, conventional commercial 
accounts to a governmental unit.

The distinctive features of governmental accounting are the reflection of 
the essential difference in the method of financing governmental operations as 
contrasted with business undertakings.

Private business must obtain its capital from voluntary investments made • 
with the hope of deriving an increment. Private business, then, to survi\'e must 
realize a profit over and above the cost of the commodities or services it sells in 
order to preserve its capital and to return a profit to its proprietors or shareholders. 
Accordingly, commercial accounts are focused upon "net profit"-the amount 
gained over costs, the difference between income and expenses-and "net worth"- 
the current value of the invested capital, the difference between assets and 
liabilities.

NOTES

Government furnishes services to all directly or indirectly and levies taxes 
or provides other revenue measures to meet the cost of those services. 
Governmental accounting usually has no "net profit" to report. Particular sources 
of revenue generally have no direct relation to particular items of expenditures. 
An excess of revenues over expenditures is not "net profit" and is not necessarily 
an indication of good financial policy in the government unit. Capital invested in 
government by its citizen-proprietors (represented by such capital assets as land, 
buildings, highways, and equipment) is investment in future public services. "Net 
worth," if that term can be employed, of a governmental unit has an entirely 
different significance from "net worth" of a commercial enterprise.

Another difference is the necessity that the governmental unit account its 
authorizations to incur expenditures. It is a long established principle of free 
government that public moneys be expended only as authorized by the legislative 
body. Hence, the governmental unit must maintain budgetary accounts in which 
are reflected the authorization for expenditures. While large commercial 
organize tions are coming more and more to establish budget procedures somewhat 
similar to those employed by government, the budget and the accounts essential 
to its operation are still largely a distinctive feature of governmental accounting.

Still another peculiar characteristic of governmental accounting is the 
empldyrhent of separate funds. A business enterprise, even the largest and most 
extensive, usually is engaged in activities closely interrelated with the ultimate 
objective of profit in one particular field. The governmental unit, on the other
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Financial Adminislralion hand, is engaged in an ever-growing number of operations and activities which 
are quite unrelated to each other. Particular sources of revenue or income often 
are dedicated to use for a particular phase of the government's operations. The 
accounts must segregate these specially dedicated resources and isolate them from 
all other transactions in a separate "fund." While a business concern can maintain 
a single set of accounts for all of its transactions, a governmental agency must 
maintain a number of independent sets of accounts, one for each "fund."

NOTES

3.3 ACCOUNTING : DEFINITION AND IMPORTANCE
The word accounts in the financial sense, has been defined as statements of 

facts relating to money or things having money value. In the early stages of 
civilisation, the number of transactions to be recorded was so #mal] that each 
businessman was able to record and check for himself/herself all the transactions. 
But with the growth of trade, it became difficult for him/her to know from the 
records, how she/he stood in relation to his/her customers and whether her/his 
business was profitable or not. This gave rise to the maintenance of accounts on 
a doubleentry basis, which was helpful in the preparation of profit and loss account 
and balance sheet of the business. The process through which these ends are 
effected is called "accounting."

Accounting is a discipline which records, classifies and summarises data 
and presents it in a convenient form to various levels of management in an 
organisation for decision-making purposes. It helps managers to prepare their 
budget plans realistically so that the expenditure could be watched against the 
budget allocation, and corrective action could be taken, wherever necessary. It 
also helps outsiders i.e., shareholders/government, to know the working of the 
business firm, by presenting data about its activities, profit or loss and its assets 
and liabilities.

In government, accounting provides information for the preparation of 
annual budgets. It helps budget planners to determine, in advance, the taxes to 
be levied for meeting the committed expenditure, or to reduce the expenditure, 
wherever possible. It provides information to managers about the expenditure 
involved annually, on pay, allowances, materials etc. and also the expenditure 
incurred on Plan Schemes. It also provides information regarding expenditure 
incurred on functions, programmes, activities, for the speedy development of 
performance budgeting in all departments of government. It further helps in 
exercising proper financial control and observance of rules and regulations by 
the various authorities. Its main purpose is to provide timely information to various 
levels of management, for taking proper decisions in respect of their areas of 
operations and for monitoring the performance of activities against their physical 
targets and also the expenditure against the budget, so as to enable the government' 
to take corrective action, wherever considered necessary.
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3.4 PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF GOVERNMENT Accounts and Audit

ACCOUNTING
The principles of commercial and government accounting differ in certain 

essential points. The main function of a commercial concern is to produce goods 
and sell them to earn a profit. On the other hand, the main function of government, 
is not to make profit but to govern the country and administer the various 
functions in the best way possible in the interests of the society at large.

A commercial concern deals primarily with the utilisation of capital for the 
purpose of making a profit. It is interested in seeing at intervals, how it stands in 
relation to its debtors and creditors, whether it is gaining or losing, what are the 
sources of.its gain or loss. In order to obtain ready answers to these questions, the 
concern has to keep a system of detailed accounts. In respect of each person dealt 
with, and each department of its activities, it maintains a separate account, so 
that the result of the transactions in each case may be ascertained. By preparing 
the manufacturing, trading and profit and loss accounts and balance sheet, the 
concern is able to know the profit earned or loss incurred during the year.

It is a generally accepted practice in the commercial world to maintain 
account books on the double entry system. The double entry system is based on 
the fact that in every transaction, two parties or accounts are involved — one 
giving and the other receiving. Under that system, every transaction requires 
two entries in the books, one against the party or account giving and the other 
against the party or account which is receiving.

The activities of a government, on the other hand, are determined by the 
needs of the country. If the activities to be carried out, during the coming years, 
are known, it becomes easier to determine the funds required to carry out those 
activities. Government accounts are, therefore, designed to enable the government 
to determine, how much money it needs to collect from the tax-payers in order 
to maintain its activities.

The classification of transactions in government accounts is determined 
firstly by the administrative classification of the activities and secondly by the 
classification of the nature of the transactions. The government accounting is, 
therefore, quite elaborate and is kept on a single entry basis.

NOTES

3.5 SEPARATION OF ACCOUNTS FROM AUDIT
Accounting and auditing are interrelated but have independent functions. 

For reasons mainly of economy, these have been traditionally combined under 
one authority. From time to time, however, attempts have been made to separate 
accounting from auditing as in the case of railways, defence, food, rehabilitation 
and supply. In 1971, the Comptroller and Auditor General's (Duties, Powers and 
Conditions of Service) Act was passed, which visualised the need for separating 
accounts from audit. Section 10 of the Act empowered the President, after
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Financial Administration consultatiorl with the CAG, to relieve the Comptroller and Auditor General from 
the responsibility of compiling the accounts of any department of the Union 
Government. A scheme for the separation of accounts from audit was approved 
by the Government of India in June 1975. An ordinance was issued by the 
President, which was followed by passing an Act, which amended the Comptroller 
and Auditor General's (DPC) Act 1971, thereby relieving him from the 
responsibility of compiling accounts of Ministries/Departments of Government’ 
of India. He, however, still performs the accounts and audit functions in each 
state.

/IdV/INT/ICES OF COMBnVED Audjt/wu Accoiwrs
Continuance of combined audit and accounts under one functionary has 

been justified on the following considerations:
(a) Accounting and audit functions are interrelated. The preaudit of claims 

before admission for payment, the examination of contract documents, 
etc. with reference to the financial principles and rules is essentially an 
audit process. Therefore, the combination of the two functions is not 
wrong.

(b) An accounts organisation, independent of the administration, is a must to 
ensure that the internal accounting organisation is not coerced by the 
administration to admit questionable claims, overlooking irregular 
practices.

(c) Under the existing practice, certain accounting responsibilities have been 
imposed on the Comptroller and Auditor General. Consequently, 
arrangements will have to be made by him for the consolidation of 
departmental accounts and the compilation of Finance Accounts of the 
Central and State Governments as a whole. The co-ordinating role will 
imply that the uniformity in accounting principles and processes in the 
units has to be maintained.

(d) The Constitution has provided for a single Comptroller and Auditor 
General, unlike other Federal Constitutions. Hence, it would be better to 
keep accounts and audit with the Comptroller and Auditor General.

Disadvantages of Combined Audit and Accounts

The basic disadvantages of the combined system are as follows :
(a) It violates the fundamental spirit behind the provisions of the Constitution 

and of the CAG Act of 1971, which expects that the duties of Comptroller 
and Auditor General should essentially be auditorial.

(b) Combination of audit functions with payment and account functions 
brings the Comptroller and Auditor General under the indirect control of 
the Finance Minister. Questions tabled in the Houses of Parliament

NOTES
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Accounts and Auditpertaining to his accounting duties are answerable by the Ministre of 
Finance.
Federal structure has been prescribed by the Constitution with autonomy 
to the states. With the state accounts handled by a functionary directly 
under the President, entrusting accounting duties to the Comptroller and 
Auditor General would lead to the loss of the accounting autonomy of the 
states.
The combined accounts and audit offices function with less speed in the 
performance of their accounting duties, i.e., in the timely payments of 
dues, such as salary, pension, provident fund, gratuity etc.

The disadvantages listed out above are not so great as to justify opposition 
to the separation for ail times to come. The mere fact that separate accounts 
organisations of Defence, Railways, Lok Sabha/Rajya Sabha Secretariat and the 
separated Ministeries of Works, Housing and Supply etc. are functioning with 
efficiency, it dispel the fears enumerated. In fact, the disadvantages arising out of 
combined accounts and audit organisations are more than the advantages accruing 
out of it.

Advantages of Separation or Departmentausation of Accounts

Departmentalisation of accounts has many advantages. If establishes a 
defirrite accountability on the decision-making departments for the expenditure 
incuri'ed by them, out of the approved budget. He, who spends, should account 
for the expenditure. But an executive without administrative control over its 
accounting machinery, will hardly be able to discharge effectively its financial 
and accounting responsibility.

Departmentalisation of accounts enables the audit department to confine 
its attention to audit matters in greater depth. The activity of higher audit (i.e., 
Efficiency.-cum-Peformance Audit) may get blurred, when audit is involved with 
routine accounting duties. Moreover, accounting duties bring the Audit 
Department partially under the control of the executive, whose accounts it 
compiles..

Separation of Accounts

Realising the increasing need for separation of accounts from audit, the 
Government of India decided to departmentalise the accounts of the Central/ 
Ministries/Departments, which had been with the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India.

All Ministries of the Government of India including the Posts and Telegraphs 
Department were brought under the Scheme of departmentalisation of accounts 
between 1st April to 31st December, 1976.

(c)
NOTES

(d)
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FinancUil Aclmiinsi''tilion 3.6 DEPARTMENTALISATION OF ACCOUNTS
The scheme of Departmentalisation of accounts introduced from 1st April. 

1976, is in character and method different from the earlier attempts made in this 
regard. The main objective behind this scheme was that in view of the manifold 
increase in Government expenditure and the need to implement effectively the 
developmental plans, management accounting should be properly developed as 
an integral part of each Ministry/Department. It was realised that to achieve this 
objective, the externality of the accounting system should be eliminated and there 
should be a vertical functional integration, coupled with horizontal administrative 
integration at each level of management. Accordingly, the Departmentalisation 
of accounts involved not only relieving the Comptroller and Accountant General 
of the responsibility of compilation of accounts but also taking over most of the 
payment and reciept functions from the Treasuries.

The broad features of the Scheme of Departmentalisation are detailed below;
(i) Each Ministry functions administratively under a Secretary, who is assisted 

by an Additional Secretary, a Joint Secretary, and Under Secretaries 
supported by subordinate officers.

(ii) The Comptroller and Auditor General was relieved of the responsibility of 
compiling and keeping the accounts of transactions relating to the 
Departments of the Ministries. Payment functions discharged by the 
treasuries were also taken over by the Departmei\ts. According to the 
practice, prior to departmentalisation of accounts, the main Ministry and 
the subordinate offices used to draw funds by means of presenting bills in 
treasuries. The treasuries used to render accounts to the respective 
Accountant Generals, who compiled the monthly accounts. Each 
Accountant General rendered a monthly account of Central Government 
transactions to the Accountant General, Central Revenues in Delhi for 
consolidation and preparation of civil accounts.

(in) The Secretary of each Ministry is designated as the Chief Accounting 
Authority responsible for all transactions of the Ministry and its 
Departments. This responsibility is discharged through the Integrated 
Financial Advisor (IFA) of the Ministry. The Secretary has the over-all 
responsibility for the functioning of the accounting and payment set-up 
and is responsible for certification of monthly accounts.

(iv) The Integrated Financial Advisor performs the following duties, on behalf 
of the Chief Accounting Authority. He/She will be responsible for:

(a) The preparation of the budget of the Ministry and its Departments in 
coordination with the Heads of Departments concerned and distribution 
of the budget allotment among the various vvings/departments of the 
Ministry. Control of expenditure will also form a part of his/her 
responsibility.

NOTES
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Accounts and Audi!Arranging payments to autonomous bodies, corporations, authorities, and 
also grantS'in-aid, loans etc.
Arrangements for making payments through the Pay and Accounts offices 
of pay and allowances, office contingencies and miscellaneous payments. 
Consolidation of the accounts of the Ministry as a whole, in accordance 
with the instructions issued by the Central Government.
Preparation of Appropriation Accounts for the grants controlled by the 
Ministry.
Organising a sound system of internal check to ensure accuracy in 
accounting and efficiency of operation as part of management. 
Introduction of an efficient system of Management accounting best suited 
to the functional requirements of the Ministry and its Departments.
The payments relating to the Ministries/Departments which are now made 
by the Bank and non-Bank treasuries. Accountant General and State Pay 
and acounts Officers, will be made by the Departmental Pay and Accounts 
Offices.

In brief, departmentalisation of accounts was done mainly with a view to 
enable the Ministries to exercise direct control over their expenditure and to 
introduce a management accounting system, so as to provide relevant information 
to various levels of management for taking proper decisions.

(h)

(c)
NOTES

(d)

(e)

(f)

(s)

(V)

3.7 REVISED ACCOUNTING STRUCTURE
The accoimting system introduced by the British in the early years of this 

century remained more or less unchanged till April 1974.
The classification in the accounting system introduced by the British, was 

mainly to facilitate financial and legal accountability of the Executive to the 
Legislature and within the Executive of the spending agencies to the sanctioning 
authorities. Again the classification had close relationship to the department in 
which the expenditure occurred than to the purposes for which the money was 
spent. The basic concern was the item on which money was spent rather than the 
purposes served by it. This system served well so long as the functions of the 
Government were limited. But with a change in the role of Government, i.e., 
undertaking developmental programmes for the socio-economic development 
of the country under the successive Five Year Plans, need was felt for bringing in 
necessary reforms in the system of accounts, so as to meet the challenges of 
development administration.

The Administrative Reforms Commission set up by the Government in 
1966, to bring about reforms in administration examined the existing system of 
accounts and recommended in their Report on " Finance, Accounts and Audit", 
some changes in the system. This was done mainly in the context of introduction
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Financial Administration of performance budgeting in India. The Commission recommended that the 
structure of major heads of accounts should be recast to reflect broad functions 
and major programmes of Government. Also, the programmes, activities and 
projects of the various departments and organisations should be clearly identified 
and the minor heads connected with these programmes suitably recast, so as to 
reflect these activities. The Commission also suggested that the heads of 
development adopted for Plan purposes should be reviewed with a view to establish 
a direct correlation between these heads and the general accounting heads. The 
Commission also recommended that the Government should constitute a team 
composed of representative of the Comptroller and Auditor General, the Planning 
Commission, the Ministry of Finance, and the Administrative Ministry concerned 
which should be assigned the task of drawing up a programme for the 
implementation of the commission's recommendations.

The Government of India accepted the suggestions of the Commission. It 
appointed a team of officers composed of the Deputy Comptroller and Auditor 
General, the Joint Secretary (Budget) of the Ministry of Finance, and a 
representative of the Planning Commission, to undertake a review of the Heads 
of acounts and the Heads of development adopted for plan purposes. The team 
submitted two reports on the reforms in the structure of demand-for grants. In 
part I of the report, it suggested that a Ministry/ Department in charge of a number 
of distinct services may present a separate demand for each of the major.activities.

In part II of the Demands, details of expenditure upto the level of major 
and minor heads of account may be included.

In part III of the Demands, further details may be given about the provisions 
made in part II for minor heads and for activities/schemes/organisations under 
minor heads.

The team submitted the second report in November 1972. It proposed a 
five tier classification structure.

The team mentioned that the new classification would facilitate a link 
between budget outlays and functions, programmes-and activities. It would also 
ensure itemised control of expenditure. Also, the classification would facilitate 
introduction of performance budgeting.

The Government of India accepted the recommendations of the team on 
reforms in the structure of Budget and Accounts.

A revised accounting structure was introduced by the Government of India 
from April, 1974. Under this scheme, a five-tier classification has been adopted, 
namely Sectoral Major Head, Minor Head, Sub-Head and Detailed Heads of 
account. Sectoral classification has grouped the functions of government into 
three sectors, namely. General Services, Social and Community Services and 
Economic Services. General Services Sector includes services indispensable to 
the existence of an organised state, such as Police, Defence, External Affairs, Fire

NOTES
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Î
 protection etc. Tltis sector includes Organs of State (Parliament), Head of State, 
Judiciary, Fiscal and Administrative Services and Defence Services.

Social and Community services sector covers programmes and activities 
relating to provision of basic social services to consumers, such as Education, 
Medical .Relief, Housing, Social security and Welfare and Services required for 

,! community living such as Public Health. Urban Development, Broadcasting etc. 
•'Economic Services Sector includes programmes and acthities in the fields of 

Production, Distribution, Trade, Regulation etc.
In the new scheme of accounts, a Major Head is assigned to each function, 

and a Minor Head is allotted to each Programme. Under each Minor Head, there 
would be sub-heads assigned to activities/schemes/organisations covered by the 
programme. Major and Minor Heads classification is common to Union, States 
and Union territories Governments. Under the new scheme, the object 
classification has been retained and placed as the last tier. It is meant to provide 
item-wise control over expenditure and to ensure financial control.

The revised accounting structure in terms of programmes, activities, and 
projects establishes adequate links between Budget and Account Head (i.e., Major 
Head, Minor Head and Sub-Head) and the Plan Heads of development. It helps 
in obtaining information of the progressive expenditure incurred in plan 
programmes and projects. It also helps in the speedy implementation of 
performance budgeting. Further, it also helps in moniloring and analysis of 
expenditure on programmes/activities/projects to perform the management 
functions effectively.

Accounts and Audit

hI
NOTES

3.8 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN GOVERNMENT
According to American Accounting Association "Management Accounting 

is the application of appropriate techniques and concepts in processing historical 
and projected economic data of an entity to assist management in establishing 
plans for reasonable economic objectives and in making of rational decisions 
with a view toward those objectives." Management accounting involves collection 
and presentation of all such information which can be of help to management in 
the preparation of budget plans for the organisation. It helps in proper monitoring 
and evaluation of performance of the activities, as compared to the budget plan 
in terms of financial expenditure and the corresponding physical 
accomplishments. Its purpose is to provide timely information to various levels 
of managements to facilitate decision-making, for efficient and economical 
achievement of their tasks.

Management accounting encompasses financial accounting, cost accounting 
and all aspects of financial management. It involves not only collection of 
information from financial records but also from cost records. In a system of 
management accounting, information has to be collected from various sources
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inside and outside the organisation and presented to management for taking 
decisions.

A good management accounting system should provide timely accounting 
information to various levels of management, for a continuous review of the 
progress of expenditure as related to the budgeted funds and the planned tasks. 
It should also facilitate the working of the scheme of performance budgeting.

Management accounting varies from organisation to organisation depending 
on its objectives, organisational structure, and the information requirements at 
various levels etc. In Government, it is difficult to prescribe a standard system of 
management accounting, applicable to all departments of Government, as the 
functions of each department vary from one another. It is necessary, therefore, to 
evolve a management accounting system suited to the department, keeping in 
view its objectives, organisational structure, information requirements etc. Again, 
management accounting system, once introduced, should be reviewed periodically 
to cope with the changing requirements of that particular department.

An Advisory Committee had been appointed in 1976, by the Government 
of India under the Chairmanship of the Finance Minister, to consider and 
recommend management accountancy concept to suit the requirements of 
different Ministries/Deparlments. The Committee was also required to make 
recommendations regarding management information system necessary to be 
developed for the purpose. Very little progress has, however, been in this direction 
due to various constraints.

The constraints in developing a system of management accounting in 
government have to be recognised. Government accounting, is done on a cash 
basis (not double entry basis) which makes it difficult to know the entire cost 
assignable to an activity. Again, the present structure of financial accounting is 
not conducive to serve the purposes of management accounting. The existing 
classification of accounts does not allocate cost to a 'cost-centre' or responsibility 
centre so as to evaluate actual cost against standard cost. Although the new 
classification structure developed for performance budgeting in terms of functions, 
programmes, activities had helped in monitoring expenditure on a programme 
or activity, the classification still needs to be linked with cost-centres or 
responsibility-centres for speedy development of management accounting in 
Government.

It may be concluded that the recent financial reforms introduced in the 
Government of India, namely, revised accounting structure, departmentalisation 
of accounts, performance budgeting. Integrated Financial Advisor Scheme etc. 
arc all intended to facilitate the early introduction of management accounting in 
government. The reforms already started should be carried forward, so that the 
management accounting system developed in a Ministry/Department, could 
provide timely information to various levels at management for speedy decision
making,

NOTi:S

/
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3.9 FORMS OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS Accounis and Audi!

The financial management of any organization must have a prudent financial 
system backed by sound and effective accounting procedures and internal 
controls- A well-designed and well managed accounting system helps ensure 
proper control over funds.

Accounting policies and procedures are designed to compile accounts 
fulfilling legal/procedural requirements that govern financial control. Accounts 
are an integral part of financial management of activities. On the basis of accounts, 
the Government determines the shape of its monetary and fiscal policies.

Structure OFAccoirNTSANDFiow of Funds

The accounts of Government are kept in three parts :
]. Consolidated Funds of India 

2. Contingency Funds of India 

Public Account

Consolidated Fund of India
AH revenues received by the Government by way of taxes like Income Tax, 

Central Excise, Customs and other receipts flowing to the Government in 
connection with the conduct of Government business i.e. Non-Tax Revenues are 
credited into the Consolidated Fund constituted under Article 266 (1) of the 

, Constitution of India. Similarly, all loans raised by the Government by issue of 
Public notifications, treasury bills (internal debt) and loans obtained from foreign 
governments and international institutions (external debt) are credited into this 
fund. All expend iture of the government is incurred from this fund and no amount 
can be withdrawn from the Fund without authorization from the Parliament.

Contingency Fund of India
The Contingency Fund of India records the transactions connected with 

Contingency Fund set by the Government of India under Article 267 of the 
Constitution of India. The corpus of this fund is Rs. 50 crores. Advances from the 
fund are made for the purposes of meeting unforeseen expenditure which are 
resumed to the Fund to the full extent as soon as Parliament authorizes additional 
expenditure. Thus, this fund acts more or less like an imprest account of 
Government of India and is held on behalf of President by the Secretary to the 
Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs.

Public Account
In the Public Account constituted under Article 266 (2) of the Constitution, 

the transactions relate to debt other than those included in the Consolidated Fund 
of India. The transactions under Debt, Deposits and Advances in this part arc 
those in respect of which Government incurs a liability to repay the money received

NOTES

3.
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Fiin'iidal AdminialrcUion or has a claim to recover the amounts paid. The transactions relating to 
'Remittance' and 'Suspense' shall embrace all adjusting heads. The initial debits 
or credits to these heads will be cleared eventually by corresponding receipts or 
payments. The receipts under Public Account do not constitute normal receipts 
of Government. Parliamentary authorization for payments from the Public 
Account is therefore not required.

NOTE.S

UNIT - II

The general definition of an audit is an evaluation of a person, organization, 
system, process, enterprise, project or product. The term most commonly refers 
to audits in accounting, but similar concepts also exist in project management, 
quality management, and for energy conservation.

3.10 AUDITS IN ACCOUNTING
Audits are performed to ascertain the validity and reliability of information; 

also to provide an assessment of a system's internal control. The goal of an audit 
is to express an opinion on the person / organization / system (etc) in question, 
under evaluation based on work done on a test basis. Due to practical constraints, 
an audit seeks to provide only reasonable assurance that the statements are free 
from material error. Hence, statistical sampling is often adopted in audits. In the 
case of financial audits, a set of financial statements are said to be true and fair 
when they are free of material misstatements - a concept influenced by both 
quantitative and qualitative factors.

Audit is a vital part of accounting. Traditionally, audits were mainly associated 
with gaining information about financial systems and the financial records of a 
company or a business (see financial audit). However, recent auditing has begun 
to include other information about the System, such as information about security 
risks, information systems performance (beyond financial systems), and 
environmental performance. As a result, there are now professions conducting 
security audits, IS audits, and environmental audits.

In financial accounting, an audit is an independent assessment of the fairness 
by which a company's financial statements are presented by its management. It 
is performed by competent, independent and objective person(s) known as 
auditors or accountants, who then issue an auditor's report based on the results 

of the audit.
In cost accounting, it is a process for verifying the cost of manufacture or 

production of any article, on the basis of accounts as regards utilisation of material 
or labour or other items of costs, maintained by the company. In simple words 
the term cost audit means a systematic and accurate verification of the cost
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AccmiJils and Auililaccounts and records and checking of adherence to the objectives of the^cost 
accounting.

Audits vs. Assessments

The difference between audits and assessments can be considerable or can 
be nothing at all.

As a general rule, audits should always be an independent evaluation that 
will include some degree of quantitative and qualitative analysis whereas an 
assessment infers a le.ss independent and more consultative approach.

\OTES

3.11 COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
The Public Accounts Committee consists of fifteen members elected by 

Lok Sabha every year from amongst its members according to the principle of 
proportional representation by means of single transferable vote. Seven members 
of Rajya Sabha elected by that House in like manner are associated with the 
Committee. This system of election ensures that each Party/Group is represented 
on the Committee in proportion to its respective strength in the two Houses.

Process of Election

In April each year a motion is moved in Lok Sabha by the Minister of 
Parliamentary Affairs or Chairman of the Committee, if in office, calling upon 
members of the House to elect from amongst themselves 15 members to the 
Public Accounts Committee. After the motion is adopted, a programme, fixing 
the dates for filing the nominations/withdrawal of candidatures and the election, 
if necessary, is notified in Lok Sabha Bulletin Part-II. On receipt of nominations, 
a list of persons who have filed nomination papers is put up on the Notice Boards. 
In case the number of members nominated is equal to the number of members 
to be elected, then, after expiry of time for withdrawal of candidatures, the 
members nominated are declared elected and the result published in Bulletin 
Part-II.

If the number of members nominated after withdrawals is more than 
number of members to be elected, election is held on the stipulated date and 
result of election published in Bulletin Part-II.

Association OF Members OFRAjyA Sabha

Another motion is moved in Lok Sabha recommending to Rajya Sabha to 
nominate seven members of that House for being associated with the Committee. 
After adoption, the motion is transmitted to Rajya Sabha through a Message. 
Rajya Sabha holds election of members to the Committee and the names of 
members elected are communicated to Lok Sabha.
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Financial Administration ApPOimMENT OF CHAIRMAN

The Chairman of the Committee is appointed by the Speaker from amongst 
the members of Lok Sabha elected to the Committee.

As a convention, starting from the Public Accounts Committee of 1967-68, 
a member of the Committee belonging to the main opposition party/group in 
the House is 'appointed as the Chairman of the Committee.

Minister not to be Member of Committee
A Minister is not eligible to be elected as a member of the Committee and 

if a rirember, after his election to the Committee, is appointed as a Minister, he 
ceases to be a member of the Committee from the date of such appointment.

Term of Office
The term of office of members of the Committee does not exceed one year

NOTES

at a time.

Association of Members with Government Committees

A member, on his election to the Committee, has to communicate to the 
office of the Committee, the particulars regarding the various Committees 
appointed by Government with whicli he is associated, for being placed before 
the Speaker. Where the Speaker considers it inappropriate that a member should 
continue to serve on the Government Committee, the member is required to 
resign membership of the Committee constituted by Government. Where the 
Speaker permits a member to continue to hold membership of Government 
Committee, he may require that the report of the Government Committee shall 
be placed before the Committee on Public Accounts for such comments as the 
latter Committee may deem fit to make, before it is presented to Government. 
Whenever the Chairman or any member of the Committee on Public Accounts 
is invited to accept membership of any Committee constituted by Government, 
the matter is likewise to be placed before the Speaker before the appointment is 
accepted.-

FmenoNS of the Committee

The Public Accounts Committee examines the accounts showing the 
appropriation of the sums granted by Parliament to meet the expenditure of the 
Government of India, the Annual Finance Accounts of the Government of India 
and such other accounts laid before the House as the Committee may think fit. 
Apart from the Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India on 
Appropriation Accounts of the Union Government, the Committee also examines 
the various Audit Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General on revenue 
receipts, expenditure by various Ministries/ Departments of Government and 
accounts of autonomous bodies. The Committee, however, does not examine the
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A ccou'ils and A uditaccounts relating to such public undertakings as are allotted to the Committee 
on Public Undertakings.

While scrutinising the Appropriation Accounts of the Government of India 
and the Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General thereon, it is the duty of 
the Committee to satisfy itself—

• that the money shown in the accounts as having been disbursed were 
legally available for and applicable to the service or purpose to which they 
have been applied or charged;

• that the expenditure conforms to the authority which governs it; and
• that every re-appropriation has been made in accordance with the 

provisions made in this behalf under rules framed by competent authority.
An important function of the Committee is to ascertain that money granted 

by Parliament has been spent by Government "within the scope of the demand". 
The functions of the Committee extend "beyond the formality of expenditure to 
its wisdom, faithfulness and economy". The Committee thus examines cases 
involving losses, nugatory expenditure and financial irregularities.

While scrutinising the Reports of Comptroller and Auditor General on 
Revenue Receipts, the Committee examines various aspects of Government's tax 
administration. The Committee, thus, examine cases involving under-asse.ssments, 
tax-evasion, non-levy of duties, mis-classifications etc., identifies loopholes in the 
taxation laws and procedures and make recommendations in order to check 
leakage of revenue.

Regularisation of Excess Expenditure
If any money has been spent on any service during the financial year in 

excess of the amount granted by the House for the purpose, the Committee 
examines the same with reference to the facts of each case, the circumstances 
leading to such an excess and make such recommendations as it may deem fit. 
Such excesses are thereafter required to be brought up before the House by 
Government for regularisation in the manner envisaged in article 115 of the 
Constitution. In order to facilitate speedy regularisation of such expenditure by 
Parliament, the Committee presents a consolidated report relating to all Ministries/ 
Departments expeditiously.

Selection of Subject for Examination
As the work of the Committee is normally confined to the various matters 

referred to in the Audit Reports, and Appropriation Accounts, its work normally 
starts after the Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General on the accounts 
of the Government are laid on the Table of the House. As soon as the Committee 
for a year is constituted, it selects paragraphs from the reports of the Comptroller 
and Auditor General that were presented after the last selection of subjects by the 
Committee for in-depth examination during its term of office.

NOTES
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I- inaiicial Ailniinislration Assistance by Comptroller and Auditor General
The Committee is assisted by the Comptroller and Auditor General in the 

examination of Accounts and Audit Reports.

Constitution of Working Groups/Sub-Committees
A number of Working Groups/Sub-Committees are constituted by the 

Chairman from amongst the members of the Committee to facilitate the 
examination of the subjects selected by the Committee and for considering 
procedural matters. A Sub-Committee is also constituted for scrutiny of action 
taken by Government on the recommendations contained in the previous reports 
of the Committee.

Calling for Information from Government
The Committee calls for, in the first instance, background note and advance 

information from the Ministries/Departments concerned in regard to subjects 
selected b}' it for examination.

Study Tours
The Committee undertakes on the spot study tours/visits of various 

Departments/Establishments connected with the subjects taken up for 
examination and hold discussions with the representatives of the concerned 
official/non-official organisations located at the place of visit. Each study tour is 
undertaken with the specific approval of the Speaker.

Evidence of Officials
The Committee later takes oral evidence of the representatives of the 

Ministries/Departments concerned with the subjects under examination.

Ministers not called before Committee
A Minister is not called before the Committee either to give evidence or for 

consultation in connection with the examination of Accounts by the Committee. 
The Chairman of the Committee may, however, when considered necessary but 
after its deliberations are concluded, have an informal talk with the Minister 
concerned to apprise him of (n) any matters of policy laid down by the Ministry 
with which the Committee does not fully agree; and (b) any matters of secret and 
confidential nature which the Committee would not like to bring on record in its 
report.

Report and Minutes
The conclusions of the Committee on a subject are contained in its Report, 

which, after its adoption by the Committee, is presented by the Chairman to the 
Lok Sabha. Minutes of the sittings of the Committee form Part II of the Report. 
A copy of the Report is also laid on the Table of Rajya Sabha. The Reports of the 
Committee are adopted by consensus among members. Accordingly, there is no 
system of appending minute of dissent to the Report.

NOTES
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Accounts and AuditAction Taken on Reports
After presentalfon to the Lok Sabha, copies of the Report are forwarded to 

the Ministry or Department concerned which is required to take action on the 
recommendations and observations contained in the Report and furnish action 
taken replies thereon within six months from the presentation of the Report.

Action taken notes received from the Ministries/ Departments are examined 
by the Action Taken Sub-Committee/Committee and Action Taken Reports of 
the Committee are presented to the House. A copy of the Report is also laid on 
the Table of Rajya Sabha.

Statements of action taken on Action Taken Reports
Replies received from Government in respect of recommendations 

contained in the Action Taken Reports after approval by the Chairman are also 
laid on the Table of Lok Sabha/Rajya Sabha in the form of Statements.

NOTES

3.12 ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
The Estimates Committee, constituted for the first time in 1950, is a 

Parliamentary Committee consisting of 30 Members, elected every year by the 
Lok Sabha from amongst its Members. The Chairman of the Committee is 
appointed by the Speaker from amongst its members. A Minister cannot be 
elected as a member of the Committee and if a member after his election to the 
Committee, is appointed a Minister, he ceases to be a member of the Committee 
from the date of such appointment.

Term of Office
The term of office of the Committee is one year.

Functions

Tire functions of the Estimates Committee are;

(a) to report what economies, improvements in organisation, efficiency or 
administrative reform, consistent with the policy underlying the estimates 

may be effected;

(b) to suggest alternative policies in order to bring about efficiency and 
economy in administration;

(c) to examine whether the money is well laid out within the limits of the 
policy implied in the estimates; and

(d) to suggest the form in which the estimates shall be presented to Parliament.

The Committee does not exercise its functions in relation to such Public 
Undertakings as are allotted to the Committee on Public Undertakings by the 
Rules of Procedure of Lok Sabha or by the Speaker.
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I'inaiicial Adminisiraii'^r: Working

Soon after it is constituted, the Committee selects such of the estimates 
pertaining to a Ministry/Department of the Central Government or such of the 
statutory and other bodies of the Centra) Government as may seem fit to the 
Committee. The Committee also examines matters of special interest which may 
arise or come to light in the course of its work or which are specifically referred to 
it by the House or the Speaker.

The Committee calls for preliminary material from the Ministry/Department, 
statutory and other Government bodies in regard to the subjects selected for 
examination and also memoranda from non-officials connected with the subjects 
for the use of the Members of the Committee.

The Committee, from time to time, appoints one or more Sub-Committees/ 
Study Groups for carrying out detailed examination of various subjects. If it 
appears to the Committee that it is necessary for the purpose of its examination 
that an on-the-spot study should be made, the Committee may, with the approval 
of the Speaker decide to undertake tours to make a study of any particular matter, 
project or establishment, either as a whole Committee or by dividing itself into 
Study Groups. Notes relating to the institutions/offices etc. to be visited are called 
for in advance from the concerned Ministries/Departments etc. and circulated to 
the Members of the Committee/Sub- Committee/Study Group.

The Members while on tour may also meet the representatives of chambers 
of commerce and other nonofficial trade organisations and bodies which are 
concerned with the subjects under examination of the Committee, for an informal 
discussion.

NOTES

When the Committee/Sub-Committee/Study Group is on study tour only 
informal sittings are held at the place of visit. At such sitting neither evidence is 
recorded nor any decisions are taken. All discussions held by the Committee 
with the representatives of the Ministries/ Departments, nonofficial organisations, 
etc. are treated as confidential and no one having access to the discussions directly 
or indirectly, should communicate to the Press or any unauthorised person any 
information about matters taken up during the discussions.

Later in the light of informal discussions during Study Tours, memoranda 
received from non-officials and information collected from the Ministry/ 
Department concerned and other sources, non-official and official witnesses are 
invited to give evidence at formal sittings of the Estimates Committee held in 
Parliament House/Parliament House Annexe, New Delhi.

The observations/recommendations of the Committee are embodied in its 
Reports which are presented to Lok Sabha. After a Report has been presented to 
the House the Ministry or Department concerned is required to take action on 
the recommendations and conclusions contained in the Report within a period
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AccounlfcinciAiidilof six months. The replies of the Governmei't riro examineri 'ny riie Conimittee 
and an Action Taken Report is presented to the House. liie replies to the 
recommendations contained in the Action Taken Reports are laid on the Table of 
Lok Sabha in the form of Statements. NOTES

UNIT - III

Exercise of financial control is one of the principal responsibilities of the 
legislature. Parliamentary financial control on government spending is 
implemented in two stages: primarily at the time of policy making and 
subsequently by controlling the implementation of the policy. Budget or the 
Annual Financial Statement showing the estimated receipts and expenditure of 
the Government for the ensuing financial year is presented and discussed in the 
Parliament or Legislature. The initial parliamentary financial control is exercised 
through the Annual Budget Estimates of the Government for the ensuing financial 
year, which is presented to the House for approval.

The second stage of control over the implementation of policies is exercised 
by examining that the funds voted by the Parliament/Legislature have been utilised 
for the purpose and in the manner in which the Parliament/Legislature had desired. 
The control is exercised through the Financial Committees in Parliament and 
States Legislatures. During the second stage, the Comptroller and Auditor General 
of India (CAG) comes to the aid of Parliament and State Legislatures. Audit is the 
principal instrument to ensure the financial accountability of the Executive to the 
Legislature of the Union and State. The Comptroller and Auditor General in India, 
has been, made responsible by the Constitution, to conduct the audit of the 
transactions of the Union and the States and Union Territories with Legislature.

In this unit, you will study the origin of the office of Comptroller and 
Auditor General (CAG), the constitutional position and also the powers and duties 
of the CAG in relation to accounts and audit. This unit will also make an appraisal 
of the role of CAG in Indian democracy.

3.13 ORIGIN AND CONSTITUTIONAL POSITION OF CAG

Oj?/gdv

Finance, Accounts and Audit are as old as history itself. History bqars out 
that a good accounts and audit organisation existed in ancient India. Kautilya in 
his famous Arthasastra gives an elaborate account of the accounting system that 
existed in the Mauryan period. According fo the Arthasastra, "In the Mauryan 
policy, the final authority, in the matter of Finance, was the King; one of whose 
daily duties was to attend to the accounts of receipts and expenditure. Each 
Minister was responsible for the finance of his department and each department
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rinanaal Adminisiralion had its own accountant, treasurer and others. The Collector General was the head 
of the Finance Department. Below him was the special commissioner 
(Pradeshtara), who was a kind of Government Auditor checking District and 
Village group account, in addition to being in charge of collecting certain kinds 
of revenue. The accounting and financial year closed on the last day of Ashadha". 
Similarly, Gupta rulers introduced more elaborate and orderly system of accounts 
and audit during their rule. According to Ramachandra Dikshitar "The accounts 
were maintained, as during the days of their predecessors, the Mauryas, and 
were submitted periodically for audit and approval. This is made clear to us by 
th'e term PATYUPARIKA. This may be translated broadly as corresponding to 
the modern Accountant General. The Accountant General w^ho presided over the 
accounts department was responsible to the Council of Minister for his acts. It is 
evident that there was an elaborate Department of Accounts in the Gupta time." 
Likewise, the medieval rulers, viz., Sultans and Moghuls, laid proper stress on 
collection of revenue and conduct of audit. The Moghuls vested greater authority 
in their financial chief by naming him as the Vazir or Dewan.

Although the ancient and medieval administrations established a coherent 
account and audit organisations, it went into decay, during the period of later 
Moghuls. Subsequently, it was the British, who introduced a proper system of 
accounting and auditing. This system is being followed, by and large in our country 
today.

NOTES

In 1858, when the East India Company's administration was taken over-by 
the Crown, a comptementary post of Accountant-General at the India office was 
created to prepare the accounts of the expenditure incurred in England. 
Simultaneously, an independent Auditor was appointed by the Crown for the 
•audit of these accounts. This arrangement was, however, shortlived. In 1860, 
both accounting and auditing functions were amalgamated and placed in charge 
of the Accountant-General to the Government of India, who was designated as 
'Auditor General'.

The statutory recognition of the Auditor General came, however, only in 
1919, with the introduction of Constitutional Reforms. He was made independent 
of the Government af India and was appointed by the Secretary of State and held 
office as the administrative head of the Indian Audit Department, during his 
Majesty's pleasure. The Government of India Act 1935 gave further recognition 
to the importance and status of this office. Thereafter, his appointment was made 
by His Britainic Majesty and the conditions of his service were also determined 
by His Majesty-in-Council. His duties and powers were prescribed by rules made 
under the order of His Majesty-in-Council. His salary, allowances and pension 
were made chargeable on the revenues of the Federation. He could be removed 
from office only in the same manner and on the same grounds, as a Judge of the 
Federal Court.
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Accounts and Audi!With the incorporation of the Government of India Act 1935 in the 
Independence Act 1947, the authority of the Auditor-General was further enhanced 
and the auditor of the Indian accounts in United Kingdom was placed under his 
administrative control. With the subsequent integration of the princely states in 
the federal structure of the Indian Union, his audit responsibility was extendedto 
the whole of India.

CoNSTi'niTiONAi Position of CAG

The Constitution has installed the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) 
as a high independent statutory authority. The CAG is the one dignitary, who sees 
on behalf of the Legislatures that the expenses voted by them are not exceeded or 
varied and that the money expended was legally available for and applicable to 
the purposes to which it has been applied. Nothing can fetter the CAG's discretion 
or judgement in any manner on matters which he/she may bring to the notice of 
the Legislatures in the discharge of his/ her duties. The oath of office under the 
Constitution requires him/her to uphold the Constitution and the,laws and to 
discharge the duties without fear or favour, affection or ill-will.

For the purpose of securing the highest standards of financial integrity of 
the administration and watching the interest of the tax-payer and also for purposes 
of Legislative control, the Constitution safeguards the independence and freedom 
of the Comptroller and Auditor General in the following ways.

(1) Article 148 of the Constitution lays down that the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India would be appointed by the President by warrant under 
his hand and seal. The CAG will hold office for a period of six years or till 
he attains the age of 65, whichever is earlier. And he can be removed from 
office only in the same manner and on the same grounds as a Judge of the 
Supreme Court i.c., by impeachment in Parliament.

(2) To further ensure that the Comptroller and Auditor General cannot be 
influenced by the Executive, the Constitution provides, as per Article 148(3) 
that the salary and other conditions of service of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General are such as determined by law and cannot be varied to 
his di.sadvantages, after his appointment.

(3) The Comptroller and Auditor General is debarred by Article 148(4) from 
holding any office either under the Government of India or the State

•Governments, after he retires from the office of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General.

(4) Furthermore, as per Article 148(6) aP salaries, allowances and pensions 
pa5'able to or in respect of persons serving in the office, shall be charged 
upon the Consolidated Fund of India.

(5) The Comptroller and Auditor General is the Administrative Head of the 
Indian Audit and Accounts Department. His administrative power will be 
governed by rules made by the President, in consultation with the former.

NOTES
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rinancia! Adminisiralion Thus, the Constitution assures to the Comptroller and Auditor General, 
eonstitutional independence and has also placed him beyond fear or favour of 
the Executive, whose transactions he is expected to audit.

NOTES 3.14 DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE CAG IN REGARD
TO ACCOUNTS AND AUDIT

Accounting Duties

The duties and powers of the Comptroller and Auditor General have been 
prescribed by the Comptroller and Auditor General's (Duties, Powers and 
Conditions Service) Act 1971 as required by Article 149 of the Constitution of 
India. Under the Act, it i.s the responsibility of the Comptroller and Auditor General 
to audit all expenditure and receipts of the Government of India, the State 
Governments and the Union Territories. He is also empowered to audit the 
expenditure and receipts of bodies or authorities substantially financed from 
Union or State revenues in the form of grants or loans.

As per Section 10 of the CAG (DPC) Act 1971, it is the responsibility of the 
Comptroller and Auditor General to compile the accounts of the Union and of 
each State, and prepare the Finance Accounts. Again, it is the duty of the 
Comptroller and Auditor Genera! to prepare, from the accounts, Appropriate 
Accounts, showing under the respective heads, the annual receipts and 
disbursements for the purpose of the Union, of each State and of each Union 
Territory having a Legislative Assembly.

These accounts (i.e., Finance Accounts and Appropriation Accounts) are to 
be submitted to the President or Governor of a State or Administrator of the 
Union Territory, as the case may be.

He also provides the necessary information to the Union and States in the 
preparation of their Budgets {i.e., Annual Financial Statement).

The functions of the Comptroller and Auditor General, in brief, in so far as 
accounts are concerned, are mainly ;

(1) the prescription of forms in which accounts are to be kept in the Union 
and of the States;

(2) preparation and submission of Finance Accounts and Appropriation 
Accounts to the President/Govemor/Administrator of Union Territory as 
the case may be, and

(3) providing information to Union/State Governments for preparation of 
their annual budgets.

Auduing Duties

The real duty of the Comptroller and Auditor General is that of an auditor. 
The primary audit function is to verify the accuracy and completeness of accounts;
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Accoiims and Auditlo secure that all financial transactions viz., receipts and payments are properly 
recorded in the accounts, correctly classified and that all expenditure and 
disbursements are authorised and vouched and that all sums due, are recorded 
regularly in accordance \vith the demands and brought into account. He/She 
acts as a watchdog to see that the various authorities under the Constitution 
function in regard to financial matters, in accordance with the Constitution and 
the jaws of Parliament and appropriate Legislatures and Rules and Orders issued 
thereunder.

NOTES

As per the CAG (DPC's) Act, 1971 the auditorial functions of the 
Comptroller and Auditor General are as follows ;

(n) to audit all receipts into and expenditure from the Consolidated Fund of 
India and of each State and of each Union territory, having a Legislative 
Assembly and to ascertain whether the money shown in the accounts as 
having been disbursed were legally available for and applicable to the 
service or purpose for which they have been applied.

(b) to audit all transactions of the Union and of the States relating to 
Contingency Funds, and Public Accounts.

(c) to audit all trading, manufacturing, profit and loss accounts and balance 
sheets and other subsidiary accounts kept in any department of the Union 
or of a State; and in each case to report on the expenditure, transactions or 
accounts so audited by him.

(d) to audit receipts and expenditure of bodies or authorities substantially 
financed from Union or State revenues.

(c) to audit the accounts of Government Companies and Corporations 
established by or under the Law of Parliament, or in accordance with the 
provisions of respective Legislations.

(f) to audit account of bodies or authorities by request.
In connection with the discharge of the auditorial duties,, the Comptroller 

and Auditor General can inspect any office of accounts under the control of the 
Union or a State, including treasuries and offices responsible for keeping initial 
or subsidiary accounts. In short, the Comptroller and Auditor General is 
responsible for the audit of the accounts of the Union and of the States and of 
bodies substantially financed from Union or State revenues. Further he/she audits 
accounts of companies and corporations and of autonomous authorities, whose 
audit has been entrusted by law to him/her public interest. In the performance of 
the duties, he/she is assisted by the Indian .\udit and Accounts Department.

3.15 OTHER DUTIES OF CAG
Besides the duties and functions relating to the auditing and reporting upon 

the accounts of the Union, of the States and of the Union territories with 
Legislature, the Comptroller and Auditor General may be entrusted with duties
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FhianLial Administration and functions in relation to the accounts of any other authority or body, as may 
be prescribed by or under any law made by Parliament. The Comptroller and 
Auditor General's additional duty at present, is to undertake audit of Government . 
companies.NOTES

In the case of Government companies, the Comptroller and Auditor General 
may comment upon or supplement the report of the professional auditors. Also, 
his/I'ier duty involves rendering assistance to the Public Accounts Committee in 
its functions.

3.16 ROLE OF CAG: AN APPRAISAL
The Constitution of India assigns an independent and important position 

to the Comptroller and Auditor General to perform the duties without fear or 
favour. It has provided adequate safeguards for his/ her independence from the 
Executive. The office of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India is created 
by the Constitution itself. It has perpetual existence like other Constitutional 
organs of the State viz., the Supreme Court, the High Courts and the Election 
Commission. The Comptroller and Auditor General is an officer of the Constitution 
and not an officer of Parliament, even though he/she exclusively serves Parliament 
and State Legislatures. Thus, the Comptroller and Auditor General occupies a 
unique place in Indian democracy.

Appointment, Tenure and Removal of CAG

The Constitution guarantees the independence of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General by prescribing that he/she shall be appointed by the President 
of India by warrant, under his hand and seal and shall not be removed from 
office except on the ground of proved misbehaviour or incapacity. In a democratic 
set-up, independence in adequate measure is an indispensable necessity for this 
constitutional functionary to perform his/her duties undeterred. A.K. Chanda, a 
former Comptroller and Auditor General, has argued in favour of autonomy to 
"maintain the dignity, independence, detachment of outlook and fearlessness 
necessary for a fair, impartial and dispassionate assessment of the actions of the 
Executive in the financial field". As in the case of a Judge of the Supreme Court, 
the Comptroller and Auditor General can be removed from office only on two 
grounds-proved misbehaviour or incapacity. The address must be presented by 
both houses in the same session, and special majority is obligatory in each house 
for the passing of the resolution. The procedure for presentation of the address, 
investigation, and proof of the mihbehaviour and incapacity is to be decided by 
Parliamentary legislation. Thus, the removal procedure appears to be a very 
difficult procedure and service as an effective safeguard against executive 
interference.
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• Terms of Appointment

The Constitution guarantees his/her salary and other conditions of service, 
! which cannot be varied to his/ her disadvantage after his/ her appointment. Also, 

the salary, and allowances of the Comptroller and Auditor General, shall be charged 
[ on the Consolidated Fund of India. Interference with the Comptroller and Auditor 

General's function is likely, if the salary and terms of conditions of service are left 
to the discretion of the Executive. Again, even in the event of Parliamentary 
displeasure with a Comptroller and Auditor General, his/ her salary, pension or 
age of retirement will not remain within the competence of Parliament to change, 
if it so wishes to penalise him/ her. On his/ her retirement, resignation or removal, 
the Comptroller and Auditor General is prohibited from holding any office under 
the Government of India or under the Government of the State. The purpose is 
to keep the incumbents immune from allurement of receiving favours from 
executive, which in turn might influence his/her actions or decisions in office, 
prior to retirement. Indirectly, this provision strengthens the hands of the 
incumbents in making fearless assessment of executive actions. In actual practice, 
the spirit of this provision does not appear to have been strictly followed. The 
Constitution has provided that salaries, allowances and administrative expenses 
of the Comptroller and Auditor General be charged upon the Consolidated Fund 
of India. Unlike the other expenses of the Government, his/her expenses will not 
be votable in the budget. Hence, his/her action and official conduct is intended 
to be excluded from the scope of Parliamentary discussion and vote. The 
Constitution has thus accorded a very strong protection against Parliamentary 
interference with the working of the Comptroller and Auditor General's 
organisation.

Duties and Powers

Parliament has prescribed the duties and powers of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General, by enacting the Comptroller and Auditor General's (Duties, 
Powers and Conditions of Service) Act 1971. With the separation of accounts 
from audit in certain departments of Union Government, the Comptroller and 
Auditor General had ceased to be responsible for maintaining the accounts of 
Food, Rehabilitation, Supply Departments, Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha 
Secretariats, since separate accounts offices were in existence for them. In 1976, 
the Government of India took on accounting functions under its own 
administrative Ministry/Department with the result that separation of accoimts 
from audit in Central Government became complete. But the responsibility for 
preparing annual accounts separately for each of the State Governments and 
Union territories having Legislative Assemblies and to submit them to the 
Governor or Administrator respectively remains with the Comptroller and Auditor 
General. The combination of auditing functions in one authority, though justified

Accounts and Audit

NOTES
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Financial Adminiatration on grounds of economy, is contrary to the pdnciples of independence of Audit. It 
amounts to making the Comptroller and Auditor General partly responsible to 
the Executive and Legislature. He/She becomes answerable to Parliament and 
Legislature for his/ her accounting duties, which is an executive responsibility. 
Moreover, the accounting authority will hesitate in publishing in its Audit Reports, 
major instances of accounting irregularity arising out of the accounts compiled 
by itself. To that extent, auditing functions would suffer.

The Constitution prescribes that the Comptroller and Auditor General is 
the authority to prescribe the forms in which the accounts of the Union and of 
the States shall be kept. The purpose of having a centralised system of accounts is 
primarily to ensure uniformity and economy. Moreover,the technical expertise 
of Comptroller and Auditor General in accounting matters of the Union and 
States is to be taken advantage of by the Government“in the preparation and 
presentation of Annual Budget. So, the provision has its own advantages. It 
entrusts the Comptroller and Auditor General with a very important responsibility.

Audtt Reports

The Constitution has prescribed the procedure to be followed by the 
Comptroller and Auditor General for presentation of his/her reports. His/her 
reports, in regard to the Union Government accounts, shall be submitted to the 
President. And the accounts of the State Government shall be submitted to the 
Governor of the State. His/Her responsibility thereafter ceases. But it becomes 
obligatory for the President/Governor to cause them to be laid before the House 
of Parliament/State Legislature respectively. He/She submits three Reports viz., 
Audit Report orv Finance Accounts, Audit Report on the Appropriation Accounts, 
and Audit Report on the Commercial and Public Sector Enterprises and Revenue 
Receipts on the Union and State Governments respectively. The Constitution 
does not prescribe any form or guidelines for the contents of the Audit Report of 
the Comptroller and Audit General. It has thus been left with the Comptroller 
and Auditor General, the complete freedom and discretion to decide the form, 
the materials and the contents of the reports.

Limitations

NOTES

Inspite of the various safeguards provided by the Constitution to maintain 
the independence of Comptroller and Auditor General from the Executive and 
Parliament, his/her independence appears to be limited by four factors viz., (a) 
restraint of the Executive on his/her budgetary autonomy (b) block of control 
over staff (c) indirect accountability to the Finance Ministry of the Union and the 
Finance Department of the State Government for handling accounting duties (d) 
absence of direct access to Parliament (unlike the Attorney General) in defence of 
his/her official conduct, if and when questioned on the floors of Parliament.
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Accounts and AuditTo conclude, notwithstanding these limitations, the Comptroller and 
Auditor General plays a unique role in Indian democracy, by upholding the 
Constitution and the laws in the field of financial administration. He/She is neither 
an officer of Parliament nor a functionary of Government. He/She is one of the 
most important officers of the Constitution and his/her functions are as important 
as that of Judiciary.

NOTES

UNIT - IV

The Reserve Bank of India is the central banking system of India and controls 
the monetary policy of the rupee as well as US$287.37 billion (2009) of currency 
reserves. The institution was established on 1 April 1935 during the British-Raj in 
accordance with the provisions of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and plays 
an important part in the development strategy of the government.

3.17 RESERVE BANK OF INDIA
The central bank was founded in 1935 to respond to economic troubles 

after the first world war. The Reserve Bank of India was set up on the 
recommendations of the Hilton Young Commission. The commission submitted 
its report in the year 1926, though the bank was not set up for another nine 
years. The Preamble of the Reserve Bank of India describes the basic functions of 
the Reserve Bank as to regulate the issue of bank notes, to keep reserves with a 
view to securing monetary stability in India and generally to operate the currency 
and credit system in the best interests of the country. The Central Office of the 
Reserve Bank was initially established in Kolkata, Bengal, but was permanently 
moved to Mumbai in 1937. Tlae Reserve Bank continued to act as the central 
bank for Myanmar till Japanese occupation of Burma and later up to April 1947, 
though Burma seceded from the Indian Union in 1937. After partition, the Reserve 
Bank served as the central bank for Pakistan until June 1948 when the State 
Bank of Pakistan commenced operations. Though originally set up as a 
shareholders' bank, the RBI has been fully owned by the government of India 
since its nationalization in 1949.

1950 - 1960

3 Between 1950 and 1960, the Indian government developed a centrally 
planned economic policy and focused on the agricultural sector. The 
administration nationalized commercial banks and established, based on the 
Banking Companies Act, 1949 (later called Banking Regulation Act) a central 
bank regulation as part of the RBI. Furthermore, the central bank was ordered to 
support the economic plan with loans.
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Financial Administration 1960 - 1969
As a result of bank crashes, the reserve bank was requested to establish 

and monitor a deposit insurance system. It should restore the trust in the national 
bank system and was initialized on 7 December 1961. The Indian government 
founded funds to promote the economy and used the slogan Developing Banking. 
The Gandhi administration and their successors restructured the national bank 
market and nationalized a lot of institutes. As a result, the RBI had to play the 
central part of control and support of this public banking sector.

1969-1985

NOTES

Between 1969 and 1980 the Indian government nationalized 20 banks. The 
regulation of the economy and especially the financial sector was reinforced by 
the Gandhi administration and their successors in the 1970s and 1980s. The central 
bank became the central player and increased its policies for a lot of tasks like 
interests, reserve ratio and visible deposits. The measures aimed at better economic 
development and had a huge effect on the company policy of the institutes. The 
banks lent money in selected sectors, like agri-business and small trade companies.

The branch was forced to establish two new offices in the country for every 
newly established office in a town. The oil crises in 1973 resulted in increasing 
inflation, and the RBI restricted monetary policy to,reduce the effects.

Stkucture

Central Board of Directors
The Central Board of Directors is the main committee of the central bank 

and has not more than 20 members. The government of the republic appoints 
the directors for a four year term.

Governors
The central bank had 22 governors since 04.01.1935. The regular term of 

office is a four years period, appointed by the national administration.

Supportive Bodies
The Reserve Bank of India has four regional represantations: North in New 

Delhi, South in Chennai, East in Kolkata and West in Mumbai. The 
representations are formed by five members, appointed for four years by the 
central government and serve - beside the advice of the Central Board of Directors 
- as forum for regional banks and to deal with delegated tasks from the central 
board. The instilution has 22 regional offices.

The Board of Financial Supervision (BFS), formed in November 1994, serves 
as a CCBD committee to control the financial institutions. It has four members, 
appointed for two years, and takes measures to strength the role of statutory 
auditors in the financial sector, external monitoring and internal controlling 
systems.
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Accounts and AuditThe Tarapore committee was setup by the Reserve Bank of India under the 
chairmanship of former RBI deputy governor S S Tarapore to "lay the road map" 
to capital account convertibility. The five-member committee recommended a 
three-year timeframe for complete convertibility by 1999-2000.

On 1 July 2006, in an attempt to enhance the quality of customer service 
and strengthen the grievance redressal mechanism, the Reserve Bank of India 
constituted a new department — Customer Service Department (CSD).

FuNcnONS

Monetary Authority >
The Reserve Bank of India is the main monetary authority of the country 

and beside that the central bank acts as the bank of the national and state 
governments. It formulates, implements and monitors tire monetary policy as 
well as it has to ensure an adequate flow of credit to productive sectors. Objectives 
are maintaining price stability and ensuring adequate flow of credit to productive 
sectors. The national economy depends on the public sector and the central bank 
promotes an expensive monetary policy to push the private sector since the 
financial market reforms of the 1990s.

The institution is also the regulator and supervisor of the financial system 
and prescribes broad parameters of banking operations within which the country's 
banking and financial system functions. Objectives are to maintain public 
confidence in the system, protect depositors' interest and provide cost-effective 
banking services to the public. The Banking Ombudsman Scheme has been 
formulated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) for effective redressal of complaints 
by bank customers. The RBI controls the monetary supply, monitors economic 
indicators like the gross domestic product and has Sexto decide the design of the 
rupee banknotes as well as coins.

Manager of Exchange Control
The central bank manages to reach the goals of the Foreign Exchange 

Management Act, 1999. Objective: to facilitate external trade and payment and 
promote orderly development and maintenance of foreign exchange market in 
India.

Issuer of Currency
The bank issues and exchanges or destroys currency and coins not fit for 

circuIation.The Objectives are giving the public adequate supply of currency of 
good quality and to provide loans to commercial banks to maintain or improve 
the GDR The basic objectives of RBI are to issue bank notes, to maintain the 
currency and credit system of the country to utilize it in its best advantage, and 
to maintain the reserx'es. RBI maintains the economic structure of the country so 
that it can achieve the objective of price stability, as well as economic development, 
because both objectives are diverse in themselves.

NOTES
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The central bank has to perform a wide range of promotional functions to 
support national objectives and industries. The RBI faces a lot of inter-sectoral 
and local inflation-related problems. Some of this problems are results of the 
dominant part of the public sector.

Related Functions
The RBI is also a banker to the Government and performs merchant 

banking function for the central and the state governments. It also acts as their 
banker. The National Housing Bank (NHB) was established in 1988 to promote 
private real estate acquisition. The institution maintains banking accounts of all 
scheduled banks, too.

There is now an international consensus about the need to focus the tasks 
of a central bank upon central banking. RBI is far out of touch with such a 
principle, owing to the sprawling mandate described above. The recent financial 
turmoil world-over, has however, vindicated the Reserve Bank's role in 
maintaining financial stability in India.

NOTES

SlZiWMARy

The word accounts in the financial sense, has been defined as statements 
of facts relating to money or things having money value.
In 1971, the Comptroller and Auditor General's (Duties, Powers and 
Conditions of Service) Act was passed, which visualised the need for 
separating accounts from audit.
According to American Accounting Association "Management Accounting 
is the application of appropriate techniques and concepts in processing 
historical and projected economic data of an entity to assist management 
in establishing plans for reasonable economic objectives and in making of 
rational decisions with a view toward those objectives."
The Public Accounts Committee consists of fifteen members elected by 
Lok Sabha every year from amongst its members according to the principle 
of proportional representation by means of single transferable vote.
The Estimates Committee, constituted for the first time in 1950, is a 
Parliamentary Committee consisting of 30 Members, elected every year 
by the Lok Sabha from amongst its Members. The Chairman of the 
Committee is appointed by the Speaker from amongst its members.
The Constitution has installed the Comptroller and Auditor General (GAG) 
as a high independent statutory authority. The CAG is the one dignitary, 
who sees on behalf of the Legislatures that the expenses voted by them 
are not exceeded or varied and that the money expended was legally 
available for and applicable to the purposes to which it has been applied.
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Accounts and AuditRFv^^v QursnoNS
1. What do you mean by accounting? State its importance.
2. Discuss the revised accounting structure of Government of India.
3. What are the primary features of management accounting?
4. Describe the functions of committee on public account.
5. How does CAG function as per the constitution?
6. What are the important roles of Reserve Bank of India?

NOTES

Further Readings
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Financioi Adminisiraiion CHAPTER- 4
FEDERAL FINANCENOTES

STRUCTURE

4.1 Introduction
4.2 Basic Features of Federalism
4.3 Principles of Fiscal Federalism
4.4 Evolution of Fiscal Federalism in India
4.5 Centre-State Financial Relations
4.6 Division of Functions and Resources under the Constitution
4.7 Centre-Slate Financial Relations — A Critical Appraisal
4.8 Finance Commission of India
4.9 Planning Commission of India

4.10 Control over Financial Administration
4.11 Meaning of Planning
4.12 Need for Planning
4.13 Types of Planning
4.14 Genesis of Planning in India
4.15 Planning Machinery at Central Level
4.16 Role of National Development Council (NDC)
4.17 Problems of Centralised Planning

• Summary
• Reinew Questions
• Further Readings

%

Learning Objecitves

After going through this chapter, students will be able to :
• discuss the concept of federal finance and central-state financial relations;
• state the role and importance of finance and planning commission;
• explain the various controls over the financial administration;
• understand the meaning, significance, process and objectives of planning.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Federations, old and new, are characterised by a clear dit'ision of functions 

and resources between the federal government and the unit governments. Framers 
of the Indian Constitution were acutely aware of the conflicts and problems which 
were faced by the old federation's in the sphere of financial relations. They also
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Federal Financehad the additional benefit of the pre-existing financial system embodied in the 
Government oflndia Act, 1935. The Constitution envisages that fiscal resources 
would be transferred to the States on the recommendations of the Finance 
Commission. The role of the Finance Commission has, however, come to be 
limited mainly to channelising of revenue transfers. The capital resources for 
planned development are now trasferred on the recommendations of the Planning 
Commission. The National Development Council, members of which, among 
others, include Chief Ministers of all States, reviews the working of the national 
plans, considers questions of national developmental policy and recommends 
measures for the implementation of the objectives and targets set out for the 
national plans. These institutions are expected to play a very effective role as 
adequate forum of consultation and cooperation between the states and union, 
but within a centralised framework.

In this unit we will discuss the constitutional provisions relating to division 
of functions and resources between the centre and states, role of Finance 
Commission and Planning Commission. A critical Appraisal of centre-state 
financial relations shall also be done.

NOTES

UNIT - I

All political systems have people with differing and often conflicting demands 
and different abilities to achieve them. Various groups of people in such systems 
have, however, common and shared concerns. On the one hand, these groups of 
people have separate identities and would like to retain their internal autonomy; 
on the other hand, their deeper socio-economic and cultural interests get 
articulated through the participative political processes and institutions. The 
function of government is to mediate between different interest groups within a 
legal and organisational framework which binds them together. The distinctive 
feature of such a political system is that public policy decision-making and its 
implementation are divided between a multi-tier system consisting of two 
governments, i.e., a central government and a set of unit governments. The central 
government is known as the federal government and the unit governments are 
known as the state governments. The political system which is characterised by 
multi-level governments is known as a federation. Sir Robert Garron defined a 
federation as : "a form of government in which sovereignty or political power is 
divided between the central and local government so that each of them within its 
own sphere is independent of each other." Similarly according to K.C. Wheare, 
"By federal principle, I mean the method of dividing powers so that the general 
and regional governments are each within its sphere coordinate and independent." 
Thus the powers of the government are divided substantially according to the 
principle that there is a single independent authority for the whole country (federal
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Financial Administration government) in respect of some matters and that there are independent regional 
authorities'for other matters (state governments). "

The view emphasising independence of the two levels of governments is 
not generally accepted. If is pointed out that "the tremendous growth of concurrent 
powers" in a federal form of government during the present century and the 
overlapping of government functions is so great that to suggest that the two 
levels of government are in fact restricted to separate spheres is quite unrealistic. 
The growing phenomena of concurrent powers has led to a shift of emphasis 
from the outdated doctrine of dual federalism to that of cooperative federalism.

NOTES

4.2 BASIC FEATURES OF FEDERALISM

Independence AND Coordination

Conventional definitions of a federation usually lay emphasis on the fact 
that between the two levels of government, there is a division of powers such 
that the central government is given specified functions and the states enjoy the 
residual (non-specified) powers. The outstanding example of such a federation is 
USA. As already noted, growth of concurrent and overlapping functions as 
between the two levels of government has led to the emergence of coordinative 
pr cooperative federalism. The very wide use of grants-in-aid and other 
discretionary transfers had led to the shift away from independence. Some writers 
have gone to the other extreme of suggesting that federalism has been reduced to 
a myth. In actual practice, centripetal tendencies tend to be the dominant feature 
and the power of the federal purse ultimately leads to the establishment of the 
authority of the federal government. The central government is seen to be 
representing the nation and as being directly responsible to the national electorate. 
On the other hand, the nation is the aggregate of the units which comprise it. The 
electorate, the members of the central parliament, the bureaucracy and politicians 
will tend to project demands and attitudes which originate and relate to the units. 
In such a situation, the central government will serve as the receptacle for the 
interaction of the interests of the units. In this process, there is bound to be a 
conflict of interests, in some cases at least, between the central government and 
the unit governments, or between the-different unit governments. The central 
government has, therefore, to play a mediatory role as between the units. 
Institutional mechanisms have to be created to resolve such conflicts particularly 
between the central government and the state governments.

The fundamental process of the formation of a federation is guided by the 
dual consideration of self-interests of the units as also 'mutuality and commonality 
of larger objectives which, bind the federating units together. Thus the two way 
process of guarding self-interest and yet reaching out beyond it for the realisation 
of common aspirations which may be rooted in culture, religion, race, language, 
internal or external security or a shared history is continually at work. This makes
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Federal Financefor cooperation, mutual accommodation and compromise. This is the essence of 
a functioning federation which is characterised not so much by independence as 
by coordination. A federal state should combine genuine independence of action 
with genuine interdependence. A federal Constitution should guarantee to "each 
of the two levels of government an independence of each other sufficient to enable 
them to engage the continuing support of significant elements of the political 
system". Further, there should be a constitutional and political system which 
links the two levels with a significant degree of interdependenix such that neither 
level can subordinate the other to it, nor act wholly independent of the other 
across the whole range of government functions. This is indeed a daunting task, 
but has nevertheless to be attempted. This is the only way for imparting necessary 
strength as well as flexibility to an ideal federation.

Rationale FOR Coming Together

There is an inherent urge among the federating units to come together in a 
federation so that the political and material interests of the units can be better 
safeguarded through the nation that is brought intq existence. This process usually 
takes place through two opposite processes.

(i) Federation by disaggregation, that is, by a process of decentralisation — a 
previously existing state of a unitary character breaks up to form a federal 
state.

(ii) Federation by aggregation, that is, by a process of centralisation — a number 
of previously independent units agree to come together to form a federal 
state in which they continue to maintain their individualities. In most 
cases, federations have been brought about through the aggregation 
principle, i.e., by a kind of compact between the units existing as 
independent states before the formation of the federation e.g., USA. 
Examples of the other type, viz., tfu-ough the operation of disaggregation 
principle, are India, Brazil, Nigeria. In tt\e case of federations by aggregation, 
the initial impulse for coming together determined the distribution of 
powers and functions between the federal and constituent units. If the 
urge to unite was strong, the powers vested in the central government 
have relatively been quite extensive, thus making the central government 
very powerful. The needs and the rationale for federating have, therefore, 
always dictated what the character of a federation will be. In India, the 
central government is very strong vis-a-vis the states whereas the Nigerian 
federation is developing into a rather loose kind of federation. The powers 
of unit governments vis-a-vis the federal government have varied from 
federation to federation.

There is a continual shift in the relative powers of the centre and the units. 
This shift is not peculiar to federations. The unitary forms of governments had

NOTES
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Financial Adminisiralion also to contend with the dilution of their powers because of changes in political 
and economic fields. Whether a nation would like to adopt a federal or a unitary 
government would depend on various factors. The rationale for decentralisation 
of powers and functions is very great in large countries, particularly if such 
countries have sizeable groups of population with different languages, cultures, 
religions etc. Small countries can manage well enough with a unitary form of 
government. Socially, culturally and politically small countries are usually very 
compact systems.

Even in unitary states, quite a few functions are delegated to local bodies 
which are best suited to collecting local taxes assigned to them by the central 
government. This delegation is, however, quite limited. Decentralisation of powers, 
functions and responsibilities has been necessitated by the increasing complexity 
of modem life, the need to associate local people in solving their problems and 
providing local services. Decentralisation provides the conceptual as well as the 
operational underpinning of federations.

Economic Determinants

Decentralisation of powers and resources through federalism is regarded 
as a better solution to achieve economic take-off, optimal resource use, removal 
of regional economic disparities and strengthening of bargaining power in the 
global market. In developing countries, it is possible to enhance allocation of 
resources on health, education, poverty alleviation and social services. The 
objectives of equity and balanced regional development may, however, not be 
served at least in the short run. Theoretically, with the breaking down of barriers 
to trade and free movement of labour and capital being allowed, the factors of 
production will move to regions where returns are the highest. In the USA, 
however, the territorial expansion of the federation intensified the clash of 
economic interests between the Northern and the Southern States. The South 
feared a situation of permanent economic inferionty to the North and hence the 
attempt to secede from the federation.

The formation of the federation in the first place was prompted by the 
desire to protect their farming, trading and the need for integrated market serving 
the primary interestsjjpf the rising industrial and commercial classes. The 
Commonwealth of Australia was a later creation through a similar process of 
aggregation and integration promoted by more or less similar considerations. 
The dominance of maritime provinces has also accounted for a strong centre in 
Canada. In the case of India, the extreme centralisation which characterised Indian 
administration under the British rule was designed to subserve the British 
economic interests. But centralising features were gradually modified in response 
to the nationalist struggle.

NOTES
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Federal Finance4.a PRINCIPLES OF FISCAL FEDERALISM

Independence AND Responsibility

The central facet of federations is the division of powers and functions 
between the federal government and the state governments. The division of 
financial resources and obligations as between the two levels of governments 
should correspond to the division of powers and functions. Earnest efforts have 
to be made to ensure that each level of government is financially self-sufficient 

, and independent of each other to the maximum extent possible. Political 
autonomy will be meaningless unless it is supported by (inancial autonomy. No 
doubt, concerns which are of national character, or which transcend the interests 
of one unit, should be entmsted to the central government. Functions of a purely 
local character, confined to a unit in each and Objectives instance, should generally 
be left to the Central Government. Normally, there should be o occasion for the 
central government to encroach upon jurisdiction of the unit go emments and 
vice-versa. In times of national emergencies, however, the constituent units shed 
some of their political and financial jurisdiction in favour of the central government 
for achieving national objectives. Federal Constitutions usually contain specific 
provisions to cope with such contingencies.

Adequacy AND Elasticity

Financial independence also implies that central and unit governments 
should have adequate financial powers to perform their exclusive functions. The 
correspondence between revenues and functions should be understood in a 
dynamic sense. The sources of revenue should be elastic enough to keep pace 
with the growth of responsibilities in the specified spheres of activity. In order to 
implement a process of national development, the central governments were 
made financially strong both in terms of powers and resources. Customs revenue 
is, therefore, left in all federations to the central government. Same is the case 
with direct taxation. The sources of revenue for each level of govemmerit should 
be such that the revenues generated should not remain static but should be quite 
elastic. The revenues should increase as the needs of the governments grow. None 
of the governments would want to be burdened with static sources which will 
soon fall behind the demar.J that a government will have to face and meet.

EmaENCY

NOTES

The system of distribution of functions should conform to the requirements 
of efficiency and economy. “No matter how well intentioned a scheme may be or 
how completely it may harmonise with the abstract principles of justice, if the 
tax does not work administratively, it is doomed to failure". Two factors determine 
the effectiveness of different taxes, namely, nature of the tax and the character of 
administration. A land tax for instance, may be expected to be administered best
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Financial Administration by local authorities beca!use "it is, after all, the local assessors who may be presumed 
to possess the most exact knowledge of the local conditions upon which the value 
of the land depends". One of the reasons for the formation of a federation is that 
a governmeirt at the federal level will be efficient for the nation as a whole: The 
division of sources is, therefore, based on the principle of relative interest and 
efficiency. Taxes which have an inter-state base, like customs, income and wealth 
tax are assigned to the federal government and those which have a local base, like 
sales tax and entertainment tax, are assigned to the states. Costs of collection of 
taxes, the feasibility of levying taxes at the nationwide level rather than at the 
local level are important considerations in the allocation of powers and functions.

Equity

NOTES

Fiscal federation is viewed within the framework of welfare economics. 
Equitable distribution of wealth and income of the community are the proper 
concerns of a welfare state. Experts argue that the entire system of federal and 
state taxation and expenditure should be so framed as to impose equal burdens 
and confer equal benefits upon similarly placed persons irrespective of their 
residence. From the point of view of the nation, there is a distinct advantage in 
taxing the richer states more and spending that revenue in poorer states since the 
sacrifice in extra taxation in richer states is less than the benefit that will be derived 
if that money were spent in poorer states. The ideal is to maximise national benefit 
from the state and federal expenditure. This would necessitate a reduction of 
welfare generating expenditure in richer states and an increase in such expenditure 
in poorer states. Federal fiscal operations have an equalising role in respect of tax 
burdens and benefits from public expenditure as between the affluent and less 
fortunate states.

Distributive aspects of income and wealth are best performed by the central 
government. If redistribution policy is left to the state governments regional 
disparities may be perpetuated. Rich may leave the region where redistribution 
measures are more egalitarian, while the poor will move to such regions. 
Progressive income tax which is an important redistribution measure must be 
uniform throughout the country. This is possible only when the tax is entrusted 
to the national government.

Equausatjon Transfers

It does not usually happen that the revenues appropriate to federal and 
state exploitation yield exactly the sums of money required for performing their 
respective functions.

In most federations, elastic sources of revenue are in the hands of the federal 
government which has surplus resources. Through various means, federal 
governments have further widened their sources of revenues. The resulting 
financial imbalance between the federal and unit governments neces^sitates transfer
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of revenue to the unit governments in order to enable them to perform their 
constitutional functions. In fact, there has been a major extension in the functions 
of both the levels of governments. While the federal governments have been able 
to mount the requisite mobilisation efforts, the state governments, mostly with 

• inelastic Sources of revenue, which cannot be stretched beyond a certain extent 
have been hamstrung in their efforts to meet these expanding demanqs, 
particularly those in the social services sector. Hence the need for fiscal 
equalisation.

Fiscal equalisation has been defined as a systematic process of. inter 
governmental financial transfers directed towards equalisation of the budget 
capacity or economic performance. A fiscal equalisation is intended to make it 
possible for the governments to provide a standard range and quality of services 
for tbeir citizens.

Ihe fiscal capacity of a government is its relative rev'enue raising capacity 
on the one hand, and its relative cost of providing a standard range and quality of 
services, on the other. Fiscal performance is defined as a government's fiscal effort 
with reference to its revenue capacity. In a programme of fiscal capacity 
equalisation, governments are enabled to provide services on a standard scale 
while imposing standard burdens in the form of taxes and other charges. Fiscal 
capacity equalisation concept has meant devolution of responsibility and 
decentralisation in the decision making process. It is in fact the federalist answer 
to the problem of regional inequality.

fiscal performance equalisation, on the other hand, involves specification 
of performance norms and standards to be followed by the beneficiary 
governments. Obviously such an exercise wiil involve influencing the policies 
and efforts of these governments with regard to resource mobilisation and public 
spending. Fiscal performance equalisation may erode the autonomy of the 
constituent governments and is not likely to be welcomed.

One of the instruments of financial transfers is grants-in-aid. It represents a 
sum of money assigned by a superior to an inferior governmental authority either 
out of the exchequer of the former or out of sources of revenue especially 
designated. Grants are different from compulsory sharing or assigning of taxes, 
contractual payments or loans. Grants can be classified as statutory or discretionary, 
open or close-ended, general (unconditional) or specific (conditional), flat or 
tapering, and so on. There are several principles such as compensation, financial 
need, and the enforcement of a national minimum standard of social services 
which constitute the basis on which grants are generally made. Grants may be 
distributed on the basis of population, area, density of population, per capita 
income or a composite index combining these and other variables. Subsidies are 
another form of financial transfer for achieving fiscal equalisation. A subsidy policy 
would provide maximum help to the states that most A need funds, preserve for

Federal Finance

NOTES
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Financial Administration them a larger and more independent governing role and relieve the national 
government of administrative burdens. Apart from grants-in-aid and subsidies, 
sharing of taxes and’joint exploitation of a source of revenue are also used to 
bring about fiscal equalisation transfers. Most federations have established inter
governmental financial institutions for deliberation and cooperation between the 
two levels of government and to smoothen the process of adjustment in fiscal 
processes.

CONFUCTAND COMPROMISE

A division of powers, functions and resources that would satisfy federal 
governments and federating units in the dynamic situation that has been changing 
fast, is not a practicable proposition any longer. The rationale for the formation of 
federations comes from political, cultural, social, historical, strategic and economic 
considerations. Administrative and political considerations may often outweigh 
considtrations of costs and benefits. The political boundaries and the pattern of 
benefit distribution may not always match. When units which happen to be the 
bigger beneficiaries are large and affluent, integration may be promoted even 
though smaller units may nurse a grievance. In the reverse case of larger gains 
going to small and poor units, the large and affluent units may frustrate the 
integration process.

Given the division of resources, it may not always be possible for the states 
to pool together a level of resources that will be perceived to be adequate for 
satisfying the developmental objectives and aspirations of people of the states 
concerned. Policies and strategies for effecting credible equalising fiscal transfers 
have turned out to be extremely controversial exercises. While the state 
governments have been jealously guarding their rights as provided for in the 
Constitution, they quite often find the federal governments' encroachment on 
their jurisdiction irresistible. The Constitutions generally provide for the creation 
of inter-govemmental institutions to act as the forum for the resolution of conflicts. 
In the ultimate analysis, however, it is the perception of the federating units as 
regards their long-term interests being served through the membership of the 
federation that helps resolve these tensions through compromise, accommodation 
and perhaps some amount of coercion.

NOTES

4.4 EVOLUTION OF FISCAL FEDERALISM IN JNDIA
Mobilisation, sharing and utilisation of financial resources play a very crucial 

role in all systems of multi-tier government and can give rise to difficult problems 
of inter-govemmental relations unless handled in a spirit of mutual understanding 
and accommodation. In some of these systems, the national and lower tiers of 
government have concurrent powers in regard to certain taxes, borrowings and
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outlays. This concurrency of jurisdiction often results in serious economic and 
administrative problems which have to be sorted out through difficult 
negotiations, or resort to courts.

In other bifurcated systems, there is a clear-cut division of powers of taxation 
i and borrowings between the national and lower levels of government, which by 

' its very nature, can rarely match their resources and needs. If requires a mechanism 
for adjusting the surpluses and deficits, and reducing unavoidable vertical or 
horizontal imbalances of different constituent units, through resource transfers. 
India falls in the latter category. The Constitution allots separate legislative heads 
of taxation to the Union and the states. There are no taxes in the sphere of their 
concurrent jurisdiction. Borrowings and foreign exchange entitlements are 
controlled by the Union.

Federal Finance

NOTES

n

Growth of Fiscal Federalism : A highly centralised financial system came into 
being in India with the take-over of the administration by the British Crown 
from the East India Company in 1858. The Governor General-in-Council retained 
complete control over provincial resources as well as expenditure. The provincial 
governments remained entirely dependent on annual allotments by the Central 
Government for the maintenance of their administration. It was soon reali.sed 
that decentralisation was necessary for governing a country of sub-continental 
dimensions like India and the first step in this direction was taken in 1870. The 
fiscal history of the next sixty years is very largely a process of gradual devolution 
of powers to the provinces from the Central goverment.

The Montague-Chelmsford Report which led to the passing of the 
Government of India Act, 1919, recognised the necessity of separating the resources 
of the central and provincial governments to support provincial enfranchisement. 
The authors of the report observed ; "The provinces are the domain, in which 
earlier steps towards the progressive realisation of responsible government should 
be taken. Some measure of responsibility should be given at once, and our aim is 

• to give complete responsibility as soon as conditions permit." Accordingly, under 
the devolution rules framed under the Act, customs, non-alcoholic excises 
including salt, general stamp duties, income tax and receipts from railways and 
posts and telegraphs, were assigned to the Government of India. Land revenue, 
irrigation charges, alcoholic excises, forest receipts, court fees, stamp duties, 
registration fees and certain minor sources of revenue were allotted to the 
provinces.

This devolution scheme was criticised on the ground that the resources 
assigned to the provinces did not have adequate growth potential and were 
insufficient for their rapidly increasing needs, whereas the central revenues were 
capable of expansion, although its needs were relatively stationary. Tire ivorking 
of the financial relations, was, therefore, reviewed by a number of expert
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Fimmcial Administration committees, particularly, in early 1930's. The provisions incorporated in the 
Government of India Act, 1935, were based on these reviews.

The Government of India Act, 1935 : This Act constitutes the next landmark in 
the country's financial administration. It divided the revenue sources into three 
categories;

(i) Exclusively Federal.
(ii) Exclusively Provincial.
(Hi) Taxes levied by the Federal government but shared with the provinces or 

assigned to them and Taxes levied by the Federal Government but collected 
and retained by the Provinces.

The scheme also envisaged grants-in-aid from the Centre to the provinces 
in need of assistance as approved by the former. The Government of India Act, 
1935, laid foundations for a system of elaborate but flexible financial arrangements 
between the centre and the provinces.

The long history of the evolution of public finance in India shows very 
complex factors at work. However, one clear discernible trend is that while it is 
wholly possible to divide the taxation powers and allocate resources, it is difficult 
to establish a balance between need and resources. The various stages of evolution 
helped confirm the maxims :

(i) that no decentralised government can be established without allocating 
to it sufficient financial powers; and

(ii) that the central government is the appropriate authority to levy a tax where 
uniform rate is important and locale is not a guide to its true incidence.

'h.

NOTES

4.5 CENTRE-STATE FINANCIAL RELATIONS
Federations, old and new, are characterised by a clear division of functions 

and resources between the federal government and the unit governments. Framers 
of the Indian Constitution were acutely aware of the conflicts and problems which 
were faced by the old federation's in the sphere of financial relations. They also 
had the additional benefit of the pre-existing financial system embodied in the 
Government of India Act, 1935. The Constitution envisages that fiscal resources 
■would be transferred to the States on the recommendations of the Finance 
Commission. The role of the Finance Commission has, however, come to be 
limited mainly to channelising of revenue transfers. The capital resources for 
planned development ate now transferred on the recommendations of the 
Planning Commission. The National Development Council, members of which, 
among others, include Chief Ministers of all States, reviews the working of the 
national plans, considers questions of national developmental policy and 
recommends measures for the implementation of the objectives and targets set 
out for the national plans. These institutions are expected to play a very effective
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Fede>'al Financerole as adequate forum of consultation and cooperation between the states and 
union, but within a centralised framework.

In this section, we will discuss the constitutional provisions relating to 
division of functions and resources between the centre and states, role of Finance 
Commission and Planning Commission. A critical Appraisal of centre-state 
financial relations shall also be done.

NOTES

4.6 DIVISION OF FUNCTIONS AND RESOURCES
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

In a federation, there are different layers of governments to perform definite 
functions assigned to them. How many territorial levels of government should 
be there in a country for the purpose of administration and planning? No cut- 
and-dried answer c{m be given to this question. It all depends upon factors like 
the size of the country, its population, its geography, its history, its social and 
economic characteristics and its administrative set-up. Certainly tiny states like 
the Vatican city, Monaco and San Marino, can not have more than one level of 
central government. But a country of India's size and dimensions, with large 
geographical variations, varied social and cultural attainments, demands federal 
set-up, with large devolution of powers and functions and finances, to lower 
territorial levels of governments.

Federation orUnion

The basic feature ot a federation is that the powers are so divided that the 
central and state governments are each within its sphere coordinate and 
independent. India is a federation ot States. The Constitution of India which 
came into force in 1950 provided for a clear-cut division of functions and revenue 
resources between Union and States. The Seventh Schedule of the Constitution 
contains a detailed distribution of functions between the central and state 
governments in the form of three lists i.e., union, state and concurrent lists. The 
functions of the centra! government are specified in the Union list which includes 
defence, atomic energy, foreign affairs, railways, national highways, posts and 
telegraphs, currency and coinage, foreign exchange, inter-state trade and heavy 
and basic industries.

The functions assigned to the states as enumerated in the state list include 
law and order, police, administration of justice, education, medical and public 
health, agriculture, irrigation, power, forests, fisheries, cooperatives, rural and 
community development and slum clearance.

Apart from the union and state lists, there is a third list known as the 
concurrent .list. Functions of an inter-state nature, such as commercial and 
industrial monopolies, labour disputes, social legislation, social security and 
economic and social planning have been placed under the concurrent legislative
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ilnanciul Adminisiraiwn powers of the central and state governments. In the event of a clash between the 
laws of the central and state governments over a concurrent area, the former i.e. 
the central law prevails.

The Constitution describes India as a 'Union of States'. A motion to 
designate India as a 'Federation of States' was rejected by the Constituent 
Assembly. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar put it very succinctly thus;

". . . though India was to be a federation, the federation was not the 
result of an agreement by the States to join in a federation and that the 
federation not the result of an agreement, no State has the right to secede 
from it. The federation is a Union because it is indestructible. Though 
the country and the people may be divided into different States for 
convenience of administration, the country is one integral whole, its 
people a single people living under a single imperium derived from a 
single source. The Americans had to wage a civil war to establish that 
the States have no right of secession and that their federation was 
indestructible

The Drafting Committee thought that it v\ as better towmake it clear at the 
outset rather than to leave to speculation or to dispute.

Financial Powers

NOTES

In effecting a division of resources, the Constitution provides for a strong 
centre. The Constitution ensures the supremacy of the action of the Union 
Government over the fairly comprehensive Union list as also over concurrent 
jurisdiction. Allocation of the heads of taxation between the union and the states 
is based on ;he broad principle that taxes which are location-specific and relate to 
subjects of local consumption have been assigned to the states. Those taxes like 
for example Income tax which are of inter-state significance and where the place 
of residence is not a correct guide to the true incidence of tax have been vested in 
the union. This clear-cut division of heads of taxation betv/een the union and the
states has minimised the scope for conflicts and litigation between them.

The taxes over which the union has legislative jurisdiction can be classified
as follows:

(n) Taxes which are to be levied and collected by the Union and the entire 
proceeds therefrom are to be retained by it. These include corpcration tax 
and customs duties.

(h) Taxes which are levied and collected by the Union butproceeds are shared 
with the States. These are income tax, and excise duties.

(c) Taxes which are levied by the Union but collected and retained by the 
States. These are estate duties and terminal taxes on goods and services.

(d) Taxes which are levied by the Union but collected and retairxed by the
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Federal FinanceStates. These are excise duties on medicinal and toilet preparations 
{containing alcohol), opium, etc.

In addition, there are exclusively state taxes, i.e., taxes levied and collected 
by the slates and appropriated by them. This category includes land revenue, 
taxes on entertainment etc.

Article 286 of the Constitution forbids taxation by states of 
(n) imports into or exports from the territory of India;
(b) Inter-state trade; and
(c) sale of goods declared by the Parliament by law to be essential for the life 

of the community.
The property of the union is exempt from state taxation. The property and 

income of the states are exempt from the union taxation.
In addition to the provisions for tax-sharing. Article 275 of the Constitution 

provides for both general purpose and specific grants. However, it has been left 
to the Parliament to decide which states are in need of grant assistance and to 
what extent subject to the recommendations of the Finance Commission.

The borrowing powers of the central and state governments are regulated 
by Articles 292 and 293 of the Constitution. The central government can borrow 
on the security of the Consolidated Fund of India within and outside the country 
subject to the limits, if any, specified by the Parliament. The state governments 
can borrow generally only within the temtory of India with the consent of the 
central government. The central government may also give loans to the state 
governments, subject to such conditions as are laid down in a law of Parliament,

If the President of India is satisfied that a situation has arisen where the 
financial stability or credit of India or any part of the temtory thereof is threatened, 
the President may declare financial emergency under Article 360 of the 
Constitution. In these abnormal and emergent circumstances, both collection 
and distribution of revenues in state governments are made by the central 
government or state governments as decided by the Parliament.

Allocation of financial powers, and resources between the centre and the 
states, is indeed the most vital and yet the most difficult task. The revenues of the 
federations have undoubtedly been growing. In some federations like the United 
States of America, where the federation and the states have concurrent taxation 
powers, there has been a lot of litigation which is inherent in the exercise of 
overlapping powers.

In Australia and Canada, negotiations and agreements played an important 
part in determining the shares in the proceeds of taxes. In such situations, it is 
political expediency rather than time-honoured conventions which come handy 
in resolving conflicts. With regard to allocation of financial resources between 
the centre and the states as said earlier there are constitutional provisions that:

NOTES
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Financial ^dmMsiralion (i) the states are entitled to a significant share in federal taxes;
(ii) the proceeds of certain taxes levied by the centre are totally assigned to 

the states; and
(in) there is a system of grants-in-aid to the states.

One criticism that is often voiced regarding the allocation of financial 
resources between the centre and the states in India is that elastic and substantial 
sources of revenue have been assigned to the centre whereas the states, which 
have been entrusted with important developmental and welfare functions, have 
been entrusted with inelastic and inadequate sources of revenue.

NOTES

4.7 CENTRE-STATE FINANCIAL RELATIONS-
A CRITICAL APPRAISAL

The centre-state relations in a new federation like India are quite complex. 
In older federations like USA, Canada and Australia, a general acceptance of the 
financial relations between the federal governments and the states makes for a 
far more smooth relationship. The general complaint against the financial relations 
between the union and the states concerns the division of resources.

(i) The states have a grievance that by and large the taxes with the Union are 
quite elastic whereas those left with the states are inelastic and their tax 
base is also narrow. Of the various taxes levied by them, only Sales Tax 
and to some extent the State Excise Duties have shown a degree of elasticity. 
Land Revenue has lost its importance. In 1951-52, it yielded Rs. 49 crore, 
comprising 21 percent of their own tax revenue. In 1984-85, it was about 
Rs. 300 crore, constituting only 2.6 percent of their own tax revenue. The 
states and some of the critics maintain that the Constitution has assigned 
to them the responsibility for development works, rural and social uplift, 
building of social overheads. Additionally, the reponsibitity for the 
maintenance of law and order, the expenditure on general administration 
has also gone up by leaps and bounds. Thus there are gaps between the 
revenue and expenditure.

(ii) Extending the above criticism, it is held that there is inadequate devolution 
of taxes levied and collected by the central government, thereby reducing 
the finances available for state activities, within their sphere of 
re,sponsibility.

(in) The heavy dependence of the states on the union for financial resources 
has resulted in progressive erosion of the jurisdiction, authority and 
initiative of the states in their own constitutionally defined spheres.

(iv) The states have also to depend on the union for their share of the enormous 
financial resources. These includk the banking sector and other financial 
institutions, foreign aid and in the last resort deficit financing supported 
by the Reserve Bank.
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Federal Finance(v) The states are obligated to submit their five year plans, including the items 
within the sphere of their own responsibility to the Planning Commission

, created by the central government and there is interference and control 
by the letter over the plans of individual States. There is also a gradual 
decline inthe relative share of State's Plan outlay in the total, growing outlay 
of the union on state subjects, and proliferation of centrally sponsored 
schemes. Thus, the intrusive planning process along with inadequate and 
inelastic tax base leading to resource constraints and dependence on the 
Union, constitute the bulk of the criticism by the states of actual operation 
of fiscal federalism in India.

It is not correct to say that the foregoing criticism is representative of the 
perceptions of aH the states. In fact, according to Sarkaria Commission, most of 
the states are of the view that the existing constitutional arrangements are basically 
sound and there is no need to make any changes in the division of the areas of 
taxation envisaged in the Constitution. In fact, one state has pointed out that any 
transfer of taxation areas now with the union to the states would make the rich 
states richer and the poor states poorer.

The finances of the Union Government are in none too happy a position. 
There is no balance from current revenues (surplus on revenue account). The 
Union finances have been reeling under massive deficits leading to desperate 
remedies in the year 1990-91 and 1991-92 (Refer to Unit no. 6). More than 100 
public.sector enterprises are incumng losses every year. Similarly, over the years, 
most of the states have given exemptions on Land Revenue, etc., whereas the 
gross volume and value of agricultural production have increased-manifold during 
this period. Only a few states are levying a nominal Agricultural Income Tax and 
that too to an insignificant extent. Agricultural Income Tax is not easy to administer. 
Large commercial losses have also been incurred by the public sector enterprises 
year after year.

The difference between the states own resources and their revenue 
expenditures over a period of years is not an infallible measure of the extent of 
their dependence on the resource transfers from the Union; The main snag is 
that the quantum of revenue expenditure of a state carries a substantial component 
relalable to revenue received by transfer from the union. This component is a 
variable factor which has an incremental effect on the level of the state's revenue 
expenditure. The so-called narrow tax-base of the states, therefore, cannot be 
related quantitatively to the level of their revenue expenditure as the latter itself 
depends upon their total revenue resources including revenue transfers from the 
Union. A stale government has in fact conceded after a quantitative analysis that 
the state's indirect taxes (Sales Tax on Passengers and Goods, Electricity Duty and 
Stamp Duties and Registration Fees) are fairly elastic to prices and income, but 
their direct taxes such as Land Revenue and Profession Tax, are highly inelastic.

NOTES
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If one takes note of the broad trends of revenue centralisation andtS 
expenditure decentralisation in other federations, one can say that generally alii 
over the world, the federal governments have a large and increasing control over, 
revenues. This is particularly true of Australia and to a large extent of the United ' 
States of America. A more balanced situation, however, exists in Canada. A 
comparative study conducted under the auspices of National Institute of Public 
Finance and Policy has observed.

"We may conclude that there is a slightly higher degree of centralisation 
of revenues in India than is generally found in the economically 
developed federations. But the expenditure decentralisation in India is 
greater than in those federations. As a result, the degree of dependence 
on the centre, in terms of the share of federal transfers in State's revenue 
is higher. However, in so far as the transfers take place in the form of 
Constitutionally assigned taxes the high share of federal transfers cannot 
be said to be an indication of dependence"

Indebtedness of States: One of the major problem areas in Centre-State financial 
and Objectives relations pertains to the mounting central loans. As per the Ninth 
Finance commission Report (second Report), total debt of states is estimated to 
be Rs. 899461 crore, as on 31.3.89 of which liabilities to the central government 
form about 63 percent. Provident funds, reserve funds and deposits are the next 
largest source of debt financing, amounting to 23 percent of the state's total debt. 
Market loans constitute almost 12 percent of the debt and the residual is negotiated 
loans from public financial institutions and others. About 11 percent of the debt 
is short-term.

The major cause for the rapid rise in state's indebtedness is due to investment 
under the plans, but more recently to the states resort to cover part of revenue 
expenditure.

As far as market borrowings are concerned, under each five year plan, 
each state is allocated a share on a net basis, i.e., of repayments due in the year. 
The states find that their repayment obligations to the centre are absorbing a 
large and ever-increasing proportion of fresh loans. These cut into plan resources 
to a substantial extent.

Tine states' representation to the Ninth Finance Commission, among others, 
was in regard to reduction of repayment burden, write-off loans used for social 
infrastructure, the pattern of central plan assistance to be changed to have a higher 
proportion of grants, e.g., 50:70 proportion of grants to loans, etc.

In channeling market loans, allocation of capital funds by the centre favour 
the weaker states. Had the moneys been borrowed by all the states directly from 
the market, the richer states would have gained in competition. The Ninth Finance 
Commission points out that if the centre is asked to bear the cost of borrowing

Financinl Adminisiraiion

NOTES
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Federal Financefunds, the amounts avaiJabJe for direct transfers to the states would be reduced.
- The "Central Government is not acting merely as a financial agent on behalf of 

the States in order to reap economies of scale in obtainiog funds from me market, 
but also aims to fulfil certain national purposes such as promoting development 
and helping weaker States". It felt that the solution to the government debt 
problem lay in using borrowed funds efficiently and productively for capital 
expenditure instead of revenue expenditure. It held that, in future, scheduling of 
loans should be avoided and that the terms on which the funds were lent by the 
centre to the states must be reasonable and equitable. It recommended certain 
debt relief measures for the states.

According to Sarkaria Commission ;

"The present division of fields of taxation between the Union and,the 
States is based on economic ;nd administrative rationale. Levying of 
taxes with inter-state base and where uniformity in rates is desirable, 
are with the Union Government. Taxes that are location-specific are 
with the States. Consensus of efficiency and equity in administration of 
taxes and the imperative need for the Union to have adequate resources, 
inter alia, to help the States with lower level of socio-economic 
development and tax-potential leave hardly any scope for shifting any 
major sources of revenue of the States from the present allocation of 
areas of taxation to the Union". We may note here the views of the 
Administrative Reforms Commission Study Team that "if at all, a review 
of taxation power is carried out, economic considerations would most 
probably compel a shift in favour of the Union and not the other way".

NOTES

UNIT - II

The Finance Commission of India came into existence in 1951. The Finance 
commission is established under article 280 of the Indian Constitution of India 
by the President of India. The Indian Finance Commission Act was passed to give 
a structured format to the Finance Commission of India as per the world standard. 
The need for the Finance Commission was felt by the British for guiding the 
finance of India. The structure of the modem Act was laid in the early 1920's. The 
Finance Commission is formed to define the financial relations between the centre 
and the state. The Finance Commission Act of 1951 tells about the qualification, 
appointment, term, eligibility, disqualification, powers etc of the Finance 
Commission.

4.8 FINANCE COMMISSION OF INDIA
The Constitution of India provides for the establishment of a Finance 

Commission for the purpose of allocation of certain resources of revenue between
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Financial Administration the Union and the Slate Governments. The Finance Commission is established 
under Article 280 of the Constitution of India by the President.

The qualifications, powers and procedures of the Commission itself are 
regulated by the Finance Commission (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1951. Such 
Commissions are deemed to be civil courts for the purposes of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure 1898.

The Finance Commission is constituted to define financial relations between 
the Center and the States. Under the provision of Article 280 of the constitution, 
the President appoints a Finance Commission for the specific purpose of 
devolution of non-plan revenue resources.

Functions Of The Finance Commission

Under Article 280 of the Constitution the Finance Commission is required 
to make recommendations to President in respect of;

1. The distribution of net proceeds of taxes to be shared between the Centre 
and the States, and the allocation between the States, the respective share 
of such proceeds.

2. The principles which should govern the grants-in-aid by the Centre to 
States out of the Consolidated Fund of India.

3. The measures needed to augment the Consolidated fund of a State to 
supplement the resources of the Panchayats and the Municipalities in the 
state on the basis of the recommendations made by the State Finance 
Commission.

4. Any other matter referred to it by the President in the interests of sound 
finance.

Powers of the Commission

The Finance Commission has the following powers:
• The Commission shall have all the powers of the Civil Court as per the 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908.
• It can call any witness, or can ask for the production of any public record 

or document from any court or office.
• It can ask any person to give information or document on matters as it 

may feel to be useful or relevant.
• It can function as a civil court in discharging its duties.

QuAuncATiONS for Appointment

The Chairman of the Finance Commission is selected among persons who 
have had the experience of public affairs, and four other members are selected 
among persons who

NOTES
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Federal Finance, • Are, or have been, or are qualified as judges of High Court, or
• Have knowledge of finance, or

, • Have vast experience in financial matters and are in administration, or
• Have knowledge of economics

Term of Office

Every member of the commission shall be in the office as specified by the 
President. He can also be reappointed, provided that he has already addressed a 
letter to the President for his resignation.

NOTES

4.9 PLANNING COMMISSION OF INDIA
As said earlier the Planning Commission is another important body which 

has an important place in Centre-State financial relations. The genesis of economic 
planning in India necessitated the introduction of plan assistance to states to enable 
them to undertake various developmental programmes envisaged in the five year 
plans. The responsibility for taking decisions and implementing them rests with 
the union and the state governments. The resolution emphasised the need for 
"adequate coordination" between the development schemes initiated by the xmion 
and the states and for comprehensive planning based on a careful appraisal of 
resources and essential conditions of progress.

The broad functions of the Planning Commission include :
• assessment of material, capital and human resources;
• formulation of a plan for their most effective and balanced utilisation;
• determination of priorities and allocation of resources for completing each 

stage of the plan;
• determination of machinery for securing successful implementation of 

the plan;
• appraisal of progress and recommending adjustments in policies and 

measures during the execution of the plan; and
• making of interim and ancillary recommendations on current 

development policies, measures, etc.
From the very beginning, the Prime Minister has been the Chairman of 

the Com.mission. Tlie Deputy Chairman is an eminent person, usually a politician, 
holding the rank of a Cabinet Minister. There are two types of members of the 
Planning Commission in addition to the Minister for Planning. There are a few 
full-time members who are eminent public persons, economists, social scientists, 
technical experts or administrators. In addition, the Commission has as its 
members, a few Cabinet Ministers like the Finance Minister, Defence Minister, 
etc,, who attend only very important meetirigs of the Commission. A large 
secretariat has been established to assist the Planning Commission in its work.
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Fimndol A dministraiian The Planning Commission has Advisers (State Plan) who perform a very 
important role vis-a-vis the States. On the one hand, they assist the Planning 
Commission in finalising the state and on the other. In monitoring the progress 
of various development programmes in the states. They also interact with the 
state governments and assist them in resolving these in implementation of the 
plan. They are thus expected to function as an active link between the Plaiming 
Commission and ihe state governments.

National Development Council

The setting up of tlie National Development Council in August 1952 on the 
suggestion of the Planning Commission itself, may be regarded as the most 
significant step for promoting understanding and consultation between the Union 
and the state goverrrments on planning and common economic policies. It was 
assigned the three important functions of (i) reviewing the working of the National 
Plan from time to time; Or) considering important questions of social and economic 
policy affecting national development, and (Hi) to recommend measures for the 
achievement of the aims and targets of the national plan. Presently, besides the 
Prime Minister who is the Chairman, its members include the Chief ministers of 
all the States and Union Territories, Ministers of the Union Cabinet. The Council 
can meet "as often as may be necessary and at least twice in each year". Although 
the NDC is not a statutory body, its very composition gives it a unique character 
and its recommendations are treated with respect by the union and the state 
governments. It imparts a national character to the entire process of planning.

Devolution of Resources

NOTES

Devolution of resources from the union to the states may be placed under 
three categories;

(i) transfers based on the recommendations of the Finance Commission;
(ii) transfers by way of assistance for execution of the plans recommended by 

the Planning Commission, including centrally sponsored schemes; and
(Hi) others consisting of small savings, loans, assistance for natural calamities, 

etc., canalised through the Union Finance Ministry.
As already stated, the transfers effected on the fecommendations of the 

Finance Commission (also called statutory transfers) are normally determined 
for a period of five years. Bulk of these transfers are unconditional and have a 
built-in buoyancy with respett to the growth of the concerned tax receipts. These 
transfers accounted for about 40 percent of the total transfers during the period 
1951-85.

A substantial part of the transfers in the second category are by way of 
assistance for the execution of the state plans. These accounted for 31 percent of 
the total transfers from the union to the states during the period 1951-85. If to
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Federn! Financethese transfers are added those on account of central and centrally sponsored 
plan-scheme, the totality of the plan transfers during the period ■1951-83, works 
out to about 41 percent of the total transfers. The central assistance for the plans 
is based on the recommendations of the Planning Commission. It includes loans 
and grants.

NOTES

The third category of transfers are given for various purposes by the union 
government. These are in the form of grants and loans for relief of natural 
calamities, improvement of roads, upgrading salaries of teachers, etc. During 
1951-85, such transfers amounted to 19 percent of the transfers.

Central assistance is an important instrument for reducing regional 
inequalities and augmenting finances particularly of less developed states for 
meeting their developmental needs. Plan assistance has always been crucially 
important for stale plans and presently about 50 to 60 percent of state plan outlays 
are met from central assistance. The amounts given as plan assistance in the form 
of grants (30 percent) and Joans (70 percent) has always been determined on the 
basis of prescribed criteria. Nevertheless; in actual practice stronger states could 
get away with a larger slice than what was their due.

It is often alleged that in as much as only 40 percent of the total transfers 
from the Union have been effected on the recommendations of the Finance 
Commission, the transfers through the Planning Commission and the Union 
Ministries (for Centrally Sponsored Schemes) have been discretionary in character 
(implying subjectively arbitrary). Firstly, the Plan assistance is not mandatory on 
the union government. Secondly, allocation of Central assistance is subject to the 
approval of the National Development Council on which all Chief Ministers are 
represented. Thirdly, bulk of central assistance (grants And loans) is decided 
according to prescribed criferia, population being a major criterion, backwardness 
of the states, other special problems also being other important criteria. This is 
done under what is known as the Gadgil Formula or modified Gadgi! Formula. 
Fourthly, in the case of centrally sponsored schemes, the pattern of financing, 
viz.. Central assistance vis-a-vis States own contribution for various schemes is 
determined and known well in advance.

As Sarkaria Comnr "sion has observed: "It is not humanly possible to derive 
foolproof formula which would make the totality of central transfers confirm 
fully to the ideal of automatic and free-from interference devolution. Some amount 
of flexibility and room for subjective judgment will have to be left to the concerned 
instihitions to deal with the specific situations as they arise. What is really important 
is that the institutions involved should function in a fair and non-partisan manner 
and take decision with due discernment and expertise which are implicitly 
acceptable to the slates".
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l-'inaiicial Adminisiraiion UNIT - III

India is a Sovereign Democratic Republic, containing a federal system with 
Patliamentary form of Government in the Union and the States, an independent 
judiciary, guaranteed Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of State Policy 
containing objectives which though not enforceable in law are fundamental to 
the governance of the nation. There are 28 States and seven centrally administered 
Union Territories in the Indian Union. After the country attained independence 
on 15 August 1947, the Constitution of the Republic came into effect on 26 January 
1950. The union government, as India's central government is known, is divided 
into three distinct but interrelated branches: legislative, executive, and judicial. 
The parliamentary model as enshrined in the Constitution ensures that the 
leadership of the executive is drawn from and responsible to the legislative body. 
Although Article 50 of the Constihitions stipulates the separation of the judiciary 
from the executive, the executive controls judicial appointments and many of 
the conditions of work.

NOTES

The Constitution has provided a detailed framework for the governance 
system in India, which deals with the Union Executive, the Parliament and Union 
Judiciary. Iheexecutive power of the Union vests in the President. The Council of 
Ministers headed by the Prime Minister aids and advises the President who acts 
in accordance with such advice in exercising these functions. As per the "The 
Government of India (Allocation of Business) Rules", the business of the 
Government of India is transacted in the Ministries, Departments, Secretariats 
and Offices specified in the First Schedule to these rules (hereinafter 
"departments"). The distribution of subjects among the departments and the 
manner in which the officers are required to help the Minister in discharge of 
his/her executive functions are specified. The Minister-in-charge has the 
responsibility to dispose all business allotted to a Department under his general 
or special directions, subject to certain limitations where consultation is required 
with other departments or where cases have to be submitted to the Prime Minister, 
the Cabinet and its Committees or the President. These Rules provide for the 
constitution of some Standing Committees of the Cabinet to help in decision 
making.

The work of Government of India is distributed into different Ministries/ 
Departments. A department is responsible for formulation of policies of the 
government in relation to business allocated to it and also for the execution and 
review of those policies. For the efficient disposal of business allotted to it, a 
department is divided into wings, divisions, branches and sections. A department 
is normally headed by a secretary to the Government of India who acts as the 
administrative head of the department and principal adviser of the Minister on 
all matters of policy and administration within the department. As per the General
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Financial Rules (GFR) the secretary is the Chief Accounting Authority of the 
department responsible for administrative and financial management.

The work in a department is normally divided into wings with a Special 
Secretary/Additional Secretary/Joint Secretary in charge of each wing. Such a 
functionary is normally vested with the maximum measure of independent 
functioning and responsibility in respect of the business failing within his wing 
subject, to the overall responsibility of the Secretary for the administration of the 
department as a whole. The functions of each of these are spelt out in the Central 
Secretariat Manual of Office Procedure. Each Department may have one or more 
attached or subordinate offices where the execution .of the policies of the 
government requires decentralization of executive action and direction. Attached 
offices are generally responsible for providing executive direction required in the 
implementation of the policies laid down by the department to which they are

Federal Finance

NOTES

attached. They also serve as repository of technical information and advise the 
department on technical aspects of question dealt with by them. Subordinate 
offices generally function as field establishments or as agencies responsible for
the detailed execution of the policies of government.

The existing structure of the Government of India evolved over a long period 
of time has its strengths and weaknesses. According to the Administrative Reform 
Commission of India (ARC, 2009), the existing system has adhered to rules and 
established norms, provided continuity and stability, politically neutral and 
committed to the Constitution, provided link between policy making and its 
implementation, and has a national outlook. At the same time, according to the 
ARC, the system has given undue emphasis to routine functions, facilitated 
proliferation of Ministries/Departments resulting in weak integration and 
coordination, emphasized hierarchical structure, increased tendency of avoidance 
of risk in decision making, and avoided team work.

4.10 CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
In the Indian federation, where there are 28 states and 7 Union Territories, 

the functional responsibilities and financial powers of the Union and states, and 
the relationship between them, are set out in the Constitution. According to the 
Constitutional provisions (Seventh Schedule, Article 246), the legislative powers 
and consequent expenuiture responsibilities of both levels of governments are 
demarcated in three lists -Union, State and Concurrent. Matters of national interest 
such as foreign affairs, defence, railways, posts and telegraphs, currency and 
coinage, and inter-state trade and commerce are contained in the union list. The 
state list contains matters of regional interest such as law and order, education, 
health, agriculture, irrigation, power, and rural and community development. 
Certain matters of common interest, such as economic and social planning have 
been placed under the concurrent list, where the residual power rests with the
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rimucial Administration central Government. Following a separation principle, the Constitution ' 
demarcated the taxation pov/ers of both the levels of government. The division'of 
taxation power is based on the economic and administrative rationale, The 
borrowing and foreign exchange entitlements are controlled by the Central • 
Government. While Article 293 of the Constitution allows the states to borrow, 
they need permission from the Centre if indebted to it. The Constitution also {■ 
recognizes that the States' tax powers are inadequate to meet their expenditure 
needs and therefore, provides for the sharing of revenues from central taxes (Article 
270, Article 272). The States in need of additional assistance can also be given 
grants-in-aid {Article 275). The tax devolution and grants in aid are determined 
by the Finance Commission, an independent body appointed by the President 
(Article 280).

The financial year of the Government is from 1st April to 31st of March of 
the following year. The budgetary process is carried out in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 112 of the Constitution. The annual financial statement of 
receipts and expenditure of the Government is placed before the Parliament, 
which confers specific authority for raising revenue through taxation and incurrmg 
expenditure. A system of 'Vote on Account' is provided by the Constitution to 
enable Parliament to consider the estimates more carefully over an extended 
period. The legislative control over government finances is exercised first when 
the annual budget showing the estimated receipts and proposed expenditures of 
the government is presented as without the approval of the parliament no tax 
can be levied or collected and no moneys can be appropriated from the 
Consolidated Fund. The legislature also controls the implementation of the 
government policies by ensuring proper use of the money voted for the purposes 
and in the manner that the legislature wanted through parliamentary procedures 
and a system of committees.

Following the Constitutional provisions for the budgetary process a Finance 
bill is introduced in the Parliament during the budget session that contains tax' 
proposal for the ensuing year. Tire tax proposals when considered and passed by' 
Parliament becomes the Finance Act. The Finance Act provides the legal status to 
the revenue raising authority of the Government for the year.

There is no law exclusively governing public procurement of goods by the 
departments and ministries. Rules and directives in this regard are available in 
the General Financial Rules (GFR), 2005. Guidelines for public procurement are 
provided by the Ministry of Finance through a 'Manual on Polices and Procedures 
for Purchase of Goods'. An important number of instructions, issued by the 
Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), supplement these regulations. Specific 
sectoral procurement regulations exist in some areas, such as defense 
procurement. While, certain control and oversight functions are carried out by 
central authorities such as the Comptroller and Auditor General and the CVC, no

NOTES
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Federal Financecentral authority exists that is exclusively responsible for defining procurement 
policies and for overseeing compliance with the established procedures. Article 
299 of the Constitution, which stipulates that contracts legally binding on the 
Government have to be executed in writing by officers specifically authorized to 
do so, provides some legal framework relating to procurement. Further, the Indian 
Contract Act, 1872 and the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 are major legislations governing 
contracts of sale/ purchase of goods in general.

The Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) comprise enterprises 
established by the Government of India (GOI) as Government companies under 
Section 617 of th.; Companies Act, and wherein the equity holding of the GOI is 
more than 50 per cent. It also includes statutory corporations constituted under 
specific statutes of the Parliament. Following a report of the Estimates Committee 
of the 3rd Lok Sabha {1962-67), which stressed the need for setting up a 
centralized coordinating unit to make continuous appraisal of the performance 
of public enterprises, the Government set a Bureau of Public Enterprises (BPE) in 
1965. In 1990 the BPE was made a full-fledged Department, the Department of 
Public Enterprises (DPE) operating under the Ministry of Fleavy Industries & 
Public Enterprises. The Department of Public Enterprises is the nodal department 
for all Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) and formulates policy pertaining 
to the role of CPSEs in the economy as also in laying down policy guidelines for 
performance improvement (and evaluation), autonomy and financial delegation, 
personnel management and other related areas. It also collects, evaluates and 
maintains information on several areas in respect of CPSEs. The DPE acts as the 
interface between the administrative Ministries and the CPSEs.

Ihe Constitution of India called for the creation of a Consolidated Fund to 
which ail revenues received and all loans raised by the issue of treasury bills and 
all moneys received in repayment of loans have to be credited. A Contingency 
Fund is provided for meeting unforeseen expenditure pending subsequent 
authorization of the expenditure by Parliament. A third account called the Public 
Account is created in which all transactions relating to debt, deposits, advances, 
and remittances are accounted for.

The audit of the accounts of the Union and of the States is a Union 
responsibility. A unitary audit in a federal set up is intended to play a significant 
role in effective financial administration in the country. The Comptroller and 
Auditor General of India (CAG) is entrusted with the responsibility of auditing 
the accounts of both the levels of the government on behalf of the legislature to 
ascertain that the expenditures voted are not exceeded or varied, and that the 
money expended was legally available for and applicable to the purposes for 
which it was applied. The accounts of the Union and of the States are also kept in 
the format prescribed on the advice of the CAG. There is thus a unified system of 
auditing and accounting, facilitated by Parliament enacting a law governing the

NOTES
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!■ iiioncial Ailiniiii^invion duties, powers and conditions of service of the CAG known os the Comptroller 
and Auditor General's (Duties, Powers and Conditions of Service) Act 1971.

The Government of India enacted the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget 
Management Act (FRBM) in 2003 to bring rule based fiscal management to the 
country. The objective of the FRBM was to ensure a sustainable fiscal policy and 
prudent debt management through limits on the Central Government borrowing, 
limits on debt and deficits, greater transparency in fiscal operation, and conducting 
fiscal policy in a medium term framework. The FRBM requires the Government 
to place before the Parliament statements of fiscal policy, namely the Medium 
Term Fiscal Policy Statement, the Fiscal Policy Strategy Statement and the Macro- 
economic Framework Statement, in addition to other budgetary documents. These 
documents are expected to detail the policy stance of the government in fiscal 
management to enhance transparency and accountability.

A compendium of general provisions relating to rules and procedures to be 
followed in Government offices in India while dealing with financial management 
is provided by General Financial Rules (GFR). The GFR, first issued in 1947, has 
gone through many rounds of modification, the latest version of which is of 2005. 
The GFR provides rules and procedures relating to expenditure and payment of 
money, budget formulation and implementation, government accounts, 
procurement, contract management, grants and loans, budgeting and accounting 
for externally aided projects, and government guarantees.

Tm Executive IN Financial MANAGEi\'iENT

NOTES

The executive in India are responsible to carry out polices framed by the 
legislature and remain accountable to the Parliament. The Prime Minister heads 
the Council of Ministers, which is collectively responsible to the Parliament. Each 
Minister holds a portfolio for formulating departmental policies and oversees 
their implementation and ensures the efficient working of the administrative 
machinery.

The Ministry of Finance traditionally controls the finances of Government. 
Although several financial powers have been delegated to Administrative Ministries, 
the Ministry of Finance continues to have the overall responsibility of co-ordination 
and control. For speedy and effective discharge of their functions in financial 
matters which include planning, programming, budgeting, internal control, 
monitoring and evaluation, an Integrated Financial Adviser is attached to each 
Administrative Ministry under the Delegation of Financial Power Rules. The 
Integrated Financial Adviser acts as internal financial adviser in the exercise of 
powers delegated to the Ministries, and acts as an external financial adviser on 
behalf of the Ministry of Finance in respect of matters outside the delegated 
financial powers of the Administrative Ministry. The Ministry of Finance helps
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I'ederal Financethe departments by issuing detailed regulations on financial management and 
control to be followed uniformly in the Government of India.

The Head of the department (Secretary), who is designated as the Chief 
Accounting Authority for that Ministry has the basic responsibility for the 
administration of each department's activities. Besides departmental planning 
and administrative responsibilities, the head of the department is responsible for 
the collection of revenue and control of expenditure pertaining to his department, 
the receipt and disbursement of which are usually effected at various places and 
through various persons and exercises financial control over public enterprises 
set up under each of them. The Controller of Accounts and the Financial Adviser 
assist the Flead of the Department in discharging the financial responsibilities.

The Budgutary Process

The budgetary process in India involves preparation of budget, adoption 
of the budget by Parliament, implementation of budget proposals, and post
evaluation of budget achievements. The administrative departments frame their 
estimates of receipts and expenditure proposals keeping in view the existing 
government programmes and new schemes approved by the Planning 
Commission. These estimates constitute the budget of the government after being 
consolidated by the Ministry of Finance. After the budget gets approved in the 
Parliament, the administrative ministries are authorized to spend the funds in 
the schemes approved by the Parliament. The legislature exercises its control 
over the post-budget evaluation of the budget implementation through various 
committees.

The budgetary process starts with issuing of the Budget Circular by the 
Budget Division of Ministry of Finance normally during September each year for 
preparation of the Revised Estimates of the current financial year and the budget 
estimates of the ensuing financial year. Ihis circular gives detailed instructions 
about the preparation of estimates of receipts and expenditure, the required 
formats and the various stalemcnls that are to be appended to the estimates. It 
also specifies the processes to be followed and their scheduled dates. The GFR 
also prescribes the broad guidelines, procedures and forms for the preparation of 
budget estimates of receipts and expenditure by the ministries.

The ministries/deparfments prepare their estimates and receipts and 
expenditures following the prescribed accounting practice. The estimates of 
expenditure are furnished to the Budget Division in stages. The initial Statement 
of Budget Estimates is submitted by the departments by 31st October after which 
pre-budget meetings are held between the Ministry of Finance and the 
departments. After the pre-budget meetings are over, the approved ceilings for 
expenditure, as finalized in these meetings, are communicated including ceilings 
for revenue and Capital Expenditures. The final SBE is submitted by the

NOTES
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Financial Adminislralton departments after finalizing the expenditure proposals taking into account the 
ceilings fixed by the Finance department relating to non-plan expenditure and 
the annual plan allocations determined by the Planning Commission. While 
finalizing the budget proposals, the Ministry of Finance has to keep in view the 
amount of resources available and the acceptable levels of budgetary deficits. The 
respective Ministries/Departments prepare the detailed demand for grants 
containing the details of proposed expenditures following budget classification. 
The budget proposals are placed before the Parliament by the end of February. 
The Financial Advisers of the departments play a crucial role all through the 
budgetary preparation process as they submit the SBEs, finalize them and ensure 
the correctness of accounts classification, make modifications in the context of 
economy and other considerations, consolidate the estimates for each programme/ 
organization to present, a complete picture of their financial costs, and obtain 
approval of the Secretary (Expenditure) in the Ministry of Finance, wherever 
necessary.

NOTES

After the finalization of the budget by the Ministry of Finance, it is placed 
in the parliament for its consideration and adoption. Parliamentary discussion of 
the budgetary proposals affords an opportunity to members to review the working 
of Government in general. As per the provision of the Constitution, a statement 
of estimated annual receipts and expenditure prepared by the Government is 
presented in the Parliament. This annual financial statement is commonly known 
as the Budget. The budget shows receipts and payments of the government under 
three heads: Consolidated Fund, Contingency Fund, and Public Accounts. The 
budget includes the Revenue Budget and Capital Budget. The estimates relating 
to expenditure are in the form of 'charged', which is not submitted for voting 
and 'voted', which are submitted as demand for grants. Each ministry/department 
proposes a demand for grants, which contains the amount required and detailed 
estimates under each demand divided into items. After the demands are passed 
by the legislature, a bill called is introduced to provide for the appropriation out 
of the Consolidated Fund.

The bill when passed becomes the Appropriation Act. The Finance bill 
containing the annual tax proposal is considered and passed by Parliament only 
after the demands for grants have been voted and the total expenditure is known, 
after which it becomes the Finance Act.

While the expenditures voted by Parliament are immediately available to 
the Administrative Ministries, the release of these funds to field agencies is based 
on periodic review of the expenditure profiles projected by them. The review is 
carried out with a view to controlling and monitoring expenditure as it shows the 
variations, budgetary lags, expenditure patterns, and relationship between physical
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Federal Financeand financial progress. The Finance Ministry has the responsibility of managing 
the cash management and the borrowing schedule efficiently depending upon 
the spending pattern of the administrative departments.

PARUAMEmARY COMMITTEES

The Parliament exercises supervision over executive action in various ways 
through a system of committees. The post budget evaluation is carried outthrough 
the operation of various parliamentary committees, such as the Public accounts 
Committee, the Estimates Committee, and the committee of Public Undertakings. 
The Estimates Committee is entrusted with responsibility of undertaking a 
detailed examination of budget estimates put forth by the Government in respect 
of each administrative department. The other two committees examine the 
expenditures incurred by the executive to ensure that the moneys disbursed were 
available and applicable to the service to which they had been applied, that the 
expenditures confirmed to the authority that governed it, and that the rules of 
financial propriety and economy in expenditure were duly observed. These 
committees also examine efficiency of implementation of projects and schemes 
and whether its objectives were attained or not. The Public Accounts Committee 
examines the Appropriation Accounts of the Government of India and the Report 
of the Comptroller and Auditor General thereon and the annual finance accounts 
of the Government and any other accounts placed before the House. The 
Committees on Public Undertakings consider the audit reports relating to 
commercial enterprises.

Role of Reserve Bank of India

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Central bank of the country, is the 
banker to the Government and is the repository of all cash balances of the 
Government of India. It plays a vital role in assisting the Government in the 
economic management of the country, particularly the monetary system. The 
Central Government borrows through the issue of treasury bills for replenishing 
its cash balances from time to time. The Reserve Bank has been entrusted with 
the responsibility of management of public debt raised by the Government of 
India including maintenance of detailed accounts of all the loans floated. The RBI 
has also been entrusted with the complete control of foreign exchange of the 
country.

The Role of the Comptroller and Auditor General of Indl\ (CAG)
The Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG), the supreme audit 

institution in India has a crucial role in assisting the parliament in financial control. 
The jurisdiction of the CAG includes auditing the accounts of Central, State and 
local governments. Government commercial enterprises, authorities substantially 
financed from Government revenues, and any other bodies or authorities with

NOTES
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Financial Adminiatration the approval of, or at the request of, the President of India. The CAG also examines 
the accounts relating to grants and loans given by the Government to other bodies. 
The CAG audits the Appropriation and Finance Accounts and submits them along 
with the audit reports to the President of India, following which they are laid 
before the Parliament. The reports are then passed on to the Public Accounts 
Committee, which examines them and makes recommendations to Parliament 
on the various issues involved.

The primary function of the audit by the CAG is to verify the accounts to

NOTES

ascertain —

(]) whether the moneys shown in the accounts as having been disbursed 
were legally available for and applicable to the service or purpose to which 
they have been applied or charged and whether the expenditure conforms 
to the authority which governs it and

(2) whether the assessment, collection and allocation of revenue have been 
properly done.

The Appropriation and Finance Accounts are accordingly examined under 
the directions of the CAG and .certified as to their correctness subject to his 
observations in his Reports on the Accounts submitted under Article 151 of the 
Constitution. The CAG has the authority to make regulations on the scope of 
audit. Apart from the traditional forms of audit, commonly known as the 
appropriation audit and regularity audit, the discretionary forms of audit (the 
propriety audit and the efficiency-cum-performance audit) developed by the CAG 
have assumed significance from the viewpoint of 'accountability' in a 
comprehensive sense. The audit looks beyond the mere regularity of expenditure 
to its prudence and economy and to a general examination of the efficiency and 
effectiveness with which an organization is discharging its financial responsibilities. 

Accounting and Reporting
The government accounts in India are kept on a cash basis. Therefore, only 

actual receipts and payments during the financial year are taken into account 
with no outstanding liabilities or accrued income included. All cash appropriations 
lapse at the close of the financial year, One of the most distinctive features of the 
system of Government Accounts in India is the minute elaboration of the financial 
transactions of Government. Both receipts and payments are differentiated and 
classified in detail. Further, the uniform classification of transactions enables 
financial comparisons between Union and State governments. ■

The conventional pattern of classification followed organizational lines, 
consisting mainly of the listing of receipts by various types of taxes, and 
expenditures by reference to the spending department rather than to its objects 
or purposes. With the phenomenal growth and diversity in the functions of 
governments involving huge outlays, accounts acquired a new dimension.
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Federal FinanceAccordingly the necessity for a more meaningful classification of transactions for 
presentation of government operations in terms of functions, programmes and 
activities became increasingly apparent. A study team went into the question of 
accounting reforms and made recommendations to reform the structure of budget 
and accounts. The studv'team investigated the feasibility of devising a uniform 
classification for the budget, accounts and plan, and of presenting the objectives 
and purposes of government expenditure clearJy in terms of functions, 
programmes and activities. Following the recommendations, the classification of 
transactions on a function-cum-programme basis was introduced from 1 April 
1974.

NOTES

While a functional approach to classification was established, the emerging 
requirements such as bringing closer correlation between plan schemes and 
Accounts Heads, led the government to constitute a committee to review the 
existing classification and rationalize the Account Heads where required. As a 
result of this review, the new accounting classification came into force from 1 
April 1987. While the basic principles and broad structure of accounts were 
retained, certain new sub-sectors were introduced and a new coding pattern was 
devised. The list of Major and Minor Heads of Accounts of Union and States 
published by the Government of India gives the relevant details. The changes in 
the accounting system envisaged improving accountability and provided 
opportunity to review performance with reference to objectives of economic and 
social development as visualized under Plan programmes.

Initially the CAG had the responsibility of compiling and maintaining the 
accounts of the Union and the States. In a major exercise of departmentalization 
of accounts covering all the ministries and departments of the Union Government 
was undertaken in 1976, with the main objective of integrating accounts with the 
administrative ministries and departments. Under this scheme, accounts and 
finance form an integral part of the overall management. Administrative ministries 
have been entrusted with the responsibility of arranging payments and the timely 
compilation and rendering of accounts. The secretary to the ministry/department 
is the chief accounting authority and discharges this responsibility through and 
with the assistance of the integrated financial advisor of the ministry/department. 
The payment and accounting functions of the ministries/departments are 
discharged through departmental pay and accounts offices.

The payment as well as receipt transactions relating to the ministry/ 
department and attached and subordinate offices is transacted at the branches of 
the Reserve Bank of India and the State bank of India or its subsidiaries, or at 
specified branches of public sector banks accredited to the department without 
intervention of the treasury.

With the separation of audit and accounts at the union level, an organization 
headed by the Controller General of Accounts was created in the Department of
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Financial Administration Expenditure of the Ministry of Finance. It was entrusted with the responsibility 
of establishing and maintaining a technically sound departmentalized accounting 
system, laying down the form of accounts relating to the Union and the State 
Governments, administrating the rules relating to the custody of the Consolidated 
fund, the Contingency Fund, and the Public Account of India, and consolidating 
the monthly accounts of the Union Government from the monthly accounts 
prepared by various central pay and accounts offices and the state accountants 
general of audit.

The Controller General of Accounts prepares the annual accounts (known 
as Finance Accounts) showing under the respective heads the annual receipts 
and disbursements for the Union Government and also summarized civil 
appropriation accounts, comparing the actual expenditure under various grants/ 
appropriations with the grants voted/appropriation charged as specified in the • 
scheduled appended to the Appropriation Act passed by Parliament.

Role of Judiciary

One of the unique features of the Indian Constitution is that, 
notwithstanding the adoption of a federal system and existence of Central Acts 
and State Acts in their respective spheres, it has generally provided for a single 
integrated system of Courts to administer both Union and State laws. At the apex 
of the entire judicial system, exists the Supreme Court of India below which are 
the High Courts in each State or group of States.

» Below the High Courts lies a hierarchy of Subordinate Courts. Different 
State laws provide for different kinds of jurisdiction of courts. Each State is divided 
into judicial districts presided over by a District and Sessions Judge, which is the 
principal civil court of original jurisdiction and can try all offences including 
those punishable with death. The Sessions Judge is the highest judicial authority 
in a district. Below him, there are Courts of civil jurisdiction, known in different 
States as Munsifs, Sub-Judges, Civil Judges and the like. Similarly, the criminal 
judiciary comprises the Chief Judicial Magistrates and Judicial Magistrates of First 
and Second Class.

The Constitution of India is the original source of law in India, which, in 
turn, gives due recognition to statutes, case law and customary law consistent 
with its dispensations. Statutes are enacted by Parliament, Slate Legislatures and 
Union Territory Legislatures. There is also a vast body of laws known as 
subordinate legislation in the form of rules, regulations as well as by-laws made 
by Central and State Governments and local authorities like Municipal 
Corporations, Municipalities, Gram Panchayats and other local bodies. This 
subordinate legislation is made under the authority conferred or delegated either 
by Parliament or State or Union Territory Legislature concerned. The decisions 
of the Supreme Court are binding on all Courts within the territory of India.

NOTES
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Federal FinanceWhile the Indian Parliament can make laws on matters enumerated in the 
Union List, the State Legislatures are competent to make laws on matters 
enumerated in the State List. Both the Union and the States have power to legislate 
on matters enumerated in the Concurrent List. Laws made b)' Parliament may 
extend throughout or in any part of the territory of India and those made by 
State Legislatures may generally apply only within the territory of the State 
concerned. Hence, variations are likely to exist from State to State in provisions 
of law relating to matters falling in the State and Concurrent Lists.

The Supreme Court of India comprises the Chief Justice and not more 
than 25 other Judges appointed by the President of India. The Constitution seeks 
to ensure the independence of Supreme Court Judges in various ways. A Judge 
of the Supreme Court cannot be removed from office except by an order of the 
President passed after an address in each House of Parliament supported by a 
majority of the total membership of that House and by a majority of not less than 
two-thirds of members present and voting, and presented to the President in the 
same Session for such removal. A person who has been a Judge of the Supreme 
Court is debarred from practicing in any court of law or before any other authority 
in India.

NOTES

The Supreme Court has original, appellate and advisory jurisdiction. Its 
exclusive original jurisdiction extends to any dispute between the Government 
of India and one or more States. The Constitution gives an extensive original 
jurisdiction to the Supreme Court in regard to enforcement of Fundamental Rights. 
Under the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, International Commercial 
Arbitration can also be initiated in the Supreme Court. The appellate jurisdiction 
of the Supreme Court involves any judgment, decree or final order of a High 
Court in both civil and criminal cases, involving substantial questions of law as to 
the interpretation of the Constitution. The Supreme Court has also a very wide 
appellate jurisdiction over all Courts and Tribunals in India.

The Supreme Court has special advisory jurisdiction in matters which may 
specifically be referred to it by the President of India under the provisions of the 
Constitution. Although the proceedings in the Supreme Court arise out of the 
judgments or orders made by die Subordinate Courts including the High Courts, 
but of late the Supreme Court has started entertaining matters in which interest 
of the public at large is involved and the Court can be moved by any individual 
or group of persons either by filing a Writ Petition at the Filing Counter of the 
Court or by addressing a letter to Hon'ble the Chief Justice of India highlighting 
the question of public importance for invoking this jurisdiction. Such concept is 
popularly known as 'Public Interest Litigation' and several matters of public 
importance have become landmark cases.

The High Court stands at the head of a State's judicial administration. There 
are 18 High Courts in the coimtry, three having jurisdiction over more than one

O
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Financial Adminisn-aUon State. Among the Union Territories Delhi alone has a High Court of its own. 
Other six Union Territories come under the jurisdiction of different State High 
Courts. Each High Court comprises of a Chief Justice and such other Judges as 
the President may, from time to time, appoint.

Each High Court has power to issue to any person within its jurisdiction 
directions, orders, or writs for enforcement of Fundamental Rights and for any 
other purpose. Each High Court has powers of superintendence over all Courts 
within its jurisdiction. It can call for returns from such Courts, make and issue 
general rules and prescribe forms to regulate their practice and proceedings and 
determine the manner and form in which book entries and accounts shall be 
kept.

NOIES

There are also various tribunals that have been set up in India that look into 
various matters of grave concern. The tribunals that need a special mention are 
as follows:

• Income Tax Appellate Tribunal
• Central Administrative Tribunal
• Intellectual Property Appellate Tribunal

• Railways Claims Tribunal

• Appellate Tribunal for Electricity
• Debts Recovery Tribunal

• Central Excise Service Tax Appellate Tribunal
The Ministry of Law and Justice looks after the judicial set up of the country. 

There are also many legal committees and commissions that are set up in India so 
that the judiciary can run smoothly and render all possible help to the general 
masses of India in solving their legal problems.

The Right to Information Act (RTI) is a law enacted by the Parliament of 
India in 2005 allowing citizens of India to access to records of the Central 
Government and State Governments. The Act applies to all States and Union 
Territories of India, except the State of Jammu and Kashmir - which is covered 
under a State-level law. Under the provisions of the Act, any citizen (excluding 
the citizens within J&K) may request information from a "public authority" (a 
body of Government or "instrumentality of State") which is required to reply 
expeditiously or within thirty days. The Act also requires every public authority 
to computerize their records for wide dissemination and to proactively publish 
certain categories of information so that the citizens need minimum recourse to 
request for information formally. The RTI assumes significance on information 
disclosure in India, which was hitherto restricted by the Official Secrets Act of 
1923.
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Federal FinanceUNIT - IV

Planning represents the ethos of the age. The debate as welt as the faith in 
planning moves almost like pendulum from one end to the other. Intellectual 
origin of planning can be traced back to many sources and circumstances but 
the primary impetus for planning came from the Soviet experience. The 
importance of planning was felt during the worldwide economic depression in 
the 1930s. It also led to prolonged debate on the need and the nature of planning.

Many countries in Europe and elsewhere resorted to some kind of planning 
with an eye on military preparedness. The widespread destruction during World 
War II in many countries in Europe and elsewhere projected the importance of 
planning as a tool for reconstruction and the rehabilitation of the devastated 
economies.

NOTES

After World War II, where many countries in Asia and Africa attained 
independence, planning was regarded as an important and effective tool for rapid 
socio-economic development. It was recognised that planning in thp developing 
countries attained a central positioh of importance because in the developing 
societies, state has to play a much more activist role in the economy in order to 
fulfil the expectations of the people.

4.11 MEANING OF PLANNING
Planning is preparation for action. Planning is a conscious effort to achieve 

desired ends. It is a rational method of application of resources for the fulfillment 
of specific objectives. Planned economy would mean an economic system in which 
Central Administration the government controls and regulates production, 
distribution, prices, etc., through deciding on acts, purposes and strategies for 
development before hand. The term planning has been widely defined and in 
most cases the definition earned the same viewpoint. Dimock defines planning 
as 'the use of rational design as contrasted with chance, the reaching of a decision 
before a linesf action is taken instead of improving after the action has started'. 
Millett defines, "Planning is the process of determining the objectives of 
administrative effort and of devising the means calculated to achieve them". 
According tolJrwick, "Planning is hndamentally an intellectual process, a mental 
pre-disposition, to do things in an orderly way, to think before acting, and to act 
in the light of facts rather than guesses. It is the antithesis of speculative tendency." 
Seckler-Hudson defined it as "the process of devising a basis for a course of future 
action'" Thus, planning is 'thinking ahead' or thinking before doing. It is an 
intellectual process of determination of course of action undertaken in a conscious 
manner.

In short, planning is the conscious process of selecting and developing the 
best course of action to accomplish defined objective. Planning is thus the exercise 
of foresight and network of action for defined goals.a> ■
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Financial Administration 4.12 NEED FOR PLANNING
The growth of human knowledge and its extending control over the 

environment made human beings realise the increasing importance of planning 
in a society. Planning is no more restricted to communist methodology nor 
associated with totalitarianism and authoritarianism. The old prejudice that 
plannifig is unfit for democratic way of living is fast vanishing. Today planning 
has become popular, the politicians at the highest level plan a policy manning the 
hture of a nation, or seeking the survival of humanity. Every aspect of governmental 
action is relating the hture of a nation, or seeking the survival of humanity. Every 
aspect of governmental action is to be planned - objectives, policies, organisation, 
finances, work methods, incentive systems and public relations. Programmes 
based on well-reasoned priorities are invaluable for such countries as they cannot 
afford to waste time, people or material. Drawing up plans, usually in the form 
of five year programmes for public expenditures, in particular relating to capital 
formation, has in many developing countries become the accepted practice under 
which the responsible government agencies must look ahead, determine their 
long range objectives and agree upon certam priorities in the light of the probable 
demands of the various sectors of the economy. The programmes of the individual 
government agencies are usually coordinated by a central planning office in the 
light of overall available financial resources.

NOTES

4.13 TYPES OF PLANNING
As the planning is of continuous process it is impossible to suggest water- 

light categories of planning. None of the types of planning are self-contained, 
they are mere ideal types. Following may be stated as the types of planning :

(a) Overall Planning
(b) Limited Planning
(c) Administrative Planning

(a) Overall Planning: The overall planning commonly called socio-economic 
planning is more comprehensive. It is more than laying down a few economic 
targets here and a kw physical targets there. It is an overall effort to achieve an all 
round development of the country. This type was first adopted by Stalin in USSR 
and being used in Russia since then. Most of the third world countries are adopting 
this type. Four years and seven year plans are manifestations of this type.

(b) Limited Planning: Limited planning does not centralise all the socioeconomic 
activities at one focal point The state opting for this type of planning selects the 
main obiectives which the society as a whole considers fundamental. Through 
proper planning and regulation of the activities of the individuals and group it 
directs the life and activity of the society in such a way that those objectives are 
attained.
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Federal Finance(c) Administrative Planning: Government planning is nothing but administrative 
planning. The administrative planning is mainly concerned with administrative 
programmes. It seeks to provide a broad framework for action as it defines major 
objectives, establishes inter-bureau policy and links departmental policy and 
programmes with the related depaments. Its main purpose is to give a detailed 
shape to the policy plan, to make objectives clearer and more workable.

Administrative planning may be divided into four different phases, viz., 
policy planning, administrative planning, programme planning and operational 
planning. A brief explanation of these phases is given below:

(i) Policy Planning: Polic}' planning is concerned with developing broad 
general outlines of government in power.

(ii) Administrative Planning: According to Pfiffrier it seeks 'to provide a broad 
framework for action by defining major objectives, establishing inter
bureau policy and to a lesser extent, linking departmental policy and 
programmes with those of related departments'. This policy is formulated 
by the chief executive in consultations with the departmental heads to 
give effect to the policy planning and to make objective clearer and more 
workable for the public officials.

(Hi) Programme Planning: According to Millett, it is 'concerned with the 
preparation of the specific purposes to be realised and the procedures to 
be employed by administrative agencies within the framework of existing 
public policy'. It is an overall review of the proposed programme to 
determine the volume of services involved, the resources in man and 
money needed to provide them, the general procedures required and the 
organisation structure necessary to use these resources to the best 
advantage. It is a detailed plan for implementing the programmes in a 
particular department.

(iv) Operation Planning: According to Pfiffner, it is 'concerned with the 
systematic analysis of an authorised programme and determination of 
the detailed means of carrying it out. After the objectives have been 
determined and the means and methods of achieving those objectives 
have been found, then comes operational planning by the divisional and 
sectional heads v/ho lay down specific procedures and how those have to 
be used to save time, accelerate production and increase net output. The 
different units are assigned specific functions and their performance 
measured in terms of time, quantity and quality of production and overall 
product. It is, in fact, a 'workshopstage' of the programme planning, 

Besides the above types of planning, several new types of planning have 
emerged in the recent years known as perspechve planning, rolling plan, short 
range or long-range planning, and district planning or grass root planning.

NOTES
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4,14 GENESIS OF PLANNING IN INDIAFinancial Administration

India has attempted to bring about rapid economic and social development 
of the country through a planned effort. Although an awareness of the importance 
of planning was manifest in the pre-independence era, realistic and ambitious 
planning on an all-India basis could not be started effectively until India became 
free in 1947 and its major problems growing out of the partition of the country 
and the task of unification of the native Indian States were resolved.

The first effort at introducing social planning in India was made by an 
individual noted for his pioneering zeal and breadth of vision, the late Dr. M. 
Visvcswarayya. In 1936 he published an essay underlining the desirability and 
feasibility of planning for industrialisation of the country. For the formulation, 
implementation and administration of the plan he had suggested formation of a 
60-member advisory body, with political leaders, economists, businessmen, 
administrators, etc., and a Planning Commission of five to seven members for 
discharging day-to-day functions. He also recommended the setting up of a 
development department at the Centre and Economic Councils in the provinces. 
Though interesting as an intellectual exercise, this could not directly influence 
any social action or ady governmental move.

In 1937, soon after the assumption of power in the provinces, the Working 
Committee of the Indian National Congress initiated planning preliminaries by 
adopting a resolution which recommended to the Congress Ministry the 
appointment of a committee of experts to consider urgent and vital problems the 
solution of which wad necessary to any scheme of national re-construction andg 
social planning. Following this resolution, a Planning Committee was constituted 
by Subhash Chandra Bose, the then President of the Indian National Congress 
under the Chairmanship of Jawaharlal Nehru. Later in 1944, the Government 
established a Planning and Development Board and publishkd three private 
development plans - the Bombay Plan, the Gandhi Plan and the People's Plan. A 
Planning Advisory Board was also constituted in 1946 after the establishment of 
the interim government headed by Jawaharlal Nehru. These pre-Independence 
efforts at planning tend to bring out a certain unity of approach to the problems 
of national reconstruction in as much as each of these plans mooted not only had 
certain objectives in common but also sought to achieve them through similar 
means. All the plan proposals explicitly accepted the rapid improvement of the 
living standards of the people as the central objective of development.

The central theme of public policy and philosophy of national planning in 
India since Independence has been promotion of balanced economic development 
so as to provide foundations for sustained economic growth; for increasing 
opportunities for gainful employment, for promoting greater equality in incomes 
and wealth and raising living standards and working conditions for the masses. 
Even the Directive Principles of State Policy carries the same spirit of balanced
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Federal Financeeconomic development- The Con.stitution of India includes the subject of social 
and economic planning in the concurrent list. The legal basis for national planning 
for the country as a whole, therefore, has been provided through a parliamentary 
statute on the subject. The discussions on the setting up of a planning machinery 
in 1949 had envisaged the establishment of a Planning Commission and the 
creation of National Economic Council which would work as an organ of 
intergovernmental cooperation in the economic and social fields.

Following the recommendations of the Advisory Planning Board of 1946, 
the Planning Commission was established by a Cabinet resolution of March 15, 
1950. The National Development Council was later constituted in 1952.

NOTES

4.15 PLANNING MACHINERY AT CENTRAL LEVEL
The Planning Commission is the machinery for planning at the central 

level. The Planning Commission is essentially a non-political advisory body which 
makes recommendations to tlie government. It has no sanction of its own. Care 
has been taken to organise it neither as a pure research institute, out of touch 
with the various political, economic or administrative problems nor as an 
administrative ministry, which is too closely involved in day-to-day affairs and is 
prone to lack the perspective and detachment required of a national planning 
agency. Now we are in the Tenth Plan process.

Organisation AND Role of the Planning Commission

The Planning Commission is a multi-member body and the number of 
members has varied from time to time. In the 'initial year of its inception, the 
Commission concentrated mainly on plan formulation. It was composed of only 
full-time members. The Prime Minister as Chairman of the. Commission provided 
the needed close relationship with the Central Government. But over the years 
the Commission got invdlved in a number of administrative matters and also 
gathered to itself certain functions of a purely executive nature. The composition 
of the Commission underwent a substantial change and a number of Union 
Ministers were appointed as a part time member of the Commission. The Planning 
Commission was reconstituted in August 1967 on the lines suggested by the 
ARC except that the Prime Minister continued to be the Chairman of the 
Commission and the. ’^^nion Finance Minister, its part-time member. In addition 
'to full-time members, which varies from three to eight, other Ministers of Central 
Government have also been appointed as Members for certain specific reasons 
connected with the portfolios, The appointment of Ministerial Members and 
Full Members varies according to the party, which comes to power at the center.

Members of the Planning Commission
The composition of the Planning Commission as in 2004 is as follows :

• Prime Minister - Chairman;

i
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Financial Administration • Deputy Chairman;
• Minister of State (Planning);
• Seven Full time Members; and
• Member-Secretary.

The Planning Commission functions through several divisions and sections, 
each headed by a Senior officer, usually designated as Advisor or Chief or 
Consultant or Joint Secretary or Joint Advisor. The full time members of the 
Planning Commission assume responsibility for the day-to-day work of particular 
divisions, although the Commissioh functions as a composite t ody and tenders 
advice jointly on all-important matters.

The Prime Minister of India being the Chairman of the Planning 
Commission ever since its inception has added considerably to the prestige of the 
Commission and helped it a great deal in its coordinating functions at the political 
level.
Role of Planning Commission

The Plarming Commission has been assigned a lot of functions.
(1) The Commission makes an assessment of the material, capital and human 

resources of the country, including technical personnel and investigate 
the possibilities of augnienting such of these resources as are found to be 
deficient in relation to the nation's requirements;

(2) it formulates a plan tor the most effective and balanced utilisation of the 
country's resources;

(3) On a determination of priorities, the Commission defines the stages in 
which the plan should be earned out and propose the allocation of resources 
for the due completion of each stage;

(4) It indicates the'factors which are tending to refund economic development 
and to determine the condition for the successful execution of the plan;

(5) It also determines the nature of machinery which would be necessary for 
securing the successful implementation of each stage of the plan in all its 
aspects;

(6) It appraises from time to time the progress achieved in the execution of 
each stage of the plan and to recommend the adjustment of policy and 
measures that such appraisal might show to be necessary;

(7) Moreover, it makes Isuch interim or ancillary recommendations as might 
be appropriate on the prevailing economic conditions, and current policies.

In addition to the above, the Government of-India Allocation of Business 
Rules, has assigned responsibility to the Planning Commission in respect of:

(a) Public cooperation in national development,
(b) Hill Area Developmpt Programme,

r
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Federal Finance(c) Perspective planning,
• I '

(d) Directorate planning, and
(e) National Informatics Centre (NIC)

It is, thus, that the Planning Commission was established as a staff agency 
to prepare nationaJ plan for economic development of the country.

Internal ORGANtSAnoN

The Office of the Planning Commission consists of three types of divisions 
(I) General Division, (2) Subject Division and (3) Services Division. The work of 
the first two types of divisions is primarily technical, of the third administrative 
or secretarial.

The General Divisions are concerned with certain special aspects of the 
entire economy. These are :

(1) Economic Divisions: Financial Resource Divisiort, Development Policy 
Division, International Economics Division and Socio-Economic Research 
Unit;

(2) Perspective Planning Division;
(3) Labour, Employment and Manpower Division;
(4) Statistics and Surveys Division;
(5) State Plans Division, including multi-level planning. Border Area 

Development Programme, Hill Area Development and North Eastern 
Region (NER);

(6) Project Appraisal and Management Division;
(7) Monitoring and Information Division;
(8) Plan Coordination Division; and
(9) National Informatics, Yojana Bhawan Unit.

Among the General Divisions, the perspective Planning Division provides 
general guidance for work on long-term development which is undertaken in 
detail in different divisions. Coordination of work within the Planning is 
undertaken by the Plan Coordination Division.

Subject divisions are concerned with certain specified fields of development. 
Some Subject Divisions are:

(1 ) Agriculture Division
(2) “ Backward Classes Division
(3) Commxmication & Information Division
(4) Development Policy Division
(5) Education Division
(6) Environment & Forest Division
(7) Financial Resources Division
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Financial Administration (8) Health, Nutrition & Family Welfare Division
(9) Housing, Urban Development & Water Supply Division
(10) Industry & Minerals Division
(11 ) International Economic Division
(12) Labour, Employment and Manpower Division
(13) Multi-level Planning Division
(14) Monitoring Division
(15) Perspective Planning Division
(16) Plan Coordination Division
(17) Power & Energy Division
(18) Programme Evaluation Organisation
(19) Project Appraisal & Management Division
(20) Rural Development Division
(21 ) Science & Technology Division
(22) Social Developmetn & Women's Programme Division
(23) Social Welfare Division
(24) State Plans Division
(25) Transport Division
(26) Village & Small Enterprises Division
(27) Water Resources Division
(28) Administration & Services Division
(29) Other Units

• Border Area Development Programmes
• Socio-Economic Research Unit
• Western Ghat Development
The Subject Divisions of the Planning Commission maintain close contact 

with their counterparts in the various Ministries and the State Governments. 
They are responsible for collecting, processing and analysing all relevant 
information required for the formulation, processing and evaluation of the policies 
and programmes included in the Plan.

Advisory Board on Energy which was functioning as a Unit under the 
Cabinet Secretariat was transferred to the Planning Commission witln effect from 
1st September 1988. Consequently, a new technical division, viz., 'Energy Policy 
Division', has been setup in the Planning Commission. The National Informatics 
Centre, which was earlier under, the Department of Electronics, was transferred 
to the Planning Commission with effect from 14tli March 1988. Since then, it 
has become a part of the Planning Commission. The Computer Services Division, 
which was earlier functioning under the Advisor (Monitoring and Information)
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Federal Financehas now been merged with the National Informatics Centre. Apart from research 
and plan formulating structural units described above, the Planning Commission 
has Services Division which is concerned with the administration, accounts and 
general services, required for the commission. The general administration 
including accounts is under the overall charge of the Secretary, Planning 
Commission. The Accounts Branch functions with an Internal Finance Advisor 
and Controller of Accounts who works under the ambit of General Administration.

Committee on Plan Projects

An analysis of the Second Five Year Plan indicates the traditional view of 
economy, namely reduction in the staff strength, which has become outmoded 
in the context of the Plan. The real issue in the plan expenditure requires a great 
deal of thought and effort in standardising the practices and procedures of 
execution in order to ensure realistic estimation of costs; to achieve basic economy 
based on scientific development of the techniques from the inception of the 
projects; and to set up norms and standards for evaluation. It was against such 
background that the COPP was established in 1956 for exploring the possibility 
of achieving economy consistent with efficiency in the projets included in the 
second Plan. It had the Home Minister as Qiairman and Ministers for planning 
and finance and Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission as members. In 
addition, the Prime Minister, as Chairman of the National Development Council 
nominated two Chief Ministers of the States as members of the Committee for 
each class of Projects. The Union Member concerned with a project under 
investigation was also a member of the Committee.

Some of the important functions entrusted to the COPP were to :
(a) organise investigation, including inspection in the field of important 

projbets, both at the Centre and in the States, through specially selected 
teams.

(b) initiate studies with the objectives of evolving a suitable form, of 
organisation, methods, standards and techniques for achieving economy, 
avoiding waste and ensuring efficient execution of projects.

(c) promote the development of suitable machinery for continuous efficiency 
audit in individual projects and in agencies responsible for their execution.

(d) secure the implementation of suggestions made in reports submitted to it 
and to make the results of studies and investigations generally available 
and

(e) undertake such other tasks as the National Development Council may 
propose for the promotion of economy and efficiency in the execution of 
the Second Five Year Plan. The COPP, as a separate entity was wound up 
in 1970.

NOTES
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Financial Adminisiration ProgrammeEvaluauon Organisation

Evaluation has been an essential aspect of formulation and execution of 
development plans and programme? since the beginning of the plan process. 
The Programme Evaluation Organisation was set up in 1952 as an independent 
organisation working under the general guidance and direction of the Plarming 
Commission. Initially, it was entrusted with the specific task of evaluating the 
Community Development Programme and other intensive area development 
schemes. But in recent years the organisational sphere of work and activities has 
been extended, and diversified to cover evaluation studies of Plan/Programmes 
Schemes in a variety of sectors, viz., Agriculture, Cooperation, Rural Industries, 
Health, Family Welfare, Rural Development, Public Distribution, Tribal 
Development, etc.

The Programme Evaluation Organisation evaluates projects and 
programmes periodically and undertakes ex-post evaluation of a few selected 
major projects in different sections.

The main function of the Prneramme Evaluation Organisation is to 
undertake evaluation studies which encompass: (1) assessment of programme 
results against the stated objectives and. targets; (2) the measurement of their • 
impact on beneficiaries; (3) the impact on the socio-economic structure of the 
community; (4) the delivery of service to the target group. In addition to this 
Programme Evaluation Organisation has also been discharging two more 
functions, viz., (a) giving technical advice and guidance to the State Evaluation 
Organisations and (b) imparting training to the State Evaluation Personnel.

NOTES

4.16 ROLE OF NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
(NUC)

The NDC is headed by the Prime Minister and consists of the Central 
Ministers, Chief Ministers of the States and Lt. Governors, Administrators of 
Union Central Administration Territories and Members of the Planning 
Commission. It is a nodal body, which considers and approves policies and 
strategies of development planning. The Secretary of the Planning Commission 
acts as the Secretary of the Council. From a strictly legal point of view, NDC is 
essentially an advisory body. Since, it comprises the highest political authority in 
the country it has assumed an important position. The meetings of NDC are held 
at least twice a year. The role of the NDC is discussed briefly :

(i) It acts as a kind of bridge between the Union Government, the Planning 
Commission and the State Governments,

(ii) NDC prescribes guidelines for the formulation of National Plan including 
the assessment of resources for the Plan.

(Hi) NDC considers the National Plan as formulated by the Planning 
Commission.
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Federal Finance(iv) NDC considers important questions of social and economic policy affecting 
national development.

(v) It also reviews the work of the Plan from time to time and recommends 
such measures as are necessary for achieving the aims and targets set out 
in the national plan including measures to secure the active participation 
and cooperation of the people, improve the efficiency of the administrative 
services, ensure the fullest development of the less advanced regions and 
sections of the community and, through sacrifice, borne equally by all the 
citizens, build up resources for national development.

The NDC gives its advice at various stages of the formulation of the Plan 
and it is only after its approval has been obtained that a Plan is presented to the 
Parliament for its consideration. The Council has been largely responsible for 
giving Indian plan a national character and for ensuring unanimity in approach 
and uniformity in working.

NOTES

4.17 PROBLEMS OF CENTRALISED PLANNING
Ever since 1951, when the First Five Year Plan went into operation, right 

through the formulation of the Seventh Five Year Plan in recent years, India has 
been following national policy of central planning for controlled and unified 
development. This has given rise to a number of problems in administration:

• (1) Whether planning should come from above or below?
(2) To what extent should the society be subject to planning and how the 

people should be associated in the formulation and execution of plans?
(3) What modification should be made in the relationship between the Centre 

and the States which have distinctpowersina federal constitution so as to 
make centralised plqnning effective?

(4) Who should constitute the members of the planning body?
(5) If the planning body is set up outside the normal executive organisation 

of the government, as the Planning Commission in this country is, should 
its advisory services be arranged in the existing organisation or should it 
have an administration of its own for this purpose?

(6) To what extent should the Planning Commission concern itself with the 
details of the Plan?

(7) What should be the Planmng Commission's responsibility in reviewing 
the progress of the Plan and what reports is the Planning Commission 
entitled to ask from the executive authorities?

(8) What is the mechanism for dove-tailing the work of the planning 
machinery in the states with thak of the centre, etc.?

Although some of these problems have been taken care of in the initial
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Financial Adminisirarinn establishment ot the Planning Commission and its subsequent reorganisations, 
it must be confessed that the administrative organisation for planning has grown 
haphazardly without any systematic examination of these problems. The result 
is that Planning Commission today is a mammoth organisation, almost 'a parallel 
government' in the words of Pandit Nehru.

It is to be noted that the.Planning Commission and the National 
Development Council are not constitutional bodies. Now we have a 
constitutionally mandated District Planning Committee in every District, for 
further reading vide-the planning process.

NOTES

Summary

• Conventional definitions of a federation usually lay emphasis on the fact 
that between the two levels of government, there is a division of powers 
such that the central government is given specified functions and the states 
enjoy the residual (non-specified) powers.

• According to the Constitutional provisions (Seventh Schedule, Article 246), 
the legislative powers and consequent expenditure responsibilities of both 
levels of governments are demarcated in three lists -Union, State and 
Concurrent.

• The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Central bank of the country, is the 
banker to the Government and is the repository of all cash balances of the 
Government of India.

• Planning is preparation for action. Planning is a conscious effort to achieve 
desired ends. It is a rational method of application of resources for the 
fulfillment of specific objectives.

• The Planning Commission is the machinery for planning at the central 
level. The Planning Commission is essentially a non-political advisory body 
which makes recommendations to the government.

• The NDC is headed by the Prime Minister and consists of the Central 
Ministers, Chief Ministers of the States and Lt. Governors, Administrators 
of Union Central Administration Territories and Members of the Planning 
Commission.

Review Questions I

1. What are the principles of fiscal federalism?
2. Discuss the centre-state financial relation.
3. How does judiciary exercise its power over finance in india? Discuss.
4. What are the important functions of planning commission?
5. Discuss the role of planning machinery.
6. What are the roles of National Development Council (NDC)?
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